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ABSTRACT
The rneaning of an architecturai work is borne out of the whole, from a vision that
intesates the parts. It is in no way the sum of the elernents. However, because of our
Iimited capacity to retain and process multiple information of the whole, it is sometimes
disaggregated so that it could be better understood from its parts. Perception and
coa@ion orders our understanding of physicai phenomena Our understanding of the
richness of a design lies in the vitaiity of the images it arouses, If we are to experience
architectural rneaning and sense in cornrnunity design, it is vital that the effect of the
design should find a counterpart in the world of the viewer7s experience. Where human
spatial experience can be appropriately simulated, the need thus arises to mode1 its impact
and record the result in a scientificdly consistent and reliable rnanner in order to
appropriately assist decision-making.
The deter-MÏnation of consumers' receptivity to sustainable cornmunity design
alternatives using scientific methods of anaiysis poses great challenges to researchers in
the design profession. Different approaches have been suggested. This research is a
contribution to the continuing investigation of an appropriate method for design
investigation that will help to inform the qudity of design decisions.
This research proposes a new approach to analyzing design data for decision support.
The paradigm shift involves the decornposition of community design into features that
could be formally (scientificaily) evduated using the Fuzzy Group Decision-Making

(FGDM) approach. It presents a disaggregate approach to analyzing consumers'
receptivity to sustainable community design alternatives. A hypermedia visual ization
interface based on the creation of virtual community scenarios is used to present design
data to 3 subject-groups for assessment, in both laboratory and Internet environments.
An experimental test, using FGDM provided a scientific basis for the evaluation of

survey results from Iarger subject-groups. The framework for a decision mode1 is
developed for project-based application. This research demonstrates the use of FGDM as
a reIiable decision rnodelling technique using disaggregated design data. The grexest

strength of FGDM is that it is appropriate for capturing the inexactness or fuzziness that
is inherent in the definition of goals and criteria where variables are defined in l inguistic
terms.
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CHAPTERI
THESIS BACKGROUND

L-1

Introduction

The definition of sustainable community is as varied as the disciplines and
backgrounds of the authors who define it (Rees and Roseland 1981, Perks and Clark
1996, Gurstein 1995). There is agreement in the Iiterature that sustainability, ecologîc

architecture and livability are intertwined. This research, however, adopts the
definition of sustainable cornrnunî~design presented by Perks et al. (1996) and the
definition of livable cornmunity design presented by Appleyard ( 198 1) to develop the
parameters for the comrnunity design proposal used for consurners' receptivity
testing. These definitions are presented beIow.
Perks et al. (1996) define sustainable cornmunity design as:
"A community thar considers choice, convenience, and diversity. A compact
form which h a more people together to support having services and places
close tu the home. An environrnenr thar is healthy... with energy-conserving
home designs and sire planning ... on ecological approach to the use of land and
narural resources.. . strecrs designed for walking in safety and cornfort.., and
every neighbourhood developed with ifsown special character and identiiy. "

Appleyard, (L98 1) defines a livable community as:
"...a comrnrrniry whose srreet is a safe sancr~rary
for children playing. waiking
or cycling to local schools, bus stops, shops, playgrounds or p a r k ... It is a
community in which communal lrjCe is possible ... a neighbourly terrirory whcre
residenrsfeel a sense of belonging and a sense of pride and responsibiiiq. - ."

This thesis presents the parameters for sustainable community design that are
developed from literature (Lynch 198 L ,Lennard 1995, Alexander 1977, Kelbaugh L 989,
Hough 1984, Newman 1980, Pressman 1981, Jacobs 1961, Rees 1988, Appleyard 198 1 ).
Furthemore, a sustainable community design proposal is presented for UThyteRidge
Community -- a local suburban community in the City of Winnipeg. The design proposa1
is based on established sustainable cornmunity design parameters, which are developed
from 154 sustainable community features proposed by Perks et al., and the works of
Consumers' receptivity to these parameters was tested with experimental 3D
sketches and 3D renderings of alternative testing scenarios in a virtual environment,

using Live subjects. The "c~nventional"~
and " s ~ s t a i n a b l e design
"~
scenarios for
Whyte Ridge community, based on disaggregated cornrnunity features, were
presented for participants' assessrnent using a hypermedia visuaiization interface.
This interface was used for testing consumers' receptivity to sustainable community
design. The data obtained from this survey were used to complernent a web-based
survey using the same data. Correlation o f sustainable community design receptivity
data was made for the various subject-groups to establish final preference pattern

using Fuzzy Group Decision-Making (FGDM) technique.
Issues considered in the alternative sustainable community design include: choice,
convenience, diversity, proximity to co~nrnunitycore, cornrnunity compactness,
efficient use of natural resources and urban space, environmenta1 heaith, safety,
decreased poIlution, and the establishment of a sense of place.

1.2

ProblemStatement
Recent research on the potentid for designing sustainable communities has led to

the development of a wide variety of cornmunity design alternatives and the
deliberate manipulation and experimentation with a wide range of design criteria. In
order to assist the decision making process that precedes any application of these
sustainable community design concepts, the potential users (Le., community
residents) should have the means to understand the impacts of such concepts on an
experiential level.
Decisions about the choice of one design concept over another require an
understanding of the perceptive reality of these concepts to a user. Although Virtual
Reaiity (VR)technologies cannot examine a11 of the sustainable community design
criteria, many of the criteria may be appropriately tested in a VR setting (Bert01 and
Foe1 and Foe1 1997). It is the objective of this research to identify and isolate such
criteria, and to develop a rnethodology for carrying out the test and evaluating the
outcornes-

-

' A scenario that depicts a traditional suburban community,
A scenmïo that depicts a community design using sustainable principks.

This research seeks to answer two basic questions:
If a suburban cornrnunity were designed to incorporate goals, ecological-planning
criteria, and technological features associated with achieving sustainable
development, would people want to Iive there?

=

Does design representation technique affect consumers' understanding of design
intent, and hence the choice of design alternative chat they make?

1-3

Goal of Research
The goal of this research is to develop a procedure for assessing sustainable

community design alternatives in a virtual environment, and to develop a methodology
for evaluating the results. The concept of "virtual space", in this research, refers to the
use of a hypermedia visualization interface 0
to conduct a cyber-survey of
aIternative design scenarios through the Internet, and to present data to subjects in a
Iaboratory environment.

1.4

Significance of Research
The nature of jud,gnents that are often made in the assessrnent of visual data and the

formulation of sustainable community design criteria falls wi thin the category of decision
probIems which exemplifies the vagueness and non-specificity inherent in human
formulation of preferences, constraints, and goals. Qualitative data such as tl-iis can only
be effectively modelled using a modelling technique that would capture these

imprecisions. FGDM was used in this research to obtain a realistic outcome from the
evaluation of qualitative data obtained from an assessrnent of graphic and Iinguistic dataThis is a new line of research that presents the potentiai for increasing the reliability of
outcome from assessments using qualitative data by ailotting threshold values to
judgement criteria. Increased reliability of results from a decision modet based on
qualitative data means a better quality of decision advice provided to a decision-rnaker,

and hence better decisions by the decision-makerThe hypermedia visudization tools developed for this research have strong potential
for the type of market research that would seek to test innovative ideas, design schemes
and ranges of choice in housing or cornmunity services, pncing and costing, consumer-

industry made-off decisions, and for conducting the user-participant planning-and-design
process. These direction-finding processes in comrnunity and municipal planning, urban
development, and uansportation planning, could re-lady

deploy the procedure and

technology with considerable effect for conducting participatory planning and for
educational purposes. The tool would especially be usefil for focus group-type research,
and for comprehensive statistical research.

1.5

Scope of Research
This research is Limited to the cievelopment of a hypermedia interface that could

be used to assess graphical data and mode1 the impact of design representation
technique on consumers' choice of a preferred design alternative. The theoretical and
practical basis for determining consurners' receptivity to sustainable community
design alternatives are developed and examples of its application presented froin
research and from a survey of householders in the City of Winnipeg.
This research does not attempt to provide policy recommendations for
implementing the conclusions reached from the survey. It is outside the scope of this
research to develop hypermedia visualization sofnvare for application in comparative
design testing scenarios.

L -6

Outline of Research Methodology
Presented below is the outline of methods and procedures used in this research.

The rnethods and procedures are discussed M e r in order to clarify our realm of
engagement, and define the direction of the research.
The development and definition of design features to be used as variables in the
design programTo develop a foundation for chis reseamh based on current work, sustainable
community design features were compiled and defined after completing a
literature search of the concept of sustainability and the impact of community

building on design solutions. This heIped to define the boundaries of Our
engagement,
The establishment of a proof of concept for sustainable community design
parameters.
Design proposais were made and presented to a jury of designers, to test the
validity of the research approach and demonstrate that the feanires compiled
could be explored and assessed in the virtud space. The conceptual
frarnework for assessing sustainable comrnunity design was presented for
internal cntiquing. The final list of features and the rnethod of presenting them
were then compiled and analyzed.

The development of an experimental design proposal for a local cornmunity to
validate the use of established parameters.
Four sites were considered and analyzed for testing experimental design
solutions for sustainable cornrnunity design. These are: (a) WiIIiam Whyte
Community in the North-end of the City (b) Wildwood Community in the Fort

Garry area, (c) South Point Doughs in the rnidtown area of the North-end and
(d) Whyte Ridge Community in the Fort Richmond area of the City. The

midtown sites were rejected because the goal of the reseürch was to explore
alternative "sustainabte" design alternatives for a suburban community. Whyte

Ridge was chosen because it fit into the definition of a conventional
comrnunity with defined boundaries and indicators of the trend of developerdriven consumerist designs that inundate contemporary urban landscapes in

North Amerka. Expenmentai design solutions for the site were made and
critiqued by an internal panel of design jury, and the program's committee.
The development of a hypermedia visudization interface for presenting graphic
data for assessment.

A hypermedia visualization interface was developed for the project. The Web-

based interface was developed to allow cyber-participants in the assessment of
features. The final design solution for Whyte Ridge was accessed dirough the
hypermedia visuaiization interface. Three levels of surveys were camed out.
The first "experts" survey involved 1 1 design professionais drawn from

different Iocatioms in the City for a Web-based survey. The second involved a
panel of 24 househoiders in the City, who were invited to a controlled setting
to assess design alternatives, projected on a large screen, The third was a
paraIIel Web-based survey of 25 householders from within and outside Whyte
Ridge c o r n r n u n i ~ .

Analysis of results k o m the survey and development of the sustainable
community design ewaluation procedure for determining consumers' receptivi ty
design alternatives.

The data obtained from the survey were analyzed for decision support using
the Fuzzy decisicpn modei. The goal of using this technique was to capture the
uncertainty and irnprecision that usually resuits from the Iinguistic evaluation
of visual data.

Testing the validity O-fthe procedure and reporting the outcorne.

The procedure f o e developing the decision support technique was subjected to
Further tests to vaidate its conclusions. The objective was to determine
variance between expected and final outcomes, and to explain the gap
between them. The outcome from this exercise Ied to suggestions for avoiding
some of the shortcornings of the procedure in future reseürch.

Analytical Procedure

1.7

Afier the review and anaiysis of relevant literature, two alternative design scenarios
were developed for the purpose of comparative design assessment. The design scenarios
were reviewed by a survey panel of householders who live within and outside the site.

1.7-1. Data Analysis Procedure
In this research, sustainable cornmuni ty design parameters were disaggregated in to
component performance features. The intent was to isolate each feature such that an
assessment of consumer preference for aiternative design scenarios, which exhibit some
design characteristics of the feature, was possible. Three categories of sustainable
community design parameters were considered. They include cornmunity design,
ecologic design and Street design parameters.

1.7.2.

Data Capture Procedure:

The first stage of the tests involved the use of a descriptive-explanatory procedure
based on "before design intervention" (i-e., Whyte Ridge as is) and "after design
intervention" (Le., the proposal for a sustainable Whyte Ridge) scenarios for the test site.

A hypermedia interface was developed to present the "before design intervention" and
"after design intervention" designs for each feature, for participants' assessment.
Photographs and video images of the existing cornmunity and rendered 3D and VR of
design proposals for the same comrnunity were presented. The images were hyper-linked
with text frames that define the feature under consideration. A second text frame
contained assessment questions for determining the degree to which the participant would

prefer to have the feature reflected in the community in which he/she lives. Links were
provided to QuicktimeVR andor animation files of each feature to aliow users to explore

the designs in the virtud space. A preference assessrnent frarne was induded to aIlow
cyber-subjects to score their preference for each design scenario, using a rating scale or a
"Yes/No" radio button.
An alternative survey strategy was to invite 32 participants in two groups of 16 each
i nto a controlled environment where design scenarios that were made avaiIable on-line
would be projected on a large screen for better visuaI immersion. An advantage of this in-

house presentation was the enhancernent of a sense of immersion that was not possible
when data was viewed on-line on an independent basis. Secondly, access to design data
would be faster and not dependent on the Internet access rate possible on individual
participants' PCs (personal cornputers). Third, it would be easier to provide more
information, through presentations, to the participants such that participants' i-esponse
coutd be based on detailed understanding of the questions asked.

The second stage of this procedure involved the decomposition of descriptive
pairwise preference information into weighted quantitative data. A matrix of h z z y
relations was established between the set of dtemative design scenarios and the set of
descriptive performance constraints developed for the assessrnent of the visuai data. The
preference dataset was subjected to ngorous analysis to determine data based and mediabased responses using the h z z y modelling procedure (see details of analysis in chapters 3
and 6). A modified Saaty's ratin; scale of preference was used to score consumers'

preferences before applying the F u u y Group Decision-Making technique to hrther
evaiuate the data1.7.3.

Sample Size:

Sixty subjects (comprising design professionds, householders and renters)
participated in 3 survey groups. The composition includes an 1 1-member subject-group

of design professionds, a 25-member Web based subject-group, and a 24-member "inhouse" or laboratory-based subject-group invited to the Computer laboratory of the
Faculty of Architecîure at the University of Manitoba. The laboratory-based subjects
participated in a 3-hour session of cornputer-generated vimiai sustainable community

design proposais and questionnaire completion.
1.8

Decision Making Techniques
The cornplexity of community design problems requires that a multidimensional

approach be used to adequately represent the issues involved. In aImost al1 problems the
multiplicity of cnteria for judging the alternatives is pervasive. In many decision
problems, the decision-maker wants to attain more than one objective or goal in selecting
the course of action while satisQing the constraints dictated by environment, processes

and resources (Hwang and Masud 1979)Presented below is a discussion of the decision-making techniques used in this
research. The application of FGDM to reai live problems is discussed in Chapter 3.
1.8.1. Fuzzy Group Decision Making Technique
Consumers' preference for the inclusion of certain design feanires in their prospective
home is a decision-making problem. Decision is broadly defined to include any choice or
selection of alternatives. Probabilistic decision theorïes have modelled decision making
under conditions of nsk. Fuzzy decision theories attempt to deal with the vagueness and
non-specificity inherent in human formulation of preferences, constraints, and goals. The
formulation of sustainable community design critena fails within this category because of
the nature of jud,qents that are often made in the assessrnent of visuai data.

The Fuzzy Sets technique is a method for solving a decision problem where decisions
are made under uncertainty (Zirnrnerman 1990, Zadeh and Kacprzyk 1992). Chapter 3 is
devoted to the discussion of theoretical and practical applications of the Fuzzy Group
Decision-Making technique1-8.3. The Analytical Hierarchy Process (-)

T h e practice of decision-making involves attaching weights to alternatives, aI! of

which fulfll a set of desired objectives. The problern is to choose the alternative which

most strongly fulfiIls the entire set of objectives (Saaty 1980). Saaty's Analytical
Hierarchy Process permits the inclusion of subjective factors in amving at a
recommended decision.
The decision-maker must Iiowever, rnake judgments about the relative importance of
each decision critena and then speciQ a preference for each decision alternative relative

to each critenon (Anderson et al. 1994). The output is a prïoritized ranking indicating the
overall preference for each of the decision alternatives.

1,

Saaty's Rating Scale
Saaty used a I to 9 rating scale to map the degee of preference scated by the

decision-maker. The scaie is amended in this research to elirninate the intermediate

values and retain only the ordinal values that will rnake the evaluation of subjects'
assessments easier. Saaty's rating scale is presented below:

VerbaI J u d m e n t of Preference

Numerical Rating

Extremely preferred

9

Very strong to extremely preferred

8

Ve ry s trongl y p referred

7

Strongly to very strongly preferred

6

Strongly preferred
Moderately to strongly preferred

4

Moderately preferred

3

Equally to moderately preferred

2

EsualIv preferred

L

2.

Methods for Pairwise Cornparisons
Some of the methods proposed by Saaty, for carrying out pairwise comparisons in a

survey of this nanire include:
Direct questioning of the people who rnay or rnay not b e experts, but who are familiar
with the probIern;

Specifying alternatives in advance such that al1 the variables are not necessari ly under
the control of each of the parties involved in affecting the outcomes of the
alternativesWorking with an understanding that expressed preferences are assurned to be
deterministic rather than probabilistic.
Where several people are involved in the survey or panel, they can assist each other in
sharpening t h e i r j ~ d ~ p e nand
t s also divide the task to provide the jud,grnents in their
areas of expertise, thus complementing each other. A major advantage of Saaty's
painvise comparisons is that it enables the analyst to improve consistency using as much
information as possible.

3

3.

Problerns with Measurement and the Judgment Process

In spite of its advantages, Saaty's method has severe Iimitations with measurement
and the jud,pent process that makes its sole application to this research inappropriate.
Some of the pro bIems are discussed below.

Measurement: It is diff~cultto ascertain the consistency of the measurement criteria.
Praviding greater stnbility and invariance tu social measurement Social
rneasurements are subjective. It is therefore difficult to provide greater siability and
invariance to such rneasurernents.

In any real life situation, it is difficult to set up the right conditions for people to
structure their problems, and provide the necessary jud*ment to determine their
pnorities-

The "Primary Effect":Judgments are aiways provided for every cornparison
scenario. Lt is diffkult to determine whether providing these judagnents will bias the
outcorne toward what is exarnined first.

The "Recency Efect": There is an inherent weakness in human behaviour to more
vivid recollection of what is presented last. This may affect the judament provided in
favour of what is presented Iast.

In any g o u p survey, there is the danger of having a domineering subject who will
have an opinion on everything and, because of hisher temperament, tend to intluence
the decision of the less assertive members of the group. Such out-of-role-behaviour,

in which people assume the role of others and provide judgments for them without
full appreciation of the people they represent, tends to bias the outcome.

Personai bius: Wl-iere members of the group have a personai bias, the outcoine of the
survey from the group would be slanted in favour of the bias exhibited in the group.
Saaty (1980) argued that the influence of these drawbacks is diminished if more time

is taken with repeated interaction md people are cüutioned about persona1 bias. Pairwise
cornparisons enable the decision-maker (DM) to improve consistency by using as much
information as possible. The preference ordering of Saaty's method is modified and used
in this research.

1-9

Basic Concepts and Terminology

Discussed below are some of the words and terrns used in this research- Most of the terrns
are used in multiple critena decision-making literature1.9-1. Attributes:
Attributes are the charactenstics, qualities or performance parameters of alternaiives.
MultipIe attnbute decision problems involve the selection of the "best" alternative From a
pool of pre-selected alternatives described in t e m s of their attnbutes (Hwang and Masud,
1979) -

t -9.3. Objectives:

Objectives are directions for better performance as perceived by the decision-rnaker.
They are reflections of the desires of the decision-maker (DM) and they indicate the
direction in which the DM wants the organization to work. For multiple objective
decision making problems, it involves the design of alternatives which optimize or "best
satisfy" the objective of the DM,
Hwang and Masud ( 1979) exphined this with an example of a development plan for
the government of a developing country. The objectives of the governrnent in devising an
acceptable plan could be: to rnaximize the national welfare; to minimize dependence on
foreign aïd; or to minirnize unemployment.
1.9-3. Goals:
Goals are things desired by the decision-maker expressed in t e m s of a specifk state
in space and time. While objectives give a desired direction, goals give a desired (target)
level to achieve. In most literature, this distinction gets blurred and the two words -objectives and goals -- are used interchanseably. They will a i s ~
be used interchangeably
in this review.
1-9.4. Criteria:

Criteria are standards of j u d p e n t or rules to test acceptability. A mu1ti-criteria
decision-making probiem includes either multiple attributes, or multiple objectives or

bodi. They are used to classi@ problems in general t e m s to make them easy to analyze.

1 . 9 5 Optimal Solution:

An optimal solution to a Vector Maximum Problem (VMP)3is one that results in the
maximum value of each of the objective hnctions simultaneously. Since it is the nature
of multiple-objective decision-making problems to have conflicting objectives, usually
there is no optimal solution to a VMP.
1.9.6. Preferred Solution:
A preferred solution is a non-dominated solution (that is, a solution chosen by the

decision-rnaker, through some additional criteria, as the final solution). It lies in the
region of acceptance of d l the criteria values for the problern. It is d s o known as the best
solution.
1-9.7. Satisficing Solution:

A satisficing solution is a reduced subset of the feasible set, which exceeds al1 of the
aspiration levels (goals) of each objective (Sheppard, 1983). Satisficing solutions, xgued

Hwang and Masud (1 979), need not be non-dominated. This type of solution is credi ted
for its simplicity that matches the behavior process of the decision-maker whose
knowIedge and ability are iirnited.
1.9.8. Vector Maximum Problem

A Vector Maximum Problem (VMP) is a problem that consists of n decision variables, rn
constraints and k objectives; where any or al1 of the functions may b e noniinex.
The mathematical definition of a multiple objective decision pro blem such as this is:

fkf-ize:
[f,(x), jgx), ...,f,(x)]
subject to: gj(x)<O, j = 1,2 ,...,m
where: x is an n dimensional vector.
f;.( x ) , g,(x) are non-linear functional variables

' A decision problern where the functions f;.(x),gj(x), are nonlinear

L -9-9.The Concept of Evaiuation:
Al1 rational decision making, whether by individuais or groups, involves some forrn
of evduation. Evaiuation can take an alrnost unlimited range of forms and levels of

sophistication, depending upon the decision involved, the decision-rnaker, and the
characteristics of the courses of action contemplated. Evaluation may b e tenned the
relative and absolute assessrnent of the worthiness of a paaicular course of action or
planned expenditure, and worthiness c m be assessed in a nurnber of ways b y either
detennining to whom a plan is worthwhile or when the pian will be worthwhile.
Evaiuation is the activity of examining the goals, assessing the retative desirability of
each action, and surnmarizing the key issues to be considered by interested parties in
reaching decisions (Hwang and Masud 1979, Sheppard 1983).

1.9.10. Choice:
Choice is the activity of reaching a conscious decision as to which of the alternative
actions (if any) to implement; choice takes as input the results of evaluation.

1 -9.1 1. Virtual Reality (VR):

VirtuaI Reality is a compter-generated worId involving one or more human senses
and generated in "red-time" by the participant's actions. The participant, rather than the
viewer or user, in a virtuai environment is the perceiver and creator at the same time. Its
success depends on a sense of "presence" - the perception that the participant is actually
present in the virtual environment. The participant must feel a sense of immersion (Bert01

and Foe1 1997).

CHAPTER 2
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
2-1.

Literature Review

The review of literature was carried out to determine visually assessabk sustainabIe
comrnunity design features, the characteristics of conventiond suburban communities,

and decision modelling techniques. The product of this review is presented below.
2. i. 1 . Sustainable Community Design:
The concept of sustainability is based on the two principles of conservation and

bioregionalism. The goal of conservation is to ensure a more prudent and responsible
management of non-renewable earth resources. The concept of bioregionaiism attempts
to develop the awareness that dl life forms are interdependent (Smales and Green 1996,
Rees and Mathis 1996). Sustainability involves respect and reverence for cclife"itself.
Kremers (1995) defines sustainability as a process wherein responsible consumption
is practiced in order to minirnize waste and interact in baianced ways with naniral
environments and cycles. He presents six objectives for sustainable commun i ty design.
These objectives are: (a) modelIing the ecosyscem with an environmentai understanding;
(b) assessing the socio-econornic context of each site; (c) establishing acceptable limits to

change; (d) designing al1 faciIities within social and environmental thresholds; (e)
monitoring site factors throughout construction; and (0 re-evaluating design solutions
between development phases. He concludes that sustainable community design serves as

a rallying point for creating greater awareness for the built environment and its long-term
viability
Kelbaugh (1997) argues that sustainability alone is an insuffrcient objective unIess it
is combined with the restoration of darnaged and deterïorating systems. This extends the
realm of sustainable comrnunity design beyond prudent uülization of existing resources
to the meticulous management and restoration of these non-renewable resources, based
on an understanding of the human 'societies' that the design is intended to serve, and the
earth's resources that wil I make the habitation possible.
Urban desipers, architects, and planners, among other professionals, have been

formally involved in reshaping urban environments based on the concept of
sustainability . The need for professionai involvement in sustainable commun i ty design
has been more acute since the growth of concerns about the negative impacts of

conventional urban design approaches on the quality of lives and community-building in
the suburbs (Duany 2000, Kelbaugh 1989, Calthorpe L993).
One of the intents of design is to reorder resources to better serve people. Design
relates to nature in a state of constant tension because, by its very nature, design is
'interventionistic'. When the damages that arise from the negative impacts of
development are not mitigated through proper environmentd understanding, the state of
the nanirai system and its resources begins to deteriorate. 1t is the role of theory to define
these impacts, and to develop a methodology for understanding and mitigating the
impacts of design on the site, its 'contents' and its context, The detelmination of relevant
parameters for sustainable community design developed for the Winnipeg project was
based on this understanding.
2.1.2.

Characteristics of Conventionai Suburban Communities
The typical suburban community is usually planned almost excIusiveIy for

one type of home and economic class, the high or upper rniddle incorne class in single
family detached housing. Shopping, work, and entertainment are located eIsewhere,
possibiy at a considerable distance from the cornmunity. In most cases, there is an
absence of schools close by, p a d y because too few families live close together to
make the Iocation of schools viable. Furthemore, there are too few choices in the
type and size of housing, to encourage the type of intensity and mix of social classes

that would give a community the required vibrancy (Perks and Wilton-Clark 1996).

The homogeneous structure of suburban comrnunities has resulted in a number of
problems. These problems could be surnmarized as follows. The first problem is the
dominance of single family detached housing in traditional communities, which has
resulted in high urban land consumption and a waste of land and material resources.
A second characteristic is the Iirnited variety of house types, and the high cost

structure of housing, which has resulted in declining affordability for a sizable
proportion of the population, and a shrinking demand. Third, there is the hiph

maintenance input of money and resources for homes and properties because of the
Iack of building Iayout compactness.
Fourth, most suburban comrnunities are plagued by feelings of isolation by
residents especially those communities in which there is no place to work or socialize
within the community. Fifth, because of the separation of work and home, residents

are forced to traveI greater distances between home and work and other centres of
interest. This Ieaves too linle time for family, community and social Iife. Sixth, the
increased distances between home and work have led to increased commuting and
automobile dependency. Seventh, there is persistent trafic congestion on suburban
highways as a result of commuting to work and activity centres. Governments have
reacted ta this phenornenon by building more and bigger roads, but this approach has
only semed to increase the arnount of automobile usage and cause more congestion.
Eighth, acute air pollution (which is a direct result of the ever-growing number of
automobiles on urban highways), soil poilution, water pollution and wildlife habitat
degradation has led to worsening environmental conditions. Ninth, there is increased
per capita energy consumption because of the Iack of compactness at the core and
increased demand for fossil fuel consumption to run automobiles, to provide
infrastructures, and to generate power. Tenth, there is suburban sprawl, which has
aiso resulted in increased land consumption and increasing costs of extending
municipal infrastructures and services.

2.2

Goals of Sustainable Community Design
There are three major gods of sustainable community design: ( 1 ) to maintain

community compactness and diversity, (2) to ensure eco togical Iy sensitive si te
planning practices, and (3) to develop communities that will promote community
identity and a sense of place (Perron et al. 1998, Perks and Wil ton-Clark 1996)These goals and the strate&

for achieving them are discussed in detail below.

2.2- 1. Compactness and Diversity:
A major goal of sustainable community design is to achieve compactness of

community form, and to maintain a diversity of housing and households, jobs,

shopping, shopping and business services, neighborhood styles, and environments, in
the conimunity.
A compact community can be maintained through reduced Iot sizes and increased

number of units per acre. This would make home buyinp affordable and attracr a
diverse range of households and people into the community (Lynch 198 1. Perks et al.

1996, Iacobs 1960). Accessibility and convenience for people are ensured through
easiIy accessed transportation and services, and by providing paths and pedestrian
areas in their pianning and design.
Strategies for achieving this include: (1) provision of homes for large and srna11
households, senior population, non-family households, single parent families. shared
households, and people of ail incorne leveis in each neighbourhood; (2) provision of
diverse housing types: detached housing, row houses, duplexes. small low-rise
apartments, townhouses and multiplexes. The houses should be designed for
expansion, family growth and other adaptation over time. (3) Intensifying residential
development density. Increased cornmunity density helps to reduce land and resource
consumption, and it facilitates better waste management. (4) Provision of dwelling
clusters and low density detached houses throughout the community. (5) Ensuring
that houses are placed within easy reach of shopping, places of work, and
entertainment in order to reduce automobile dependency.

2 - 2 2 . Ecological Approach to the Use of Land and Natural Resources:

The primary goal of sustainable community design is to create a friendiy, healthy
environment with energy- and water-conserving home designs and site planning. Its
objectives are to create a community that produce less wastes by recycling unusables,
process and reuse s t o m water, and manage sewage at the focal o r community level.
In a sustainable-designed community, there is infrastructurai support for Storm water
management and water recovery. There are natureways, civic places, walking and

cycling networks, community "greening", and streets designed for walking in safety
and comfort; and there are gardens and greenhouses for local food production in the
cornmunity .

Some of the ways for attaining this g o d of sustainable community design include:
( L ) creating open space landscapes, and preserving the topography and ecology of the

site; and (2) blending housing developments with watercourses, topognphy,
vegetation patterns, and wildlife habitats. Others include: (3) weaving housinj
subdivisions around protected landscape patches and watercourses, where they exist;
(4) developing tree nurseries for urban "greeningr',and providing food-growing

gardens and farms; and (5)providing and encouraging community power cogeneration and distnct heating, on-site storage of storm water for irrigation, recycle
and drop-off stations for recycling and composting.

3.2.3.

A Community Core that Promotes Sense of Identity and Place.

A sustainabIe community is a community in which materials and architectural

standards are in line with culturd and environmentai realities of the community. The
eiements and fabric should have meaning and value to residents.
Methods for achieving this include: (1) Providing community centres and
ensuring that each comrnunity has a designed core or town centre. (2) Creating open
spaces that are directly connected to residential streets. (3) Locating schools,
shopping, entertainment, and work places within a five-minute walk from homes
(Perks and Wilton-Clark 1996, Bargh and Lehrman 1995)-(4) Developing each
neighborhood with its own speciai character and identity.
2.3

Decision-Making Techniques

2.3.1.

Introduction

Design problems, because of their cornplexity and qualitative nature, require

ri

multidimensiona1 approach to adequately represent the issues involved. In multi-criteria
decision problerns, the decision-maker wants to attain more than one objective or goal in
selecting the course of action while satisfying the constraints dictated by the
environment, processes and resources (Hwang and Masud 1979). In some cases, design
objectives are apparently non-commensurable; that is, they are Vector Maximum

Problems (VMP)'.
One method of solving VMP is to optimize one of the objectives while appending the
other objectives to a constraint set so that the optimal solution would satisfy these
objectives, at least up to a pre-determined leveI. A second method is to optimize the
super-objecîive function created by multipiying each objective function with a suicable
weight and then adding them together.

In determining the effectiveness of alternative strategies, some pro blems may arise
with weighting and ranking of alternatives. Even where a panel of experts is assembled to
assess various areas of objective attainment as an input to the decision-making process,
considerable problems still arise in the process of weighting the various viewpoin ts, and
in determining a good decision (Hwanz and Masud 1979, Saaty 1980). Particular
probIems arise where two objectives are in confiict, in which situation information would
be required on the difference in importance between the two objectives.

2.3 -2. Judgment

This is the oldest and most tried method for decision-making. .ludagrnent rnay be in the
form of "pure intuition" or a "professionally-based decision". The professionally-based
decision method is based on the jud=ment of an informed professional archi tect/planner.
an engineer, or an economist. using technical data related to the feasibility and expected
payoff of a p o k y decision or an investment project (Aboul-Ela 198 1). Decisions made
using this method rnay be based on recornrnendations of peer reviews, professional
panels, or a structured reporting format.
Judgment can d s o be used together with one or more analyticai techniques to
enhance its systematic application and the inclusion of objective measures. Lusk ( 1979)
developed an eigenvalue priority assignrnent mode1 that was found useful in the
systernatic evaluation of decision alternatives, where the evaluation criteria rnay have
subjective as well as objective measures. Zadeh (1965) also developed another method
called the fuzzy set for use in the multi-criteria decision-making process. These methods
could be used as a means of providing the final decision-makers with a more consistent
and comprehensive alternative scenario evaluation. Fuzzy Sets modelling technique has

' See det'inition oFVMP in Section 1.9.5.

been developed for different types of applications by Zimmerman ( 1990) and KIir and
Yuan (1995).

2-3-3. Multi-attribute Utility Function

In this method, the utility functions for each criterion or attribute are assessed and
then a multi-attribute utility function, which c m be additive of multiplicative, is obtained.
The alternatives are then ranked according to their multi-attribute util ity.
Mathematically, the non-commensurable criteria (VMP) are converted to the fonn:

Meite:

~ ( f , , f ...,f,)=
,,
~(f)

such that,
g,(x)

'0.

j = 1,2

....,rn

where, U(f ) is the utility function of
the multiple objectives.

gi(x) is a matrix of criteria being
assessed.

The rationale for using U ( f ) is the assurnption that the decision-maker (DM) must
have some utility associated wifh the objectives. The utility function would then take into
consideration the decision-maker's preferences.

The major advantage of this method is that if the utility hnction {U(f))has been
correctIy assessed and used, it will ensure the most satisfactory solution to the decisionrnaker,
There are some disadvantages of this method. First, the determination of the utiIity
function for even a simple problern is difficult. Second, the decision-maker is required to
articulate preference judament in an information vacuum (Hwang and Masud 1979).
Third, like the single objective utility functions, the multi-attribute utility hnctions suffer
frorn intransitivity of tirne and state. Fourth, Multi-Attribute UtiIity Function is
impractical where many decision-makers are involved, as is often the case with the
evaluation of sustainable community design alternatives.
A major criticism of this method is that uncertainty is assumed to occur in two stages:

first in the estimation of outcornes (scores) for each proposal, and second in the
assessrnent of utility functions for each attnbute where techniques such as iottery
indifferences are used-

2.3.4. The Eigenvalue PrioriQrAssignment

This mode1 contains an ordinal scale developed by Saaty ( 1 980), and is used to relate
the pairwise evaluation of alternatives. The ordinal numbers are recorded in a judgrnent
matrix, and each matrix is abstracted by computing the eigenvector associated with the
maximum eigenvalue of tiiat matrix. The resulting vector determines the relative values
of alternatives.
Lusk (1979) describes the selection process as follows. If there are "nualternatives
and "m"critena for which jud,ments rnust be rendered, there will be "m"decision
akernative judgment matrices, each of size " n x n ",and one critena j u d p e n t matrix of
size " m x m"-The "m"eigenvectors developed frorn the- "m" decision ai ternative
matrices are then called to reflect jud,amentaI intransitivity, and in conjunction with the
eigenvector developed frorn the critena judgment matrix used to develop the priority
weights assigned to the "m"alternatives.
Saaty ( 1980) used elementary pairwise cornparisons between activi ties to derive ri.
scaIe of pliorities for them. He used a scaie of 1 to 9 for expressing the degree of
importance of one mernber of a pair over the other.
Although the technique is an important contribution to the modernization of judgmen t
by evduation technique, AbouI-Ela (198 1) argued that the requirement for a large
number of questions an individual must answer in order to obtain the [n(n- 1) ] / 2
jud,.;ments makes its application problematic.
Therefore, the technique wouId require further developrnent of its rating scaIe and
question size requirements in order to dlow professionals and the public to participate in
the evaluation process. However, some of the attributes of this method are used with
other methods to obtain a better evaluation methodology.

2 - 3 5 Mathematical Programming Method

Mathematical Programming Method considers decision-making as the process of
selecting a possible course of action frorn ail aiternatives available to the decision-maker.
It sets out to determine a n optimal solution, that is, that alternative which satisfies the
requirements of constrain ts of the pro bIems whiie attaining the specified objectives to a
predetermined level that is as high o r higher than that of any other alternative (Hwang
and M a a d 1979)Mathematical approaches to sol ving mu1ti-criteria decision-making problems have
been presented in books and monographs. Although, the methods for various MultiCriteria Decision-Making probIems are widely diverse, these methods share the
following characteristics:
A set of criterion jud,grnents;

=

A set of decision variabIes; and
A process of comparing dternatives.
MultipIe Cntena Decision-Making problems can be classified into two major

categories :
Multiple Attribute Decision-Making (MADM), and
MultipIe Objective Decision-Making (MODM).
MuItiple Attribute Decision-Making usuaily has a Limited number of predetermined
alternatives, and the alternatives have associated with them a level of the achievernent of

the attributes that may not necessariIy be quantifiable. The finai decision is based on the
achievement of the attributes. The final selection of the alternative is made with the heip

of inter- and intra-attnbute cornparisons that may involve explicit or implicit trade-offs.
MuItipIe objectivz decision making, on the other hand, is not associated with
probiems in which the alternatives are predetermined. Its goal is to design the 'bestf
alternative by considering the various interactions within the design cons traints which
best satisfy the decision-maker by way of attaining some acceptable Ievels of a set of
quantifiable objectives.

The common characteristics of these methods are that they possess:

A set of quantifiable objectives,
A set of well defined constraints, and

A process of obtaining some trade-off information, irnplicit or explicit, between the

stated quantifiable objectives and also between stated and unstated non-quantifiable
objectivesThese methods are more related to design problems, rather than the selection problems on
wliich multiple attribute decision making rnethods focus,
The following three steps are essential to the development of multiple-Objective

decision making, methods:
1- The stage at which the preference information needed is determined;

2. The stage at which the type of information needed is determined; and

3. The stage at which the major rnethods for each classification are developed.

In multipIe cntena decision-rnaking problems, there are four possible stages at which
decision-making information is needed from the decision-maker. The first is the stage
where no articulation of preference information is needed from the decision-maker.
Second, the stage where 'a priori' articulation of preference information is needed. Third
is the stage where progressive articulation of preference information is required. Final1y,
the stage at which 'a posteriori' articukion of preference information is needed from the
decision-maker.

In this research, it is impossible to quantify the objectives discretely for the purpose
of rneasuring the performance of attributes. Therefore, a more appropriate rnethod would
be that which measures the grades of preference in the attainrnent of specific design
goals.
2.4

Design Representation Techniques
The past few years have witnessed a major transformation in the media used by

architecture as a discipline and as practice, from representation to design. This shift is
rnost evident in the use of cornputer-related technology for drafting and visualization
purposes. Traditionally in architectural design, the communication of knowledge and
information had been done through signs made of ink on paper. These include the 2dimensional (2D) representation of a 3-dimensional (3D) artifact such as a building, and
communication of design idea with the use of sketches.

Cornputer aided design (CAD) is now utilized for drafting, surface or sol id modelling
system dealing with 3D shapes. It is also employed as an electronic pencil, in which the
task of representing 3D objects becornes extrernely efficient- Added to the use of CAD
applications for developing electronic models, it has received extensive use as design
visualization tool, especially for rendering and animation,

Aithough rendering have the potential for greater aesthetic quality, vimial reality

(VR) represents the ultimate interactive walkthrough, because the viewer not only
püssiveIy looks at video footage of animation sequences, but can also interact in real-time
with the path of motion and the direction of sightOne of the tasks of architecture is the creation of a man-made environment in which
specific functions are performed and where social interaction takes place. This task
assigns a certain character to a built form thus transforming an architectural artifact in to a
place. Digital architecture, on the other hand, does not exist in physical material. It is not
permanent. The sense of immersion created in VIX is only illusionary since the solidity of
enclosure is different from what is perceived by the observer. However, the VR
environment in which the representations completely surround the visuaI universe of the
participant, represents the most sophisticated example of digital architecture. Presented
beIow is a discussion of design representation techniques.

2.4.1.

Orthographie Projections

An orthographie projection is the representation of an object on a plane of projection
wlien the lines of sight from the eye to the object are perpendicular to the plane of
projection. Four factors need to be considered: (a) the point of sight; (b) the lines of sight:

(c) the plane of projection; and (d) the object.
It is obtained by finding the points at which the lines of sight pierce the plane of
projection, and connecting them in the proper order. This method is especially useful for
visualizing details of joints and connections in three-dimension. It is deficient for
visualizing objects in a dynamic state, since it is a representation of the objecc in a static
fom.

2.4.2.

Axonomeîric Projections:

An axonometrk projection involves three forms of pictonal drawings: (1) isomettic,

(2) dimetric, and (3) trimetric drawings. The first type is the most commonly used while
the orher two are rarely used by hand, but are extensiveiy used in computer generated
dnwings in which the object can be rotated until the most descriptive view is achieved.

In isomeuic projections, the lines are foreshortened in a mathematical proportion
(30"-60" angle). This can be obtained graphically by any one of four methods: rotation;

auxiliary views; direct orthographic projection from properly placed orthographic views;

and by the use of an isometric scaie. Cornputer-generated 3D objects are sometimes
çonstmcted in this form before they are rendered in sequences and animated.

2.4.3. Perspectives

A perspective is the form of a pictonal drawing that rnost nearly approaches the
picture as seen by the eye. Because of the accuracy of its picture to the way the eye
perceives the object, it is used more often as a design visualization tool. Dobrovoiny et al

(1984) observed that when a person Iooks at an object, the eye focuses the visual rays
from the object so that the picture is formed on the spherica1 rear surface of the eye
known as the retina. Although this methcd has a lot of potentiai for evoking an accurrite
perception of static objects to the observer, it is deficient for representing the interaction

of objects and viewer in a dynamic state.
UntiI the development of perspective, the main representations used in architecture
were plan and eIevation. Perspective representation offered a means to explore
architectural space, providing its most cornpiete visual simulation. The development of
perspective brought about an identity relation between vision, nature, and geometry. The
first cheories on perspective centred on the idea of a man-made world of buildings,
monuments, people, animais, and landscapes, simplified, decomposed, and described
through geometric entities such as Iines and points. It estabtished a mapping between the
physical world and the geornetric universe.
In the 17"' century Descartes posited that a point, line, or surface couid be coincident
to numbers. This red~ictionof images to points, and points to numbers or coordinates
through mapping leads to virtual reality in the computer age. This representationai l-iistory

was redized with diff~cultprocesses and media: from graphite, ink and colour pigments

to the phosphorous or liquid crystals of the computer screen.
The construction of perspective involves vision, the physical worId, and its
representation. The physicai 3D world can be described through Euclidean geornetry.
However, the geometry that better explains perspective principles as geometrical
properties of vision is Projective geometry. From Leon Batista AIbertiYstreatise on
painting: "Della Pittura" to modem day VR, the matrix principles of transformation of 3D
coordinates into 2D perspective projections still provides the foundations foi-any realistic
computer visualization of 3D objects.
The key iutiom in Alberti's treatise is that the size of a represented object decreases
proportionally with the orthogonal distance of the achlal object from the observer. Filippo
Brunelleschi demonstrated the vaiïdity of perspective in representing architectural scenes
with the painting of the Cathedra1 of Florence. This experiment represented a sort of
renaissance virtuai reality (Bert01 and Foe! 1997).

In perspective rendering, the bridge between representation and reali~yis connected to
the bridge between reality and ideas. Perspective also brought about the issue of the
validity of geometric interpretations of nature. Its introduction and geometric value
demonstrated that Euclidean geometry was not sufficient for the complete understanding
of reality.
3.4-4. Cornputer Modeiing

Bedard et al. ( 1 992) define cornputer-based design as a search process to Find a
solution that satisfies a set of constraints defining the problem context. He classifies the
basic problem types as (a) parametric, (b) configuration, and (c) conceptual or
preliminary. These models use constraints, either expkitly or implicitly, for evaluating
design parameters, and for formulating and generating design alternatives.
Because of the nature of community design, architecturai judgment is required in
order to optimize the various confiicting subsystems. Comrnunity design judginents could
be method-oriented. This is a rational and evolutionary process embedded in professional
contexts and using professionai critena. It could also be process-oriented. The major
phases being those of analysis, synthesis, and evaiuation of the design project.

However, decision making is not synonymous with thinking patterns, it is an outcome
of such patterns (Goldschmidt 1992). Design cognition is thus included here, as a means
of understanding and evduating design processes.
When desi~ningfor users, two issues shouId be considered:

How best to represent knowledge about human response; and
=

How that knowledge c m best be introduced into the design process.

SteinfeId ( 1992) proposes two basic approaches to representing know ledge in
evaluative and predictive methods. The first approach is to provide a checklist of noms
or niles for the design. The second is of provide a rnodel of behaviour. This modelling
approach io knowledge representation and the conversationid approach ta knowledge
integration combine synergisticdly in a concept described as 'the artificial user7*

3.5

Virtuai Reality (VR)System
"A VR system consists of a cornputer-generated model, a stereoscopic display. a

device to interact with the cornputer-generated world, and the software that orchestrates
al1 the components" (Bert01 and Foe1 1997). It is a cornputer-generated world involving
one or more human senses and generated in real-time2by the participant's actions. The
participant, rather than the viewer or user, in a virtual environment is the perceiver and
creator at the same tirne. Its success depends on a sense of "presence" (that is, the
perception that the participant is actually present in the virtual environment). The
participant must feel a sense of immersion.

VR sophistication ranges from low-end systems, which display a monoscopic
perspective view of the simulated world with very basic movement capabilities through
its environment, to high-end systems, with tracking devices that can detect a participant's
head and limb movements. The display device in high-end systerns has the capability of
providing stereoscopic images in an imrnersive environment. Some of the VR system
components are discussed below.

'The alrnost instantaneous response rime becween the time data are I'ed into a cotnpuier and the riiiie a
solution is received.

2.5.1 . Tracking Systems

Conventional tracking systems for communicating a participant's position and
movements include magnetic trackers, created with coils of wire, to optical tracking
systems, based on infrared LEDs (Iight-emittent diodes) mounted on a ceiling for flight
simulations, and ultrasonic tracking systems that are based on ultrasonic transducers and
microphones.

2 - 5 2 Control Devices
1. Keyboard and Mouse: The most primitive devices for a virtual world. They use the

arrow keys to assume the function of navigation in directing the viewpoint of the
participant forward o r backward, right or left, and up or down. The mouse can be used in
a slightly more advanced way than the keyboard to controI the participant's movement- Tt
c m be expanded to a 6-degrees-of-freedom @OF) option that al lows in teraction wi th the

virtual environment using six degrees of freedorn in the participant's hand inovernent.
2. Wired Glove: This allows the participant to communicate with the virtual environment

with hand gestures. Wired gloves can be used for CAD/CAM and other applications.

3. Wand: Wands allow the selection of a command in the VR environment by pointing in
the direction of a selection area. In a site planning simulation, pointing to a certain area in
the site and clicking o n a button wiU implement the navigation toward that position.
4. Tread Mill: This navigation device provides the optimai navigation system for

architectural environrnents that are best evaluated by the action of waiking.
5. BiologicQl Signais: Devices based on myoelectric signais that recognize muscular

activity, The VR software then transforms this body movement into an action in the
virtual environment-

3-5.3. Visual Display Systems
1. Head-rnounted Display (HMD): The use of HMD provides a complete immersion of

the participant in the virtual world. The essential components OF an HMD include a

display image source and an optical system. (Barfield-Furness 1995). It also incorporates

a tracking system to detect the position and orientation the head, and thus t h e eyes of t h e
participant.

2. Binocular OmnGO~entationMonitor (BOOM). BOOM is another type of head-wom
visual device that uses a counter-weighted boom to eliminate the weight and ergonornical
problems of HMD. Because this tracking device for detecting the position and orientation
of the participant is more accurate than conventionai HMD7s,the tirne delay between
head movement and image generation and display is dramaticaI1y shortened.

3. Projections: Pr~jecteddisplays represent the alternative to head-worn devices. The
projection screen becomes a window open on the virtuaI worId. The scale of
representation is close to the hurnan scale.
4,

Cave Automatic V a a l Environment (CAVE):CAVE is one of the mos t

sophisticated VR applications. The high resolution of the projected images and the large
scale of its i m e r s i v e theatre provide the optimal enviionment for scientitic evaluations.
S . 3 0 Glasses: 3D glasses add stereoscopic viewing to the images displayed in the

cornputer monitor or on the projection screen. Stereo glasses corne with ultrasonic head
tracking and require stereo read signals for synchronization-

6. Retinal Display: Virtual Retinal Display (VRD) projects a cornputer-generated image
on the retina of the participant's eye. In this system, no real image is ever produced. What
is seen is an image that is directly on the retina of the user's eyes.

2.5.4.

Haptic Systems

Haptic systems are used to provide the sensations of the feelings of touch und
vibration, provided by cyciic rnovements. In this system, electronic signals are converted

in the activation of tactile sensations to generate the sensation provoked by "grabbing" an
object in the real world. One example of this system is Force-feedback. Force-feedback
can be used to create the sensation feit by a participant when an object is grabbed, or if a n
object collides with static objects such as walls, floors, ceilings, etc. Force-feedback is
incorporated in digitai gloves and robotics arms, and used for both high-end and low-end

VR applications.
2.5.5. Audio Systems

Sound systems in VR map three-dimensional space of the virtual world to different
sound sources that have been assigned specific 3D locations. Current VR systeins usually

provide monophonic sound, which can be complementary to the visud rendering but
does not provide a redistic simulation of sound perception (Bertoi and Foe1 1997: 1 13).
The VR system developed for this research involves only the use of projected
displays and cornputer-generated disphys with the aid of control devices such as
keyboard and mice. The cornputer monitor domain was used for cyber-participants
because they cannot have access to the display equipment that is available in the Faculty

of Architecture. A trade-off was made between the attainable level of immersion and the
fiexibility of being able to complete the survey in the comfort of their homes, but it was
discovered that this wouId not have significant impact on the outcome of the research
(Chapin 1996, Bert01 and Foe1 1997)-

7.6

Sustainable Community Design Features
Discussed below are 34 visuaily analyzabte features from the 154 design features

presented by Perks et al. ( 1996). The discussions are limited to the definition of the
features and how they c m be irnplemented within the context of sustainable
community design. The discussion was made under 7 design categories or design
paraineters, The categories include: (1) buildin; ecology, (2) landuse and landscape
ecology, (3) comrnunity design, (4) energy, (5) water and sewage, (6) transportation,
and (7) waste recycling.

2-6.1. Building Ecology

1,

Natural Ventilation:
NaturaI ventilation provides both cornfort and health to indoor environments.

When an indoor environment is naturally ventihted it results in both capital cost and
energy savings and reduces the need for mechanical ventilation and air conditioning
systems. It serves to maintain acceptable indoor air quality by replncing indooi- air
with fresh indoor air. It provides thermal comfort, and cools the building at night by
ailowing the building to act as a heat sink during the day (nocturnal ventilative
cooling).

2,

Daylighting:
Opening up a building to maximum daylighting helps to reduce the energy demands

of a building and to create healthier interior environments. Electric lightinp accounts for
approximately 25 per cent of the total electrical ener,T used in buildings. A goal of
sustainable home design is to reduce the electric lighting requirements wherever possible.
As a design feanire, the use of daylighting within a building produces a more pieaswt
and stimulating atmosphere for its inhabitants.
Genenlly, south, east and west facing windows can be controlled for good
daylighting while north-facing windows can provide uniform daylighting w ithout
controls. Because difirent wall orientations receive different amounts of sunlight
throughout the day and throughout the seasons, optimd window design will differ for
each orientation as will the Lighting controls. Daylighting strategies must consider heat

gain, glare, variations in light availability and solar penetration. These are addressed
through aperture size and spacing, use of shading devices, type of glazing materiais and
their surface reflectance characteristics3

3

-

Atria and Solaria:
Atria are open or gIazed top-lit interior spaces within or between buildings, varying in

size and configuration. Atria have been incorporated in northern climates to provide
mediating spaces - to brins the natural environment within the proximity of building
inhabitants. SoIaria are glazed smalier-scaie rooms typicall y attached to dwell ings at
grade or on balconies.
Atria and solaria are multi-functional and they provide a range of functions tiom

providing daylighting and cost-eff~cientpassive solar heating to providing a transitional
space between indoor and outdoor environments. They are subject to daily and seasond
variations in temperature and solar exposure and require solar controls to provide
comfortable living space.
4.

Smaller Unit Sizes (Perks and Wilton-Clark 1996, Alexander 1977):
Smaller unit sizes are designed to make more efficient use of interior spaces while

retaining soiar and ground access. In turn, these are Iinked with smnller lot sizes that help

to create more compact. effkient and affordable residential development. Net densities
for smaller unit sizes range from 7 to 14 uni& per acreThe benefits include: lower impact on the natural environment, more compact and
accessible neighbourhoods to promote sense of community, potential for public transit
integration, reduced infrastructure expenditures, reduced cos& for materials and
construction, and reduced senricing, maintenance ener,y expenditures (life-cycle costs).

5.

Low Rise Cluster (Alexander 1977, Newman 1980):
Low-rise cluster dweiling units are also responsive to the changing social and

dernographic profiles of household arrangements. These include town houses, row houses
and condominiums with or without direct access to private yards. These housing types
have been growing in number as land costs increase and as people seek new ways to
build community. Low-rise clusters are flexible, and may help to achieve some level of
landuse efficiency. The organization of low-rise clusters is adaptable to urban as well as
to rural settings. Net densities for Low clusters range from 14 to 36 units Fer acre.

2-62. Landuse and Landscape Ecology

I.

Preserving Buildings and CuItural Environments:
Preserving buildings of value is an important method of recycling the built

environment while, at the sarne time, enhancing a community's sense of culh~re,history
and place. It is a method of tracing and documenting a community's history and
evolution. Preservation is important for reducing building material waste and providing
multiple-use spaces, for community involvernent in public institutions and for
educational or interpretive purposes2.

Neighbourhood Gardens:

In sustainable communities, areas of land are set aside for food production for the
local neighbourhood. These ailotments contribute to residents' nutrition, they con tri bute
to the reduction of household costs, and they engage the residents in productive activity.
in education, and in cornmunity support. These gardens can transfom un producci ve,

vacant lots into productive areas. However, they should incorporate organic techniques,
such as rnanure from compost sites.
Greenhouses:

3,

Greenhouses extend the season for Iocal food production year-round- Greenhouses
support the IocaI economy, reducing expenditures on imported goods, and offering
comrnunity employment opportunities. They take advantage of alternative energy sources
(solar) and they provide a source of compost materials
Communi ty Agrïcu 1ture:

4.

Parcels of community land shouid be dedicated to the production of food as opposed
to industnal, recreationd or residential development- These Iandscapes are important for
energy and nutrient cycling. It should incorporate organic farrning techniques in order to
decrease food import costs and provide opportunities for local employment. Community
agriculture includes livestock and grains, vegetables and fruit production as a way of
increasing the cycling of energy and nutrïents. Excess produce is used as animal feed and
animal was te is utilized as organic fertilizers.

2.6.3

1.

-

Community Design
ResidentiaI Intensification and SprawI Reduction:

Residential intensification supports the creation of new living accommodations within
existing neighbourhoods and communities. It has the potential to revitaiize urban and
suburban contexts and accommodate a diverse population that includes the youns, the
eIderly and the disabled. The intent is to make suitable use of under-utilized and vacant
buildings and sites. It helps to achieve more eff~cientuse of land and infrastructure, create
a sense of comrnunity, reduce energy demands, reduce real estate and liousing costs, and,
reduce development demands on new lands.
The goal of sprawl reduction is to lirnit Iow-density suburban development on the
periphery of towns and cities. The objective is IO balance developed and undeveloped
lands through an integrated approach within a well-defined and limited deveiopment area.

A sustainable growth strategy for the suburb recognizes rural and naturd îùnctions
and land uses together with urban functions such as transportation, employrnent, the
availability of rnixed use areas, housing and other integrated components of community
design. It attempts to protect undeveloped lands through a planning and design strategy
that considers growth as well as the carrying capacity of the land.

2-

Streetscapes and Spaces be~weenBuildings (Calthorpe, 1993):
Sustainable community design encourages streetscapes that support pedestrian traffk

in addition to vehicuiar movement. Streetscapes provide proteccion from the 'elements'
and encourage outdoor interaction among residents.
Pedestrian onented development pmvides a separation between pedestrian and
vehicular traffic by using plantings and other buffers to define the boundary between two
traffic networks. Streets are designed to accommodate pedestrians and cyclists. Road
widths are reduced for vehicular üaffic wherever possible such that vehicular speed is

reduced. In addition, variation of architectural detail, building form and siting as well as
landscape elements are necessary to provide visual interest and a positive sensory
expenence for pedestrians (Lennard 1995).

Sense of Identity and Place (Aiexander, 1977):

3.

A community's sense of identity stems from an understanding of contexc - of ics

natural surroundings and the related processes of settlement. The careful planning and
design of cornmunity places is dedicated to the consideration of local aspects as well as
global issues that influence the particular region and are expressed in its collective built
form.
Creating 'places' requires the recognition of the geographic and cultural
characteristics of the site and the need for social integration. More specifically,
sustainable comrnunities strive to preserve existing ecosystems that support wildlife
habitat, the bio-diversity and naturaI beauty of the site, to preserve and restore historic
sites and buildings, and embrace changing societal values and technological
advancements in a manner consistent with the estabIished 'genius loci7(Lennard 1996).

4.

Condensed Lots:
The use of condensed lot configuration has increased in suburban communities

because of the need to: (a) use Iand more efficientiy, (b) reduce the costs of
infrastructure, and (c) promote a stronger sense of community. Condensed lots typically
increase single family detached housing lots from 4 dweiling units per acre to 8 dwelling
units and above per acre, while retaining the privacy and Iivability cornmon to detached
housing.
Methods for achieving this include the use of reduced frontyards and setbacks,
incorporatinp two storey, rather chan one-storey buildings in parts of the cornmunity.
reducing the building 'footprint7,and carefully Iandscaping undeveloped buildable
residential land. Undeveloped land c m thus be used as nature reserve, cornmunity
gardens and/or open space and parks.

5.

Related Clusters:
Cluster deveIopment is a flexible residentid planning concept that can take a number

of forrns and is adaptable to a range of househoid types with rehted social, economic and
ecoIogical benefits. The concept, which is based on an aggregated housing form of
varying composition and scaie, is cross-cultural and has been used over many centuries.
In the 1%O
' s,

cluster developments were promoted in North America as "Planned Unit

Developments" (PUDs). Related clusters, which typically can achieve 20 dwelling units
per acre or more, are an aggregated housing form that are designed to make more
efficient use of land resources, reduce energy consurnption, and integrate building lifecycle management. They are also designed to provide increased soIar access and wind
protection, reduce local environmental impacts, reduce infrastructure, and create a sense
of cornmunity and social integation.

6.

Mix of Housing Sizes and Types:
The sustainable cornmunity integrates housing of mixed sizes and types appropriately

within the overall cornmunity design to respond to a range of household and tenure types
that reffectsocietal needs. Integration, as opposed to segregation, is an objective of

sustainable comrnunities. The goal is to accommodate individual and community needs
and aspirations, by providi ng structures that promote this accommodation.
Housing types such as single farnily, detached, cluster, town houses, low rise
apartments, secondary suites, shared housing, collective living, work/studio, and
care/service housing, which are common to urban settlement, are merged in the overai1
comrnunity design. The structure of the community is such that higher density housing
types are located toward the centre of the community and lower density housing types
toward the periphery. Mixed housing encourages community diversity and provides an
opportunity for closer social contact arnong a wide range of cornmunity residents.

7,

Shared Facilities and Comrnon Buildings:

The sustainable community promotes interaction among residents through the use of
shared facilities and common buildings. These can include neighbourhood-recycling
centres, senior and youth centres, daycare facilities, workshops and hobby spaces, and
shared cooking or dining facilities.
Community arrangements that support shared facilicies and common buildings Vary
from condominium associations to housing cooperatives and CO-housing developmen ts.
Cornmunity owned and operated amenities help to reduce individual reliance on
consumer products and thus reduce the cost of living while providing a higher quality of
1 ife.

8.

Sociai Spaces:
Social spaces encourage informai contacts between individuais and groups in both

indoor and outdoor settings. They are seen to be important to the advancement of
individual and societal well being. Essentially, these spaces are those that are associated
with the public or semi public realms of urban settlement, In a sustainable community,
social spüces are planned and designed to promote community interaction and facilitate
the programming of neighbourhood events and functions. They are open to the public
wherever possible to foster civic values in the cornmunity and beyond. They inciude
common rooms and shared facilities as well as local gathering places such as coinrnuni ty
recreational facilities-

Mix of HousehoIds and Tenancy Types:

9.

Demographic and socioeconornic diversity is an important ingredient for realizing
sustainable comrnunities. Diversity is realized through the mix of household types which
includes singles, couples, single and d u d parent families, and extended families. In a
sustainable community, housing is planned and designed to accomrnodate residents of ail
ages and orientation including the young, elderly, and the disabled.

A variety of tenancy types should be provided to reflect the socioeconomic diversity

of a community and to advance social integration- These indude privately owned housing

types, condominiums, rental housing, apartments or suites, CO-operativehousing, and COhousing. An important goal is to provide a range of affordable housing types without
sacrificing related amenities for the w hole community .
Mixed Uses in the Community:

10.

Diversity is key to sustainable Iand use. A sustainable community endeavours to
promote multi-functional raùler than mono-functional settiement patterns by praviding
compact urban centres with a broad range of services and amenities in close proximity to
each other. These amenities and services include commercial and retail shops, schoo ls
and daycare, heaith care, and live and work housing units.
Mixed-use deveIopments should be enhanced by compact design. A compact core
with rnixed-use developments reduces the tendency for a deserted core after business
hours, by providing sources for continuous activity on the street. Increased street activity
enhances real and perceived safety needs (Jacobs t 96 1, Alexander 1 97 1 ). Providing for
the needs of a community at the neighbourhood ievel reduces the need for vehicular and
public transport, thereby decreasing demands on infrastmcture and energy resources
whiIe promoting pedestrian accessibility and a sense of community.

2.6.4.

Energy

Conserving energy by recycling the by-product of energy generation to provide
alternative heating source for households is at the heart of sustainable community design.

Discussed below are some of the techniques and strategies for achieving efficient and
sustainable energy supply and distribution for a comrnunity.

1,

District Heatinz:
District heating refers to the practice of generating steam or hot water heat at a central

location and then distributing it through a series of pipes to homes and businesses within

a local district. District heating can provide economies of scale not possible through
individual heating sources (Le. the home hrnace). By twinning district heating tàcilities
with local electricity pnerating plants, low emission standards can be set when compared

to the emissions that are generated by each process alone.

2.

Area ZoningKold Buffer:
A buffer is created between the exterior and intenor temperatures when the outside

entrances of a dwelling are separated from the main intenor living spaces with vestibules
and atria. This buffer can reduce energy consurnption by minimizing the heat lost or
gained through direct contact with the outdoors.
Generally, the areas to be closed off occur at the periphery of the building, especially
around the fireplace. The compamnentalization of iiving spaces allows for the
subdivision of components necessary for cornfortable living conditions, whilr at the same
time rninimizing energy expenditures. By compartmentalizing the different living areas
within the home a zoning system is set up which will limit the arnount of energy used to
heat or cool living areas that are not in use.

3.

Co-generation:
SimuItaneous production of heat energy and electrical or mechanical power from the

same fuel in the sarne facility is possible through co-generation. Waste heat from the
steam generated in an industriai process may b e used to produce electricity. Steam from
electric power generation may also be used as a heating source.
Co-generative heat production is an example of the constructive use of the by-product
of one enersy process as a resource for another. Co-generation is now feasible at the local

neighbourhood scde due to the availabili~of Iow temperature district heating derived
from naturd gas fired engines (Perron et al. 1998)-

2.6.5.

Water and Sewage

Water recycling and reuse for non-potable domestic purposes helps to reduces the
cost of water usage to individuai homeowners. Sewage treatrnent and recycling reduces
the volume of greywater that is channeIed through municipal sewer mains for treatrnent
or disposal. Zn the following section some strategies for water and sewage recycling are
discussed.

1.

Storm Water Retention
Storm water retention ponds are utiIized prirnarily as a way of easing the pressure on

the Street sewer drain system during a heavy rainfall. The ponds typically hold water
throughout the year, coIlecting water during a storrn and releasing it slowly after the peak
flow has subsided- This sIow release, typically @vera period of days, reduces the need for
storrn sewers to be sized for maximum potential peak flow. It thus helps to reduce
infrastructure costs (Perron et ai. 1998).

The water can be used for irrigation and to provide urban habitat for migrating
waterfowl. It may dso rnarginally increase the moisture IeveIs in the city through
evaporation. This will contribute to the development of many sites within the community
into aesthetically pleasing active or passive recreauon areas that complement housing
development.

2.

Permeable Surfacin,a
Much urban land is covered with generdly impermeable surfaces such as concrete,

asphalt or built structures. Rain, surface water and mnoff are often channeled to catchbasins and drained away through closed pipe land drainage systems. In low traffic a-eas,
grave1 roadways and pads or turfstone -- concrete blocks with spaces to allow for
vegetation to grow through - can be employed to inject moisture into the soil. This will
l.ieIp to replenish ground water supplies and distribute nutrients usually lost in the urban
environment. Whereas geotextile fabric, with dense phntings on slopes, c m prevent soil

erosion and stîll allow water to soak into the earth; the use of bard surfacing will only
drain water to other areas.

2.6-6- Transportation
The structure of a comrnunity's streets, and the connection or separation between
different types of traffic patterns in the community, contributes to the efficiency of traftïc
movernent and the safety of the streets. Some of the strategies for sustainable
transportation planning and design are presented below- They are discussed in demi1 wich
illustration in a paper submitted for review by the On-Line Planning Jo~rmcdof the
University College, London in the United Kingdom.

1.

Street Design:
One of the goals of sustainable community design is to reduce the dependence on

automobiles and encourage alternative modes of transport. The key to this approach is to
integrate transportation with Iand use planning and focus on 'accessibi1ityy rather than on
'mobility'. In a sustainable-designed community. street widths are narrow, pedestrianFriendIy and connected.
Increased numbers of intersections are encouraged within a denser urban ?&bricServices and community amenities are made accessibIe within walking distance. To
achieve this, cornmunity amenities such as local grocery stores, parks and recreation
areas, bus stops and transit centres, commercial and retail markets, educational tàci 1i ties,
and social and cultural centres shouId be provided at a maximum of 5-minute walking
distance (approximateIy 450 metres) from residences (Caithorpe 1993).

2.

Reduced Street Width:
The size of an urban block and the connectivity of the street network in relation to the

intensity of land use, determine the width of interconnecting roads. A clear strategy for
achieving this is to reduce the amount of Iand dedicated to streets (lanes) and street rights
of way in residential and other urban areas. By reducing the number of Ianes dedicated to
vehicular traffic, land couId be recovered for pedestrian pachs (Cal thorpe 1 993).

Reduced Street widths can make streets more intimate in scale and provide more
space for landscaping, cycling and for sidewalks. Street widths in conjunction with
design speeds and nurnber of lanes should be minirnized. At the sarne time pedesrrian and
cyclist safety should not be comprornised. Street tanes could be reduced from 3.75 metres
to 3.5 or 2.75 metres and parking [anes could be reduced from 3 metres to 2.5 metres.
VehicuIar travel speeds should be reduced from 50 k d h , for example, to 30 km/h. Tliere
is evidence in the licerature that there is no significant time gained by traveling faster than

30 k d h within a community (Appleyard 198 1, Lynch and Appleyard 1976).

3,

Reduced and ConsoIidated Parking:
A goai of the sustainable community is to reduce automobile dependence and

accommodation vis-à-vis the parking lot. Parking lots corne at a significant cost in t e m s
of land and material resource depletion, maintenance, and pollution. Parking lots shouid
be consolidated to reduce the disniption of public space and visual blight. Easy access

and availability of free parking discourage ride sharing and transit use and add to traffic
congestion (Appleyard 198 1, Perron e t ai. 1998).

4.

Public Transportation:
Public transportation is a very important cornponent of a sustainable comrnunity. It

helps to reduce congestion and improve trafic flow, reduce air and land pollution, reduce
infrastructure expenditures in terms of energy, construction and maintenance, and reduce
the dependence on non-renewabie resources.
Public transportation should be encouraged through the development of efficient,
frequent, safe and accessible public transportation services. Public transportation systems
should help to guide or to determine the structure of a sustainable community.
Additionally, proposed community planning and design should incl ude pubi ic
transportation options such as buses and Iight-rail systems together with vehicular,
bicycle and pedestrian modes of transit,

5.

Pedestnan Network:
Pedesuian networks serve as the pnmary Iink to al1 community functions including

residential areas, places of employment, commercial areas, recreational areas, schools,
civic institutions, pubIic spaces, and squares among others. Pedestrian paths and
sidewalks should be incorporated on aII streets. They rnay be complernented with
pedestrian only or with pedestrian and bicycle paths through the community.
Pedestrian networks shouId be designed to be safe, secure and comfortable and to
contribute to the aesthetic character of a community. They should help guide or
determine the structure of a sustainable cornmunity, over and above the needs of
vehicular traffic

and shouid be Linked with the public transportation system. Pedestrian

pathways should be clearIy defined and sheltered by buik f o m , h d s c a p i n g and lighting.

6.

B icycle Network:
Bicycle networks serve as a vital link to ai1 community functions including residentiai

areris, pIaces of employment, commercial areas, recreationai areas, schools, civic
institutions, public spaces, and squares among others. By reducing the nurnber of lanes
dedicated to vehicuIar traffic, land could be recovered for bicycIe paths. They should be
designed to be safe, secure and comfortable and to contribute to the aesthetic character of
a community.
Bicycle networks should help to guide or to determine the stiucture of a sustainable
community, over and above the needs of vehicutar traffic, and should be iinked with the
public transportation system. Bicycle networks can be integrated with pedestrian and
vehicular modes of transportation, although segregated bicycle paths should be
considered as well.
7.

Universal Access:
The goal of providing universal access in a community is to make it inclusive rather

than exclusive. Al1 public areas and transportation systems should be accessible to
everyone al1 of the time. This includes public spaces, buildings, products and services.
Integrating universal access in a11 forms of transportation is a goal of sustainable
community design.

Universa1 access relies on lighting, signage, auditory signals, surfaces and barriers to
help orient and direct individuais. It must also recognize a broad range of users including
the physically and rnentdly handicapped, as well as the young and the old.
AI1 buiidings and public open spaces in a sustainable-designed community should be
easily accessible to all members of the community. Attention shoutd be directed to the
planning and design of extemal areas, parking and pedestrian ways, stairs, ramps, lifts,
signage, emergency exit routes, interior spaces, and street furniture. Disabilities Vary
inciuding mobility, and visual and auditory dexterity, among others. Disabilities
generally increase in correlation with age. This phenornenon is reminiscent of the
Canadian demographics. A cornmitment to "barrier free" design demonstrates an
inchsive attitude, acknowledges interdependency of people within the community, and
fosters the spirit and strength of an integrated community.

8.

TraffïcCalming:
Traffic calrning ;a a design strategy to reduce and to slow down a11 forms of trat't'ic

within residentid areas in order to provide a larger measure of safety for residents of ail
ages. It is also a way of making streets more attractive and a way of increasing the quality
of Iife in the community. This concept was developed in Europe. In Hoiiand, i t is caIIed a
'woonefl, which denotes 'Iiving yard'. The woonerf is a shared street, in which
pedestrians have the right-of-way and vehicles have to respect the human setting
dedicated to walking, cycling and children playing (Appleyard 1976 p. 19 i ).
Typicaily, the design includes the elirnination of curbs, changes in paving, and the
incorporation of bollard barriers, shmb and tree planting, and street furniture. Traffic
calrning design strategies shouid be integrated throughout a community, otherwise they
tend to divert and increase vehicular traff~con adjacent streets.

9.

Minimize Noise Disturbance:
Noise is generated primarily by vehicular traffic dong surrounding arteriril roadways

and dong roadways within a comrnunity. Rail and air traffic can also contribu~eto che
problem of noise in the comrnunity. In aII cases, rneasures should be taken to pi-event or
reduce noise levels in a community through carefuI planning and design. Optimally,

noise-generating sources should be isolated away from communities as in the case for rai1

and air traffic.
Noise reduction strategies include: (a) the location of axterial roads to the peripheiy of
a community and away from residential areas, and (b) reduction of vehicular speeds and

access within a community. They also include: (c) careful orientation of housing and built
form, and (d) construction of berms, acoustic fences or extensive planting between
artenal streets or rail lines that are adjacent to the residential community.

2.6.7.

Waste and Recyciing

The success of sustainable living in a community depends on the cornmitment of its

residents to waste recycling and composting practices, and the sorting and reuse of
reusables. Some strategies reviewed in the literahlre are presented below.

1.

Waste Separation Area in the Local Community:
Depots should be provided for separation of recyclable items that will be picked up in

bulk at a later date. Items rnay be put aside for reuse or items currently not being recycled
may be stored until they are needed. Communities should also implernent centralized
collection areas within walking distance frorn residences, thus reducing energy
requirements associated with the removal of recycled products.

2.

Household Separation and Composting:
Reuse of any packaging in the household, such as jars, boxes and bags, and the

separation of any recyclable items into their different categories for pick-up from the
household reduce the need to repurchase these items. Vegetable waste from the kitchen
and garden are added to the household compost pile.
Cornmunity based compost areas should be established for deal ing with ieaves, gras,
etc. Local recycling stations should be developed to encourage local redistribution of
household products such as appliances, furniture, etc.

CHAPTER 3

DESIGN INTERPRETATION
3.1

Methods of Design Interpretation
Simon (1983) defines design as an intellectud activity that produces artifacts. It is a

decision-making process, which requires thinking activities that resul t in anal ytical,
creative, evaluative, communicative, and executive skills and modes of action. Ct is a
multi-professional activity that is conducted in a world of practical realities to müke best
decisions. It requires compromises and optimization of confiicting subsystems.
-

Therefore, it is impossible to design using rational, logical methods except for particular
building parts or units, which Iend themselves to such approaches.
Design may also be considered as a process of transformation of presentations from
one form of abstraction to another (Oxman, 1992). Oxman's mode1 for design
interpretation in a knowledge-based design system maps among formal, typological, and
performance descriptions. Formal descriptions include the graphical descriptions
(coordinates), geometrical descriptions (geometncai elements and their attributes), and
topologicd descriptions (the relations between elements). Typological descriptions
pertain to the attnbutes of the type. Performance description concerns the performance
attributes of the various elements.

In the process of design generation and evaluation, reasoning supports design
interpretation. In order to interpret and produce new staternents of knowledge from
design descriptions, interpretive knowledge is required. The role of interpretation in
design is to derive the properties of each alternative or successive f o m s of the design that
may not be explicit in the design description through structured representations.
Approaches to design interpretation include the use of models. A mode1 is simply a
representation of the relevant characteristics of a redity (Arsham, 2000). It is a means of
expressing certain characteristics of an object, or system (Echenique 1975). The question
that the model is designed to answer will determine the selection of variables and the
antecedent conditions for its operation. How the actual selection of relevant
characteristics is appraised and verified is Largely a technical matter. In model ing, theory
provides the empirical or normative premise or foundation on which practice is based.

The seven steps listed below are crucial to the model calibration process (Krïmeman

1969, Arsham 2000).
The existence of an object, setting, o r system that is of interest;

An intention, clearly expressed, enabling the selection of appropnate characteristics
of the object, setting, or system;
The development of a theoretical basis for expressing and selecting app ropriate
characteristics for the object, setting, o r system;
A process of observation and abstraction e n a b h g the reality in question to be

observed in relationship to selected variables;
A process of translation, enabling the creation of a suitable concepnial firarnework for

organizing factual information; and
A process of testing and making conclusions about the congruence betw een the mode1

and reality, that is, the "calibration" or the fitting of sorne previously determined
regularity to the specific circumstances of the locale under scrutiny.
The revision of assumptions based on observed deviations of model assumptions
€rom reality during the testing process.
Echenique (1975) observed that a mode1 could stand as a theory to the extent that it is
a system of ideas that is held as an explanation for the phenomenon or group of facn.

Hesse (1986) argued that one could distinguish between kinds of models acc.ording to
their predictive powers. Theoretical models, she observed, are idealizations and are

weakly predictive, whereas analogue models based on empirical data are not- Lowry
(1997) concluded that the model builder is concemed with the application of theories to a

concrete case with the aim of pnerating empincally relevant output from ernpirïcally
based input. In the following sections, the theoretical foundations for the visrnal analysis
and the procedures for design evaluation are briefly described.

3-1.1. Descriptive Model:
The principal purpose of a descriptive model is the explanation of phenornena in the

domain of interest. A descriptive mode1 can be used to reveal much about the underlying
structure of the building or urban environment in order to reduce the apparent complexity

of the observed world to a coherent and rigorous framework. To obtain a good
descriptive rnodel of an object or situation, the ratio of input data to output data must be
srnail; the conformance of model output to direct observation rnust be high; and the
model should be generdIy applicable (Lowry, 1 997).

3,I -2- Predictive Model:
The purpose of a predictive mode1 is to give a forecast of the temporal disposition of
the phenornenon under study. It can be extrapolative (one in which the spario-temporal

change is represented by a continuation of past trends), or conditional (one in which the
mechanism of cause and effect governing the change process is specified in the general
forrn). The advantage is that the process of change, or a significant portion of it, is
endogenously specified. It does not solely rely on the translation of past events inïo the
future.

3.1 -3. Explorative Model:

This is usually designed to allow the discovery, by systematic speculation, of realities
other than the one at hand, which may be Iogicaily possible. It is applied to design
situations, as case studies, for re-examining conventional practices.

3 - 1-4. Planning Model:
Planning models incorporate prediction, usuaIIy of the conditiona1 kind, but are
extended to allow for the evaluation of predicted outcornes in rems of goals. The
cornponents of planning models include the specification of alternative programmatic or

design interventions throughout some course or courses of action. It invoIves the
development of a predictive model, allowing the consequences of choosing any specified
alternative to be revealed. The scoring or ranking of the consequences, revealed in the
process of developing a predictive model, are carried out according to some matrices of
goal achievement. In this type of model, a mechanism for making the choice of the
alternative that yields the highest score must be available to decision makers.
Planning models have some problems of interpretation because they seem to be
extensions beyond empirically based explanatory theory. They incorporate goals

presumably based on normative positions, which are Iargely precluded from the idea of
explanatory theory. They aiso seem to draw information from other sources that may not
be scientifically based. Planning models tacitiy assume a rational behavior pattern.
Outcornes are evaluated in terms of goals, and therefore a reasonable correspondence
must be struck between an expression of outcome and the expression of a goal.

Representation Techniques and Decision Making

3-2

Presented in diis chapter is a discussion of the decision modelling procedure used in
this thesis. The procedure discussed in this chapter is a detailed version of a paper that
has been accepted for presentation at 3r* International Conference on Ecosystems and
Sustainable Development: ECOSUD 300 1.The paper has been edited for relevance to the
objectives of this thesis. The anaiyticd procedures discussed have been validated through
other works of research ( a i r and Yuan 1995, Zimmerman 1990, Zadeh 1965).

3.2.1.

Introduction:
The design professions have always relied on visual simulations

CO

explore

and cornmunicaie thoughts and ideas (Zeisel, 1995). He observed that design is
diffxcult to describe because it incIudes many intangible eiements such as intuition,
imagination, and creativity. Because the characteristics of physicd phenomena are
visual, images are used to represent the information distilled by the designer (Wanger
et al. 1992). However, most of the images used in the sketch design phase are three-

dimensional, since human beings have a predisposition to interpret in a threedimensional context. The use of relevant representations is crucial to helping
observers understand visualized abjects. It has been argued chat h ighly soph isticated
visualizations could provide a level of understanding not aIways achievable in
simpler systems (Robertson and Abel 1993).
Decision-making is not synonymous with thinking patterns, it is an outcome of such
patterns (Goldschmidt, 1992). However, since design cognition is a means of
understanding and evaluating design data, the more realistic is the design metaphor, the

more accurate will be the jud-ment that results from design evaluation. Because urban
spatial experience is dynarnic, the methods of representing this reality should be able to

capture and sirnulate the essence of this dynamic expenence. In this thesis, urban design
s
a combination of
features are isolated and presented in alternative design s c e n ~ o using
2-dimensionai and 3-dimensional imagery, QuicktimeVR and computer animation
technology,
Furthemore, the determination of consumers' receptivity based on the
experimentation with different combinations of sustainable community features is a
multi-criteria decision-inaking problem (Perks and Clark 1996, Hwang and Yoon 198 1.
Hwang and ~Masud1979, Klir and Yuan 1995). The final decision, based on the degree ta
which the combination of features under consideration has been satisfied by the decision
alternatives, may be diffkult to measure using a classicai (crisp) decision-making
approach. This section focuses on the Fuzzy group decision-making approach proposed
by Zadeh (1965), Zimmerman (1990), and KZir and Yuan (1995). A modified version of

Saaty's rating scale is used to quantifi consumers' preferences from a cornparison of
three design scenarios (Saaty, 1980). The quantified scoring of preferences was
rigorousIy analyzed using the fuzzy procedure proposed by mir and Yuan ( 1 995).
I n this decision analysis, an appropriate procedure for informed decision-making

includes (Zirnmerman 1990):
A m o d e h g technique that appropriatdy represents the set of community design

scenarios, which incorporates varying degees of sustainable comrnunity design
features;
A set of decisions to be made;
A relation, indicating the expected outcorne from the selection of the combination of
features, and;
A utility function, which orders the outcomes according to their desirability.

The precise ordering of outcomes based on the visual assessrnent of design data is
difficult. The decision of a preferred set of solutions consisting of a set of design features
that a consumer prefers for the cornmunity in which he/she lives is made under
uncertainty. Therefore, the Fuzzy decision making mode1 is proposed as the most
appropriate method for capturing the imprecision involved in selectinz an appropriate
combination of features that will satisfy the consumer. Perks and Clark ( i 996) carried out
a consumer-receptivity survey using a combination of twenty-seven "sustainable" design

features for the Edgemont cornmunity in Calgary. They used a descriptive procedure
based on a painvise assessment of the existing community and a proposed 'sustainable'
al ternative.
A similar procedure is developed in Winnipeg using a combination of descriptive and

predictive modeiiing approaches. The test site for the Winnipeg experiment is the Whyte
Ridge cornmunity -a suburbm cornmunity similar to Edgemont in Calgary. The
objectives of this section are ra develop a decision-making-procedure based on a survey
of consumers' receptivity of sustainable cornmunity design alternatives, and to discuss the
advantages and limitations of t h e approach used as a contribution to the techniques for
analyzing decisions that are based on design problems.

3 - 2 2 , The Winnipeg Sîudy

In the Winnipeg study, suszainable community design parameters are disaggregated
into component performance features. The intent is to isoiate each feature such that an
assessment of consumers' preference for alternative design scenarios, which exhibits
similar characteristics of the isolated feature, is possible.

In this experiment, three categories of sustainable community design pararneters are
considered. The categories do not contain an exhaustive list of features that can be
classified as "sustainability features." They are adopted for this research because they
provide a broad characterizatiom of design categories for sustainable community design.

In addition, they represent a sarnple of sustainable comrnunity design pararneters that can
be analyzed using visual metapaiors. The categories include:

Cornrnunity Design
Laid-use a12d Ho~csing:This incIudes features such as lot sizes and configuration,

residential intensification, types and sizes of housing, and the use of cornmon
buildings as connectors.

The Core: Includes measures such as availability of mixed use spaces, social spaces,
and streetscapes at the centre.

In-behveen Spaces: This inv olves the attention paid in design to the availabi 1 ity of
connecting outdoor spaces such as circulation, social, and recreational spaces.

Eco logic Design
Warte Management: This includes the location and visibility of recycling centres and

depots as incentive for community residents to recycle.
Water and WastervaterManagement: Includes measures such as opportunities for
greywater reuse, stormwater recycling, and raïnwater recycling in the community.
Energy: This includes the availability of opportunities for power CO-senerationand
district heating facilities in the community.
Local Food Prodrrction: Includes opportunities for operating district gardens and
community f m s for local food production.

Street Design

Circulation Network: Includes measures such as pedestrian, bicycle, and vehicular
networks and the separation of different types of trac

to enhance safety.

Rights-of-wny: This includes an assessment of the width of community streets at t h e
arterial, collecter, and Iocal Street levels.

Universal Access: It includes an assessment of streets and public areas in regard to
accessibility for dl residents, especiaily the disabled, children, and seniors.

Tbese parameters are used to define the anaiytical premise for our consumer
receptivity test. Randornly selected subjects scored their design preferences based on a
cornparison of empirical design data and alternative design proposais.

3 - 2 3 . Sampling Method, Sample Size and Test Procedure:
A structured modelling process is nt the heart of scientific decision-making. The
sampling rnethod and the procedure for carrying out the test are important Gr reliability
of results. Bias in data may arïse due to the method of sample coIIection, or from the data
structure itself. In this thesis, care is taken to ensure that data based bias is minimized.
Below is a discussion of the procedure.

1. Sampling Procedure

A stratified random sampling procedure was used for the pre-test and final

surveys (Ezeala-Harrison 1996). The benefits of using the random sampling method

are discussed in Vichas ( L983). In the first sunrey, expert subjects were randomly
selected €rom a directory of design architects, engineers, planners, and developers in
the City. This is reminiscent of an Intemet-based Delphi panel. The objective of the
expert survey was to establish the necessary framework for Our analytical procedure
and to determine if there was a significant deviation or newer facts than were
obrained from the Calgary study to make our approach worth pursuing. The initial
outcomes obtained reveded significant deviations that tended to validate our
assumptions about the robustness of our andyticai technique. The outcomes and
concIusions are presented in Section 3.2.5 and 3.2.6.
The subjects for the final survey were randomly pooled from a telephone
listing of householders in the Whyte Ridge area. In each of the surveys, the
participants were contacted by phone to introduce the survey and request their
participation in the survey. Only the respondents who apreed to participate in the
survey were invited. The written invitation detailed the objective of the test and the
web site address for a personal data questionnaire that each would-be subjects were

expected to complete. This first information was used to sort the subjects into
geographic, dernographic, professional, and home-ownership categories.

2. Sample Size

Representativeness and adequacy of sample are the hallmarks of a good
survey (Ircha, 1997). Green (1988)and Linstone (1975)argued that the sample size
used in surveys, including questionnaires, must be representative and adequate. While
Jones and Twiss (1 978) suggest between 10 and 100 participants, DeIbecq ( L 975)
argues that LO to 30 participants are sufficient for a homogeneous group. The number

of subjects required for this type of survey varies from 10 to LOO. EIeven design
"experts" were selected to complete our pre-test (expert) survey questionnaire, and 50
householders of different professional and demogaphic backgrounds were pooled
from a directory of householders within and around the Whyte Ridge site, for the
final survey (see Section 5 for details of the testing procedure). The data obtained
from the pre-test survey are analyzed using the FLIZZ~
decision anaIysis (FGDM).

3, Test Procedure
The test was a three-tier procedure. The first stage involved the development of 3
design alternatives for the community, and the preparation of a questionnaire based on 'a
priori1-detenninedsustainable cornmunity design feanires. This stage aIso involved the
development of a web-based hypermedia interface for assessing the design data. The
second stage involved the conduct of a pre-test survey to assist in deveioping a strong
theoretical foundation for the use of the decision making procedure. The third stage
involved conducting a final survey with more subjects than the first to provide the
required d e s e e s of freedom and increased reliability of outcome.

4. Hyperrnedia Interface Development ~ h t t n : f l w ~ v . u m a n i r ~ h a . c d f a ~ ~ t t i ~ J ~ r ~ h i t e ~ t ~ r d c ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ I ~ ~ ~ ~ r i ~ I

The hypermedia interface presented a split-screen pairwise display of design
scenarios for each feature for each subject to view and score his/her assessment, based on
a modified Saaty's nting scde (see Table 3.2.1). The interface development served as a

precursor to the descriptive procedure that was used for our consumer receptivity test.
An alternative design scenario for the Whyte Ridge Community in Winnipeg was
developed and embedded in graphic frarnes with explanatory text 1inks. The design
abstractions for each of the 22 features considered in our survey are provided in 2D and

3D formats. Photographic representations of the features were also presented to increase
subjects' understanding of the issues being explored. QuicktimeVR and animation
sequences were provided to assist subjects to explore some of the features in virtual
space. Links were provided to text frames that contain a Iist of assessment questions fur
determÏning the degree of users' preference for any one of the painvise-preseiited design
scenarios in the community in which they live.

The VR Iink was provided in order to allow users to expIore alternative scenarios of
the features presented in virtual space. A sarnple of the Web interface depicting some of
these features are presented below (See figs. 3-2.1 - 3.2.3 .).

Fig. 3.2.1 : The Core: The Community Core

Fig. 3.2.2: Residential Intensification: Increasinp Residential Density ar the Core

Fig. 3 - 2 3:Universai Access: Access to Public Areils and Buildings

5. Web-based "Expert" Survey :
T h e "expert" survey stage involved the use of a randomly selected group of 1 I design
professionals (3 architects, 4 urban designers/planners, 2 landscape architects, and 2
engineers), for a web-based assessrnent of 'a priori' stated design feanires and the
completion of a survey questionnaire. The data used for this analysis were derived frorn
the pre-test survey resuits.
An objective of the research was to determine the applicability of the fuzzy procedure

to qualitative design data. The outcome of the evaluation of the data from the survey was
used to establish the weights and hierarchies for the sustainable community design
parmeters-

In the survey, respondents were given the web site address developed for the
consumers' receptivity survey. T h e web site contained information about the
procedure for completing Web questionnaire. The data from this survey were
dynamically retrieved through a CG1 scnpting tool known as "Gform". The "Gform"
scnpting protocol provided the capability to dynamically retrieve participants'
response to questionnaires from a default cgi-bin as soon as respondents activüte the
"submit" button at the end of each question.

6 . Analysis of Data:

The third stage of this procedure involved the decomposition of descriptive painvise
preference information into numeric data, from die preference ratings col lected from
subjects. The data set from the expert survey was subjected to

~ ~ O ~ O
analysis
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to

determine group preferences using the Fuzzy Group Decision-Making procedure. The
same procedure was used for analyzing the data from the final survey.
The Fuzzy Group Decision-Making technique was used to analyze the allocation
of preference values by "expert" subjects. The fuzzy technique, by revealing the
degrees of preferences of individual subjects, assists decision-rnakers to determine the
most preferred criterion by the sarnple, and the degree of preference for each decision
criterion. A hierarchy of critena and decision alternatives, based on their weights
(eigenvectors), was then established. Saaty's eigenvector procedure was used to
determine the prionty ratinp for three representation techniques.
Saaty 's s c d e was modified because proper discrimination between ils nine-point
ratings was found to be too cumbersome for survey participants. Its cardinal ratings were
found to be appropriate enough for capturing the extenc of consumers' preference
ordering because of the distinctiveness and clanty of the 5-point rating system. This
observation agrees with arPrnents in the literature that although a 7-to- 10-point scale
seems to gather more discriminating information, respondents do not acnially
discriminate carefully enough when filling out questionnaire to make their use valuable.
The use of a 4- o r 5-point scale was thus recommended as a more appropriate option

(Arreola 2000, Frary, 2000, GaIIoway L997).The rating parameters are presented in
TabIe 32.1.

Table 3.2.1 :Preference Scale used for the Pairwise Assessrnent of Design Feahires.

Preference for feature diwith respect to d,

f(4

1

1

EqualIy preferred

2

Moderately preferred

3

Strongl y preferred

4

Very strongly preferred

5

(

Extremely preferred

I

TabIe 3-2.2- Glossary of Notations
~

E

D

Element d belongs

CO cnsp

set of decision alternatives D

Mamx

Ordered n-rupie design alternatives d, ,d2,.-.,d,
Cartesian product D x D
Relation on D by D is whoIIy contained in a D by D matnx
Summation
Function from

[Dl
D] to [O,

11

Minimum of al,
al,..-,un
Maximum of a,,a?,.,.,a,
Set of ail real numbers
Set of {I,S, -..,n) naturd nurnbers
Set of al1 positive reai numbers
Classical (nonfuzzy) set

The closed unit interval in a f u u y set chat represents the excreme boundsiries of
the values assigned to the cotai denial or affirmation of the membership grade of
the given fuzzy set. The vaiue, "x is a member of a" (denoted by x E A ), wich
boundary values [O, 11, is not necessarily a m i e (with value 1 ) orjuise (with
value 0) scenario, it is a representatïon of the linguistic term "ic may be true only
to the degree that x is a member of A,"

3.2.4. Fuzzy Group Decision Making Analysis: Theoretical Basis and Application

The formulation of sustainable comrnunity design criteria Falls within the category of
decision probIem where the vagueness and non-specificity inherent in hurnan formulation
of preferences, constraints, and goals are present, because of the nature of judLgents that
are often made in the assessrnent of visual data. A discussion of the theoretical b a i s for
applying the Fuzzy Sets theory and a sample application to the research data obtained
from one of the consumers' receptivity surveys is presented. Some of the terms and
symbols used in this discussion are also defined in Table 3 - 2 2

1. Theoretid Underpinnings of Analyticai Procedure

Fuzzy sets are sets with boundaries that are not precise (Zadeh, l 965). The
rnembership of a fuzzy set is nota matter of affirmation or denial, as in probability
statistics, but a matter of degree of membership. Probability theory requires a high degree
of randomness. It is applicable to problems that are clustered around the two extremes of
complexity and randomness scales. However, most life problerns are somewhere between
these two extremesTt has been argued that probability theory is only capable of representing one of

several distinct types of uncertainty, that is, the types with known probability
distributions (Zadeh 1965, Yager, 1979, Zeieny 1991, Klir and Yuan 1995). 'A priori'
data, as weU as the criteria by which the performance of man-made systems is judged, are

far from being precisely specified or having accurateiy known probability distributions
(Zadeh, 1962). The Fuzzy Sets theory inuoduces concepts for bridging the gap by dealing
with the imprecision, non-specificity, vagueness, and inconsistencies that characterize

most qualitative data.

In a condition of risk, when the only available knowledge concerning the outcomes of
a decision-making problem consists of their conditional probabiIity distributions (one for
each action), the decision-making problem is an optirnization problem of mcaximizingthe
expected utility of outcornes. However, when the probability of outcomes is not known.
or may not be relevant, and outcome could only be characterized approximately,
decisions are said to be made under uncertainty or "fuzziness" (Klir and Yuan, 1995).

For example, let us assume that we have a decision problem invoiving the
determination o f the sustainability of a nurnber of cornmunity design alternatives from
the consurners' point of view. This is a multi-criteria decision problem in which each
member of n individuai decision-makers (consumers) is assurned to have a reflexive,
antisymmetric, and transitive preference ordering p,

E N , which

totally o r panially orders

the set of design alternatives.

w here:

Pk is the fuzzy preference ordering by each decision-maker (DM);

....

N,,= {1.2, n) denotes the sec of n narural numbers representing each

DM's preference ordering; and
n denotes the number of DMs involved in the decision-making problem.

An analytical technique that cm effectively capture these ordenngs is the Fuzzy Sen
procedure. The Fuzzy Sets technique is a method for solving a decision problem in which
decisions are made under uncertainty (Zirnmerman 1990, Zadeh and Kacprzyk 1992).
Shimura (1973) extended the use of Fuzzy Sets for constructing an ordering of
alternatives by individual decision-makers on the basis of a pairwise cornpix-ison of
decision alternatives. In this research, each DM's assessment was based on a rating scale
of 1 to 5 (see Table 32 . 1 above), made by an individuaI for al1 pairs of al ternatives in a
given set of design alternatives D. Shimura's formula was modified to reflect the
characteristics of the survey data. The modified equation is presented below.

for each p i r (di,
di)E D', and ~ ( d , , r l ,E) [O, 11 For ail
p i r s (4,
di)E D'
where:

D'

is a h z z y binary relation R(D, D) c D x D = D ~ ;

and:

~(4
dj ), denotes the relative preference grades gi ven by an indi vidual
to di with respect ro dj

f (di,
di) denotes the preference grade given by the individual to di with
respect to dj,and

f(dj14)denotes the preference grade given by the individual to

di

with

respect to di

Explmation: The equation above sirnply States that the relative preference grade given
by an individual for design scenario di with respect to di is the lowest value between 1
and a fuzzy set of values which descnbes his preference for di over di divided by his
preference for alternative di over d, fsee Table 3.2.3 below).
d ,l ), di
When ~ ( c l ~ , =

iis

considered at least as attractive as

di,

the function F, which

is considered as a membership function of a fuzzy relation on D lhas for each pair
(d,.dj) E '
D

the property: rnax[~(d;.di),

c cl^. di)]= 1 .This presupposes that, for-each pair of

alternatives, at least one must be as attractive as the other alternative. This often arises
when cornparing an alternative with itself- Therefore, for each diE D , the overalI relative
preference grade can be represented by the equation:

.....................(2)

~ ( d ;=) min ~ ( ddj~
) ,
d, é D

where:

P(di) denotes the ovenll preference for alternative di, and min ~ ( r l ; d. i )
~ E D

denotes the minimum of al1 preferences for di with respect to d j

The preference ordering of alternatives in diE D is then induced by the numerical
ordering of the grades obtained in ~ ( d , ) .
When decisions are made by more than one person, the goals of individual decisionmaicers may differ such that each places a different ordering on the alternatives.
Secondly, the individuai decision-makers may have access to different information upon

1

1

which to base their decisions. The imperfection introduced by the differences in access to
information on the data being assessed resuIts in diRering outcomes from an evaluation
of the sarne data. Increased knowledge and understanding of data may also account for
this difference. This rnay arise due to the experience of individual decision-makers with
the type of data presented rather than from inconsistencies in the data structure. Blin
( t 974), and Blin and Whinston (1973) proposed a fuzzy group decision mode1Iing

approach to fuIIy capture and resolve the imprecision in a subjective data set such as this.

In order to deaI with the multiplicity of opinions, BIin and Whinston ( 1 973) defined
the social preference for the group S as a f u u y binary relation wirh membership grade
function

s : D x D -+ [O,11. This function assigns the membership grade

~ ( d ; , d , )indicating
,

the degree of group preference of alternative di over d,. The aggregate of individual
preferences is then determined by cornputing the relative popularity of alternative di over
d,. This can be obtained by dividing the minimum preference grades of persons

preferring 4 over di and the minimum preference sades of persons preferring cij over

4, by the total nurnber of decision makers, n. Equation 3a expresses this aggregation.

where:

~ ( d , denotes
)
the

p(di)

relative popul2Ufty of d,

denotes the sum of overall preferences for al ternative di,and

i=l

n denotes the size of sample.
The most preferred alternative, therefore, is the alternative that maximizes the overal l
relative popularity, that is,
n

min ~(d,)
= min
(r,fD

di ED .

r=t

l'(di). .................... (3b)

Equation 3b above is only sufficient for determining the social preference S of al1
decision-makers when one design parameter is considered. However, the detemination
of group preference in regard to the sustainability of different design scenarios for a
design feature is a multi-person and multi-critena decision problem. Since the number of
criteria is finite, and the number of considered alternatives is also Rnite, we thus require a

.

procedure for constructing one global preference ordenng. Therefore, if D = {d, &_....d,#,}
denotes the set of design alternatives for which n decision-makers stated their
preferences, and C = {c, ,c?,....c,} denotes the set of design criteria that were considered in
the assessment. The basic information involved in the multi-criteria decision rnaking c m
be expressed by a

rn x n

matrix of the forrn:

The entries 5 of R express, for each i E N, and j

E

N,,, the degree to which decision-

maker P confoms to the required profile in rems of criterion ci.
Pnor to determining the cjs the multi-crÏtena decision problem is con verted into a
single-criterion decision problem by finding the global criterion r, = h ( t j j , 5,.
that for each p j

E

...5,)

, such

P there is an adequate aggregate of values ri j , -;, --,
qn; to wh ich the

individud criteria cl, CZ, ..., c, are satisfied (see m i r and Yuan 1995). The function Iz is
the aggregating operation that produces a rneanin-gfbl expression, in terms of a single
frizzy set, of the global preference ordering of the decision-makers. The aggregating
operator used for the data represents the weighted average presented below:

where:

w , . W Z , ..... W

,

are weights that indicate the relative importance of features
ni

CI,C 2 , ---,
Cm

to the sample, such that

W, E [O. i]

for dl i, and

w,.= I ;
i=l

cj denotes the degree to which decision-maker 4 confoms to the
required profile in t e m s of feanire ci.

Since the matrix R contains fuzzy numbers ifj o n R C , and weights are specined in
t e m s of fuwy multiplication, the weighted average

w here:

5 is calculated with the formula:

5, denotes fuzzy numbers [O, l]' ,which expresses the degree to which the
design parameter q has been satisfied by the design alternative

fi,-ej denotes

the sum of al1 weighted degrees to which criterion ci has

been satisfied by the design alternative d,(i

E

N,,j E 4,)
viewed as a

matrix representation of a fuzzy relation on constraint C by design
alternatives D.

2. Application to Data:

We discuss the application of the hzzy technique to the data obtained from an initial
test sample of 1 1 design "experts". The choice of three subjects is intended to
demonstrate and present the procedure used in this research. The final outcome represents

[O. l] is a fuwified set of values that represents the extreme boundacies of a decision-maker's pretërence
gade. In F u u y Secs. die value "x in a rnember of A" (rE A ) . with boundary values [O. I] is not
necessarily a tme (with value 1) or faIse (with value 0) scenario, but chat it rnay be true only to the
degree that x is a member of A.

an application of the procedure to the total sarnple. Three representation techniques were
provided for the sarnple for assessment. One of the scenarios displayed an animation
sequence and QuicktimeVR representation of each of particular design. Two other
scenarios presented 2D and 3D scenarios of the design feature. FGDM analysis for 3 out
of the I 1 test-sampIe is presented in the Table 3.2-3.
The notations below apply to the assessment of Our design alternatives:
r

dl denotes Option I (AnimatiodQTVR representation of a design feature)
d,- denotes Option 2 (2D representation of a design feature)

4 denotes Option 3 (3D representation of a design feanire)
The painvise cornparison of representation techniques produces ratings that in the
matrix relation give the reciprocal of the values for the pair of alternatives cornpareci
when a reverse comparison is carried out. For example, when we consider the pairwise
comparison matrix for subject #1, we discover that the value of the subject's assessment
of dl with respect to d, is 4. This signifies that subject # 1 very strongly preferred

4

with

respect to d,- . However, the subject's assessment of & wi th respect to d, wil l
autornatically remm a value of
respect to

x,being the reciprocal of his/her assessment for dl wich

CL,.
Table 3.23: Given Preference Grades by Sample Subjects

Subject #2

Subject #3

Applying equation (1) and (2), the outcomes f o r three subjects are presented in Table
3.2.4 below.

Table 3.2.4: Relative Preference Grades of Sample Subjects

Subject #1

Subject #2

Subject #3

-

--

When we apply equation (3a), the result is presented below.
Figure 3.2.4: Result Obtained from Anaiysis of Three Subjects7Preference Ratings

Applying equation (3b) we have, min ~ ( d , =
) 0.06. This implies that the alternative
r i , ISD

preferred most by 3 subjects from Our sample was option I (AnimatiodQTVR
representation of a design feature). The relative rankings did not change appreciably
when computed for the whole sarnple. The choice that was preferred most was still option
1. This design option represents the animation or QuicktimeVR representation for the

provision of a vibrant core with rnixed residential types.

Saaty's eigenvector procedure was used to assign preference grades, and to develop a
prÏority matnx for the three sustainable community design parameters defined in Section
4. This rnatrix was based on subjects' stated preferences for the inclusion of the features

of sustainabIe community design in a community in which they wish to live. ft was

developed from a parallet preference survey for the design features in each design
parameter. A summary of the outcome is presented below.

The notations below apply to the assessment of the painvise-compared design
alternatives:
C represents a set of fuzzy preference ratings for the sustainable community design

constraints:
C, denotes Community Design parameters
C2 denotes EcoIo,oic Design parameters

C, denotes Street Design parameters

Using Saaty's eigenvector andysis, the data were normalized by dividing each
painvise score by the column total to detemine the relative weights of the design
parameter based on subjects' assessment-

I

where:

;;i denotes the fuzzy weights or relative importance of each design

parameter, and

C is a

ni

xn

matnx of subjects' preference ratings for each design

parameter.
The pairwise-cornparison data were checked for consistency and the consistency ratio

(CR)' was found to be 0.009. This value is within the acceptable range of 0 s c/?s O- ofor
the consis tency of pairwise-compared data (Anderson et ai. 1994: 669). Therefore, the
degree of consistency exhibited in the painvise cornparison rnatrix for design parameters
is acceptable, and the data are consistent.
The expression for our decision support model is given as:

SCD = f[(CDP+ EDP + SDP) + (CMP + ESP + ...)] ................(7a)
where:
S C D denotes Sustainable Comrnunity Design

CDP denotes Cornmunity Design

EDP denotes Ecologic Design
SDP denotes Street Desizn

CMF denotes Community Management, and
ESP denotes Economic Structure
The interpretation of expression (7a) is that the sustainable community design
alternative chosen by a particular cornrnunity is a function of the inclusion of parameters
such as community design prînciples, ecologic design principles, Street design principles,
and other factors. The other factors inchde demographic, social, organizational, and
economic variables that are beyond the capability of design to visually represent and
effectively anaiyze using judgments based on dynamic human experience of spatial
relationship. Therefore, the decision support mode1 that derives from 6;"would adopt

only the values attached to CDP, EDP, and SDP. Using the weights 6," in (6) the mode!
is thus of the form:

SCD = [O.S4(CDP) + O.~ ~ ( E DtP0.30(SDP)].
)
................- - -..- .(7b)
Mode1 (7b) suggests that, if sustainable comrnunity design were lirnited to the factors
listed under community, ecologic, and Street design parameters, design energy and
resources would be most eficiently devoted to these parameters, based on the weights
attached to each design parameter- Essentidy, the community design parameter that
obtained the greatesc weight should receive an attention cornmensurate with its relative
weight in the design of a sustainable community for the people-group surveyed.

The global priorïty rating for the total sample based on the three design parameters

was determined by applying (6) to the outcome of the fuzzy priority matnx of subjects'
preference for each design alternative with respect to the design parameters. The
following fuzzy matrix was obtained from the evaluation of each subject's global priority
ratiny of presented design alternatives based on provided design parameters. It was
developed as a 3 x 3 rnatrix of h z z y relation on di E D by C.

that is:

where:

el, Gy

represents design constraints and d,, 4 ,

ci3

represen ts design

options,

Ii denotes a hzzy matrix relation on

'CR is a rneasure of data consistency.

d,, 4, d3 by

C,,

eZyc3.

Instead of the simple summation of relative preferences, an aggregating frarnework,
which is compatible with the objectives of evaluation are required (equations 4 & sa).
The k z z y overall priority-rating equation (5b) is applied and the resuIt is presented
below,

where:

5 , denotes a pararnetric farnily of partitions within an infinite set of fuzzy
vaiues in the interval [O, 11, which expresses the degree to which the
design pararneter ci has been satisfied by die design alternative

di

in

linguistic t e m s , and
6; denotes the

fuzzy weights or relative importance of each design

pararneter.

3.2-5. Discussion of Results

The decision support technique discussed in this research developed a hierarchy %
for ranking different categorïes of sustainable community features in order of importance.

For example, the community design pararneter (which includes features such as the
patterns of land-use and housing, a v a i l a b i l i ~of a community core, and the design of inbetween spaces), was given a weight (eigenvector) of 0.54 by the sample. The
eigenvector attached to this parameter signifies the rating of its importance os a
sustainable community design feature to the sample. This is higher than the weight (0.16)
attached to the importance of ecological design practices (such as waste management,

water and wastewater management, energy conservation, and local food production) by
the sample. It is also higher than the weight (0.30) attached to the inclusion of Street
design features by the sample. Other factors, such as increase in initial cost of housing,
the overail impact of design features on lifetime cost of building, and the location of
community in the city, were not considered in ttiis analysis.
Design representation technique 1, which represents displayed representation of
design features using animation sequences or QuicktimeVR, received the highest overall
prionty rating (0.59). The technique representing features in 2-dimensional forrn
received the lowest rating of 0.16, and the 3-dimensional display of features, received a
rating of 0.25. This validates the hypothesis that the closer the images displayed to users'
perceptive reality of actual , the more accurate will be the assessmenr received from such
assessment.
The eigenvector analysis helped us to detzmine the Fuzzy relative preference grades
for each design criterion. It revealed which design criterion has higher assigned
importance by the sample. The outcome from this level of analysis is usehl for assisring
decision makers such as architects, r d estate deveIopers, homeowners, planners, and
governmental agencies responsible for housing, to detemine what sectors to al locate
more resources to, for an ecologically balanced and marketabIe residentiaf deveiopment.
Finally, the decision-support mode1 attempts to define parametric hierarchy, together with
the intra and inter-parameter relationship for sustainable comrnunity design.
3 -2.6. Conclusion

This section dernonstrates the use of Fuzzy Group Decision Making technique

(FGDM) for determining consumer receptivity to design features using values from
irnprecise data from an expert survey sampIe. FGDM is used to determine the relative
importance of design features to consumers. The procedure made possible the objective
comparison of consumers' preferences within and across pararnetric lines. It provided the
weighted prionty rarings for each design parameter. The prioritizing of design parameters
therefore made it possible for greater design energy to be devoted to design features that
each c o m n i t y believed to be most important in its pursuit of a sustainable and livable
community.

The robustness of this model can be improved by adding cost factors to the data, such
that responses can be evaluated across socio-economic cIasses. The inclusion of
organizational factors such as community management and resource management
strategies will also contribute to the robustness and reliability of the final model. It may
require a larger sample size than was used for the preliminary test to possibly increase the
reliability of outcorne. Larger sample sizes were used in the final surveys, and FGDM
was used to analyze the results of the rating scores obtained from the painvise-

cornparison of 3 representation techniques by the survey sample (see Chapter 6 for detail
discussion),
Other statistical techniques such as analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Principal
Components Andysis (PCA), can be used to measure variation in responses between the
different statistical groupings. These techniques will, however, not provide the robustness
that is possible with the FGDM technique.
Conducting web-based surveys with a high content of dynamic graphics, such as
QuicktimeVRs, animations, and VRMLs, require fast download capability from endusers. One of the problems faced in the Web-based segment of the survey concerns t h e
Internet access speed avaiIable to potentiai subjects. This was a major factor in the
selection of the sample. It is believed that the improvernent and affordability of webaccess technology will remove this limitation in future surveys of this nature.

CHAPTER 4

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN FOR WHYTE RIDGE COMMUNITY
4.1

Background
The Whyte Ridge cornmunity is a 900-acre suburban community located in the

southwest of the City of Winnipeg. Sirniiar to most conventional suburban residential
developrnents, it is designed exclusively for single family homes. This hornogeneous
development pattern has the upper rniddle income group as its target market. The
mean famiIy income for the residents of this cornmunity is between $80,000 and
$135,000 per year.
The development is located to the southwest of Linden Woods, which is a
residential development similar to Whyte Ridge. It was developed solely to cater to
the needs of the growing upper rniddle incorne class of the City of Winnipeg.

I
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Fig. 4.1.1: Map of Winnipeg City showing the site

4-1-1- Descriptionof Site (see Table4.1.1):

Kenaston Boulevard bounds the site on the east, while McGillivray Boulevard
bounds it on the no*.

On the West. Brady Road runs southwards, paraIIel to the CPR

rail track, which connects Fort Garry IndustrÎal Park with the Genstar cernent plant in
the Tuxedo Industrial Area Severai commercial deveiopments have taken place in the
Tuxedo IndustrÏal Park since the inception of this design project They include an

IGA grocery store, WaI-Mart, Canadian Tire store, Esso and Petro Canada pas
stations arnong others.
The main access to the community is from Scurfield Drive. This road f o m s a
loop around an ornamental Iake on the western part of the site that connects with
Fleetwood Road. Scurfield Drive is a four-lane divided highway from the entrance to
the community through Kenaston Drive to Whyte Ridge Elementary School, where it

becomes a two-lane collector at the intersection of Scurfield and Columbia DriveThe site is essentially flat but gentiy dopes toward the southeast. The landscape
resernbles an old prairie wheat f m with a few stands of trees, Iow prairie shrub, and
gassland vegetation.
There are three packs on the site, two of which are fully developed. The third is
yet to be developed. There are two ornamental lakes located on the southeast and
northwest of the site. Adjacent to the third open space, in the north central portion of
the site is a 10-acre site for the community centre. The first phase, consisting of a
cornmunisr office building and a hockey h k , has been cornpleted.
The oniy commerciaI use in the community is a ShelI Gas Station, which is
located at the entrance of the site on Scurfield Drive'. It is located adjacent to the only
place of worship on the site. Toward the northeast corner of the community is the

Petro Canada gas station -adjacent to the intersection of McGillivray and Kenaston
Boulevards.
There are 2200 residentiai plots. Some of these lots are in residentid cIusters
designed eiiher in loops or in linear arrangement dong neo-traditiond curvilinear

Several commercial uses have been developed around the site since this report was wntten.

roads. There are about six identifiable residential typologies with a maximum of
about three-and-half fIoors (with or without basements).

Fig- 4- 1.2: Site Context

The comrnunity is designed almost excIusiveIy for automobile users. Pedestrian
sidewaiks are restricted to major artenal roads, a d there is virtually no other
pedestrian sidewalk dong residential and local roads. Social contact at the ciuster
level is difficult because of the exclusive nature of residential hold planning in which
each allotee has direct access to a road, facing away from other Iots. The absence of
shopping and other commercial uses at the core ais0 makes the constant use of the
automobiIe necessary.

Fig. 4.1.3: Existing Developrnents on Site

Table 4.1.1

Site Data - Existing Condition

1- Size of Site
Length: 3 148.84m (7080' or 2.16 km-)
Width 1694.69m (5560' or 1-69 km.)
Ares: 3,64 1.6 1 7 . 6 0 ~ 2(364.16 h a Or 899.83 acres)
Topogaphy :
ReIativeIy flat terrain
SIopes gently toward the southeast
Types of Building
Single family housing
Elementary SchooI
Commercial and Institutional use at the Scurfield Drive entrance
- Gas Station
- Place of Worship
Site Planning
Single entrance and exit point to and from cornmunity
Site for Cornmunity Centre is under phased development and location is not
central for easy accessibility from al1 parts of the comrnunity
Loops, and Iinear planning for housing development
Ornamental lakes possibly for passive recreation
4-lane boulevard-type entrance with wide right-of-way
Maximum height of buildings is 3 1/2 floors
Limited spaces within the community for meaningtül social contact
A southwest-northeast rail line divides the comrnunity and serves as a potential
source of noise pollution.
4.2

Case Studies

The precursor to realizing the design of a new architectural phenornenon is to smdy
existing phenornena or projects that are similar and could help to shed some light on the
structure and eiemental composition of the proposed phenornenon, and its performance
requirements. Most of the existing sustainable comrnunity design projects concentrate
only on single building projects and the reIationship between elements and fabric to
achieve an environmentally friendly whole. The Iiterature of finished work on the
development of whole cornrnunities is Limited to smail neighbourhoods and single-block
projects. In most of the avaiiable whole cornmunity cases, such as t h e Edgemont
Community in Calgary, the projects are stilI at the proposai stage.

4.2- 1. McKenzie Towne, Calgary Alberta

1.

Introduction
McKenzie Towne is a 970-hectare (about 2400 acres) residential cornrnunity located

at the southeast periphery of the City of Calgary. The site is a relatively flat prairie
dryland. The target number of residential uni& was 10,000 dwellings aat build-out, and it

was intended to accommodate 28,000 people and nine school sites. The net residential
development area is 1,650 acres. The first neighbourhood opened in summer 1995.

2,

Building Ecology
The building sites and architecture for the cornmunity are controlled by detailed

written and graphic codes, administered by the developers. Massing, materials and
architectural detailing are closely replated. However, there is yet no technological
innovation in housing designs to achieve water or energy conservation, to use recycled
materiaIs, or to provide for waste and refuse hmdling and recycling in the home.

3-

Land Use Planning
The Iayout of greenways and their connectivity are subordinated to neighbourhood

configurations and street geornetry. Land use planning does not follow natural ecological
patterns or gradients aiready established on the site. SchooIs and playing fields are
Iocated in the geenways. The site's major open space network together with the schooI

make up 375 acres, about 16 percent of the site, a proportion that is not significantly
different from most conventional subdivision projects in Calgary.
Residential land use is predominantiy single-family detached housing. The eventud
net residential density may reach 6 dwelling units per acre. The town centre is proposed

to have rnixed use buildings and rnulti farniiy housing in higher proportion than the
neighbourhoods.

4.

Comrnunity Design:
The town plan and urban design character are neo-traditionai. Tt has a grid street

system, a town centre or main street Iaid out in a formal mis and teminated by a major
civic space at each end. It dso has a village-scale square in each of the 13

neighbourhoods, and an extended open space system amnged dong two intersecting
cross-town axes. School sites and playing fields are Iocated in the greenways, equidistant
between two neighbourhood squares and fronting on connector roads
Transportation:

5.

Public transportation in McKenzie Towne is a bus system, with a substantial
proportion of neighbourhood's population iocated within 450 metres of the transit stops.
CycIing options are weil provided for dong residentiai streets and greenway paths.
Streets, with the Iocation and massing of fronting homes, are designed be attractive for
wdking and as "outdoor rooms".

A Light Rail Transit (LRT) line is proposed for constmction by the year 20 16. Offstreet parking lots are minimized in favour of on street parking throughout community.
Traffic calrning in residentid areas is helped by the use of reduced turning radii and short:
street blocks.

4.2.2.

Whdsong Co-housing Cornmunity, Vancouver BC (Perron et al. 1998)

1.

In traduction
Co-housing is the narne of a type of coIIaborative housing that attempts to overcome

the alienation of modern subdivisions in which no one knows his/her neighbors, and there
is no sense of cornmunity. It is a development in which each household has a privately
owned residence but also shares extensive common facilities such as kitchen and dining
area, children's playroom, workshop, guest room, office spzce, gardens and laundry
facihties. Although individual dweI2ings are self-sufficient and each bas its own kitchen,
the common facilities, and particularly the shared meals, are important aspects of
cornmunity life both for social and practicai reasons. Shared activities are optionai.
Residents choose this f o m of housing out of personal preference.
Co-housing began in Denmark in the Iate 1960s, and spread to North America in the
Iate 1980s. The typical CO-housingcommunity has 20 to 30 private single-farnily homes
dong a pedestrian street or clustered around a courtyard. Residents of CO-housing
communities often have several optional group rneals each week in a "Common House",
which aIso has shared faciiities for playing and dancing. In most cases residents are fully

involved i n the design and management of the project. Consensus decision making is a
key part of the CO-housin: culture.

In the CO-housing model, future residents create cheir own custom-designed
neighbourkoods. Sustainable principles, such as efficient use of land, transportation
alternatives, and organic gardening are usually included. Other principles, such as
preserving the natural habitat, sharing resources and bulk purchüsing, financial diversity
and inclusiveness, rnay ais0 be applied. Effective waste and water management, waste
reduction, recycling and cornposting, energy efficiency and the use of alternative energy
sources, use of solar energy, and material choice based on analysis of embodied energy'
toxins and recycleci products are sornetimes practiced.

2.

The Context
WindSong Co-housing Community is made up of 106 people, 34 townhomes and a

5,000-sq. fc. Common House on a 6-acre site with organic community gardens. It has 4
acres of green space traversed by a creek. The residency structure in the community is
diverse. T h e professional classification of the residents ranges from architects to doctors,
academicians, and journalists.

The Windsong Co-housing, in the Walnut Grove area of Langley, British Columbia is
about 50 kilornetres frorn the Vancouver City centre. The Walnut Grove area is a quickly
developing rural area with a mixture of single farnily and townhome neighbourhoods. It
is in close proximity to elementary and secondary schools and is within a 5-minute
driving distance from the Langley Fine Arts School.
There are several waiking trails on the site and it is a 5-minute drive from Darby
Reach Regional Park, which offers riverside camping and farest trails. Windsong is also
close to commercial services. The extensive commercial sector of Langley City is about
10 minutes drive away from the site.

3.

Desi-

Concept

There a r e 34 townhomes in the cornmunity arranged in two long rows facing each
other across a pedestrian Street. The Common House is located midway between the
north and soruth ends. The streets are covered by glass roofing that enübles the residents

of the community to move about in an enclosed covered space. This is a significmc factor
in this West Coast maritime cfimate, with precipitation d l year round. Vehicular parking
space is dmost entirely at sub-grade level throughout the site.

The Common House includes a kitchen, dining room and fireside lounge, a playroom
with loft, a children's outdoor play structure and sand box, an arts and crafts room,
workshop, laundry, community ofTice, multi-purpose room, T.V.room, *est room and
three washrooms.
The private homes are in 3 sizes: 1-bedroom plus den, 3-bedrooms on two Ievels and
4-bedrooms on three levels. Homes on the eastern side have decks looking into the creek
side forest and field. Homes on the western side have upper atrium decks andlor pnvate
back decks and yards. Kitchens face on to community streets. Living rooms and maser
bedrooms are toward the rear of the buildings. Front entry doors are on the main Street,
while many of the homes have basement entrances. The cornmunity has diverse tenancy
types and family sizes, ranging from babies to seniors with couples, families, singles and
single parents.
There is a good representation of al1 ages in the cornrnunity. Sorne of the social and
communal spaces and activities indude several book clubs, an organic diners club and
lots of recreational spaces for walking, cycling and phying tennis.
4 - 2 3 . Eco-Village, Ithaca (New York)
1.

Introduction
Ithaca is on the southern shore of Cayuga Lake and surrounded by the hiilsides of

Cornell University and Ithaca College. It is Iocated in the heart of New York S tate's
Finger Lakes Region. In addition to its scenic gorges and waterfails, and the Cornrnons
(New York State's premier pedestrian rnall), Ithaca is known for its educational

institutions. Tt has a population of about 30,000.
EcoVilIage in Ithaca is a cornmunity that is dedicated to exploring and modeling
innovative approaches to ecological and social sustainability. The community created a
unique habitat that includes CO-housing,organic agriculture, cottage industries, a n
education center, and naturd areas. This habitat was created by preserving and restoring

over 80 percent of the residential components that comprise of 3-5 tightly clustered cohousing communities, which surround a village green.
The comrnunity is on a 176-acre site of familand and woods overlooking the City of
Ithaca to the east and bordered by Coy Glen Nature Preserve to the West. Fifty-five acres
of the site are permanently preserved through a conservation easement.

2,

The Design Concept
The focus of the co-housing design in Ithaca is the Common House, which a k o

provides space for play, meetings, guests, offces, crafts, root cellar, and laundry. The
dining room in the Cornmon House overlooks a one-acre pond, fields, and mountains to
the south. The housing consists mainly of detached dwelling units with compact and

functional floor plans that include l-bedroom units (922 square feet), 3-bedroom units
(1300 square feet), and 4bedroom (1642 square feet) units.

EcoVillage operates the West Haven Farm, which has been a source of vegetable
supply to the comrnunity for over 6 years. The farm operates under the Community

Supported Agriculture (CSA) rnodel, which is a new relationship between farmcrs and
consumers. It brings people into closer contact with their food source and provides more
community support for farrners.
r>

3.

The Design Criteria for EcoVillage
Al1 fricilities are designed to be wheelchair accessible and have a separate "srey

water" and sewerage waste piping. The design criteria for residential and cornmon' space
are presented below.

Residential Space
1 . Wherever feasib k buildings are earth-sheltered.
2. DwelIing units are connected by sunspace-enclosed walkways- The design strategy

for dwelling units was proposed to incorporate the following sustainable practices.
Provision for aquaculture and intensive gardening;
Provision for "greywater" recycling;
Passive soIar heat storage;

Provision for future wind-generated resistance electric heating or wind-driven
heat pumps;
Aesthetic "lounge" or an indoor pmk-Iike atrium; and
Access to outside at each dwelling unit,
3. There are about 50 dweIling units in multiples of about 600 square feet (201x30')each

with bath and kitchen.
4. DwelIing units are in flexible moduIes and are easiIy connectable or detachable (via

doors) to reform into combinations of 1. 2, 3 or 4 units to accommodate changes in
'famil y'

size.

5. The overaii structure is compact to rnaximize heating efficiency.
6. Scenic vistas are provided, through sunspace/walkways, from each dwelling unit
7, Covered access is provided to an underground car park

Common Space
The design strategy for the common space include:
Connecting comrnon space to residential units via sunspace/walkways.
Providing a Main Room (dining/assembIy space) for 125 persons, capable of being
used as a pIanetarium.
Locating the kitchen adjacent to main room to prepare food and serve 125 persons.
The kitchen was to have:
WaIk-in cooler andor walk-in freezer;

Easily accessible "root cellarf1/pantry;and
EasiIy accessible delivery area, and access for waste/compost removal.
Providing 3 staIIs of men and women's lavatones.
Providing a laundry room with space for sorting/folding and ironing
Providing a small childhnfant care/playroom with access to enclosed outside play
area.
Providing a library/reading/quiet study space.
Providing a shop or project space with large door outside access.
Providing a "Health Spa" or Wellness Center with:
Exercise Room (400-600 sq. ft.);

Sauna (for L 0-20 persons);
MassageRoorns (2or3);
Hot tub/Whirlpool (for 10-20 persons) located in "tropical garden" sunspace
setting; and
SmaIl (200-300 sq. fi.) men's and women's Locker/shower rooms,

Source: Eco-Village Times, Iune 5,2000 (hctp~///www.ecoviIl~~eeithaca~nv.us~
and
(htm://www.ecovilIa~e.ithaca.nv.us/Fro~.htm!).

Rationaie Underlying Design Criteria
The rationale for developing the design criteria is based on the provision of four basic
functional spaces: the provision of flexible compact dwelling units, connected enclosed
sunspace walkways, hemisphencal dining and assernbly space, and a health spa or
wellness centre.

A-

DweIling Unit Size and Flexibility of Combination:
As persons go through various stages of life development, the amount and complexity

of required living space changes. The design strategy was to provide the option of
combining or disconnecung adjacent units (in 600 square foot incrernents) to
accommodate these changes in a "family" structure. An overriding consideration was
such that older persons wouid remain integrated into the cornmunity throughout their
latter years.

B.

Connected, Enclosed Sunspace Walkways:

These features were intended to provide:
Protected or sheltered movement between dwelling units and the common space;
Space for enclosed aquaculture and passive solar heat storage;

A pleasant indoor "park-Iike setting for gathering, socializing, relaxing and spiritual
renewal (particularly in winter).

C.

Hernisphericd Dining/AssernbIy/Rituai Space:

This feature was intended to provide:
A lofty, esthetically pleasing space for gathering, meds and ritual;

The ability to serve as a planetarium/theater for multimedia presentations.

DI

Heaith Spa / Wellness Center:

This space was proposed for:
Group reIaxation;
Exercise and body conditioning;
Massage practitioners' practice,

4.2.4.

Ecolonia, NetherIands (van Wiet 1998)

1.

Introduction
Ecolonia is Iocated in 'Alphen aan den Rijn', Netherlands (the Kerk en Zanen

district). The residential community was developed by the 'Bouwfonds Woningbouw '

- a building fund society of Dutch Municipalities, and supported by 'Novem' - the
Netherlands Agency for Energy and the Environment. It is bounded on the wesc by a
slow-traffic route frorn the city centre to the educational park called Archeon. The
cornmunity was built between 199 1 and 1993.
2.

Building Ecology:

The energy conservation goal was to reduce energy consumption in the corni-nunity
by at least 25 percent. The building strategy was to ensure an integral life cycle
management for developments in the cornmuni ty and ensure qua1i ty i mprovemen t to
the nature of Dutch suburban development.

3

Landuse and Landscape Ecology
Pnor to construction, the site was a reclaimed area of rnoorland, with a waterway

mnning d o n g one side of the site. The dweIIings are clustered around the central
pond that was used to maintain subsoil conditions and as a wetland habitat. The pond
functions as a retention pond for surface runoff from the community and a variety of
aquatic vegetation fiIter stormwater polIutants.

Cornmunity Design

4,

The concept plan for Ecolonia was based on an urban development strategy thar

fosters a relationship be tween residents and their environment. The ideas were based
on the principles of natural expansion in which a community will accommodate the
needs of the residents at a human scaie. The planning and design team was headed
initially by a Belgian architect cornmissioned by the Bouwfonds Woningbouw

CO

produce the site plan.

5.

Energy
An irnportmt planning objective for the cornrnunity was to showcase a number of

techniques dia1 effectiveIy demonstrate ener,gy conservation strategies. The diversity
of housinp typologies demonstrates several effective techniques ranging from solar
water heaters to rnaximizing heat storage. The more generaI conservation strategies
i nclude:

Orientation of the building for rnaximizing solar collection;
Improved insulation through better building envelope design; and
Implementation of space-heating systems that have a low environmental Ioad and
high efficiency .
6.

Water and Sewage
At the centre of the community site plan is a retention pond. Water is conducted

to the pond through moIe drains where it is purified by a variety of wetIand species,
such as reeds and cattails. These vegetative filters assist in the break down of
pollutants conveyed from road surfaces and chernical residues, which in some cases
are leached from lawns and gardens7.

Transportation
One 0.f the design goals for Ecolonia was to reduce the amount of automobile-

based transportation. A local centre w i n k e l centrurn) to the north provides a range of
shops within a IO-minute waIking distance to the regional rail station. The town

centre of Alphen clan den Rijn is about 15 minutes walking distance away from the
regional rail station.
Ecolonia is an enclave away from any thoroughfare. The result of its sheltered
location is low noise levels and improved safety. Within Ecolonia, cycling and
walking are the main modes of tnnsportation. Vehicular routes are designed for slow
residential IeveI speed.
However, there is no clear separation between the different types of tïaffic in the
planning and implementation of the transportation system. There are no marked
parking bays or separate areas for cyclists and pedestrians. Because of the Iack of
separation between the different types of traffi~c,areas designed for play and common
areas often used for parking.

8.

Waste and Recycling
Another design objective for the community is the minimization of wasce and the

need to recycIe materials used in the construction process. Design decisions took into

account the choices of types and quantities of construction materials and construction
techniques. The process included consideration of the systems intended for use by the
residents in the post-construction phase, and future uses, and the use of materials with
low embodied energy, which helped to rninimize the amount of waste and the impact

of construction on the environment.
4.3

Sustainable Community Design Features

4.3 - 1.

Introduction

Discussed below are sustainable design features considered in this research. They
provide the b a i s for the consumers' receptivity survey that formed the bedrock of the
decision analysis developed in this research. It has been developed in part for publication
in the On-Line Planning Journal of the University College, London.

The homogeneous structure of conventional suburban communities, as discussed
in Section 3.1.2, results in a number of problems, such as the dominance of single

family detached housing and hi@ urban land consumption, and a limited variety of
housing types. Other problems include the high cost of housing in suburban

communities, feelings of isolation by suburbanites, intense commuting and autodependency, and sprawi. The design of a sustainabie cornmunity strives to maintain a
balance of physical and ecological considerations with the purpose of developing an
inclusive and vibrant, yet ecologicaIIy sensitive community.

4.3 2

Community Design

In most conventional suburban communities the planning and design of the Ianduse is not properly adapted to local climatic conditions. Buildings are not sheitered
from severe weather. Land-use planning and housing design in a sustainable
cornmunity are adapted to local macro- and microclimates. BuiIdings should be
sheltered from agressive climatic influences and there shouId be enough intensi ty at
the centre to sustain a viable commercial and social life and to promote sustained use

of public space. Design features that faU into this category include lot configuration,
residential intensification, types and sizes of housing, common buildings, the design
of a cornmunity core, rnixed uses at the core, and availability of sociai a n d
recreational spaces.
4.3 -2. EcoIogic Design
1.

Water, Wastes, and Wastewater Management
The Calgary research (Perks et al) showed that more than 30 percent of the water

used in a community can be recycled and reused for househoId cleming and irrigation. A
sustainable practice aims at minimizing the use of water by recycling and reusing
greywater and stormwater, and by re-channeling rainwater for dornestic use.
At the heart of a comrnunity's sustainability is its effectiveness in managing
wastes. Canada rates higher than the U.S. in per capita waste generation. The major
reason is that wastes are not recycled. LandFiIls are being expanded continually and
reusable materials are getting incinerated and wasted. Practices such as this will
eventually put a stress on the natural resources that are used to produce these
materials. Design features such as availability and location of recycl ing centres
wi thin the community ,opportunities for greywater and storrnwater recycl ing, and the

design of housing units to allow for rainwater recycling, faIl within this category.

2.

Energy
About 33 percent of housing budget are expended on power and heat consumption.

An energy-efficient building wilI cut its maintenance budget by 33 percent. A goal of

sustainable suburban c o m m u n i ~design is to reduce the cost of power generation and the
dependence on the use of fossil fuels. Sustainable energy features include the provision of
CO-generationand district heating plants to supplement the City's hydro electric power

S~PP~Y
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Local Food Production

The capacity of a community to locdly produce its food impacts the amount of
money it spends on food items that could be produced locally and the energy wasted
on cornmuting to regional maIls. Availability of Iand for community farms and
allocation of Iand for community gardens at the neighbourhood Ievel, are some of the
features that enhance local food production.

4-3-3. Street Design
1,

S treet Hierarchy
Streets should be designed as a place of interaction rather than a mere link

between two locations in the community. Trafic networks should be designed to be
narrow, pedestrian-friendly and connected. More intersections should be encouraged,
within a denser urban fabric. Maximum distances for essential destinations should be
established to encourage waiking or cyciing. In most situations a 5-minute wal k,
approximately 450 metres, is the most desirable wdking distance that would
discourage the use of vehicles for such trips. Street design features include the
deveIopment of trafFrc systems such as pedestrian, bicycle, and vehicular networks;
and the reduction of Street nghts-of-way for artenal, collector, and local s treets-

--

7

Universai Accessibility
The intention of providing universai access in communities is to make them

inclusive rather than exclusive. The idea is that everyone should have continuous
access to everything including public spaces, buildings, prodiicts and services.

Integrating universai access in dl f o m s of transportation is a goal of sustainable
community design. Universal accessibility design features include the design of the
Street to accommodate every type of traffic (vehicular, pedestrian, bicycle, and
wheelchair), and the incorporation of barrier-free design features into public building
design.
AI1 buildings and public open spaces should be easily accessible to ail members
of the community. More specifically, attention should be directed to the planning and
design of external areas, parking and pedestrian ways, stairs, ramps, lifts, signages,
emergency exit routes, interior spaces and furnishin,os.
A commitment to "bmier free" design demonstrates an inclusive attitude,
acknowledges interdependency of people within the community, and fosters the spirit
and strength of an integrated community .

The Design Proposa1

4.4

This section presents the discussion of the proposal for Whyte Ridge. The
discussion focuses on the planning and design concepts for the site, and the
development of the design program.

4.4.1.

Planning Concept

The site planning for the cornrnunity was based on established parameters for
sustainable cornmunity design. These parameters were used to detemine functions
and to assign appropnate spaces- The objective was to achieve adequate population
diversity by providing uni& that are affordable to al1 econornic and dernographic
groups. This would also allow increased density and encourage more intense social
activity, which would help to sustain transit.
Twenty-five percent of the site (225 acres) was allocated to open spaces and
ornamental lakes and storm-water retention ponds. These open spaces are either at the
unit, cluster, neighbourhood, and community level. Twenty percent (180 acres) was
devoted to civic/public use. The remaining 55 percent (or 495 acres) of land was
allocated to the seven types of residential deveIopments proposed for the community
(see details in Section 4.4.3 subsection 4).

The proposal presents a compact cornrnunity with higher residential density at the
centre. It accommodates about 5,800 residential units consisting of single family
dwellings (50% or 247.5 acres), attached housing (30% or 148.5 acres), and multi-

family housing (20% or 99 acres).

Fig. 4.4.1: Proposed Design Concept and Context

1. Three-Node Neighbourhood Cores

There are three neighbourhood cores with neighbourhood level recreational areas.
A continuous 'green' corridor links the mini-cores to the main core (the centre of
comrnunity activities). In each of the neighbourhoods, there are residential uni ts of

varying types. Some of the units have spaces that could be used for home-offices and
daycare services.
The building clusters in the new development are more compact than in the
existing Whyte Ridge. The clusters have 20 percent more intemal spaces and 25
percent more externai open spaces. To enhance interaction across the Street line, and
reduce vehicle speed, the new development has reduced a right-of-way and a reduced
building-to-building setback.

The residential types are more diverse than in the existing community. There are

three types of single farnily residences, the 4-bedroorn, the 3-bedroom, and the 2bedroom units. These units account for 50 percent of residential development on the
site. In addition, attached dwelling types, consisting of townhouses, duplexes and
multi-farnily apartment buildings, are provided ai the core of the community.

Fig. 4.4.2: Site Concept - Development

Fig. 4.4.3: Site Concept -- Transportation

The centre of cornrnunity activities was designed to serve as the social magnet of
the community. It is intended to be a centre of activities for dl age groups of residents

in the cornmunip. rt has a muiti-purpose h a that accommodates such functions as:
-

Comrnunity meetings

-

Day-care services

-

Shopping/commerciai functions

-

Postal, tire and police services

- Cornrnunity-based work establishments
- In-door sporting activities
It has an internai and perimeter transit comdor with nodes that are about 1 O
minutes wdking distance apart. This corridor is designed for residents, regardless of
age, to have access to public transit no more than 5 minutes walking distance (or 450

rnetres) fiom their residences. To facilitate quick access to transportation, dedicated
bus lanes are provided in the internd transit corridor. Sheltered bus stops or transit

nodes are also provided,
A major objective of sustainable community design is to provide a secure

pedestnan trmc environment, free from any interference from automobiles. The
roads within the community are reduced to a maximum of three lanrs in the interna1
transit comdor where there are dedicated bus lanes. A11 local and residen tial roads are
single-Iane roads.

Fig. 4.4.4.: Site Concept

-- Pedesirian Network

Fig. 4.4.5: Site Concept -- Vehicular Network

Universal access is provided to d l public areas, so that those on wheelchair are
not deprived access to any of its public areas. To increase pedestrian access and
security, the design devoted attention to providing clear separation between
pedestrian and vehicular accesses. There are streetlights to illuminate al1 streets at
night. These Iights are connected to the comrnunity CO-generationstation to reduce
hydro bills. There is a network of cycle tracks which links each neighbourhood to the
cornmunity parks and the perimeter parkway. These tracks could also be used as
snowmobile tracks in the winter rnonths.
The success of a cornmunity designed with sustainable principles depends on the
provision and maintenance of infrastructures that support ecologicaily sound
practices. Therefore, spaces are provided for:

-

Recycling centres and depots;

- Storm water storage and recycling;
- B iological sewage treatment and recycling to cornmunity gardens;
-

Neighbourhood Ievel eco-generation and community heat system; and

- Cornmunity greenhouse for plant nurseries, in the comrnuni~.

District Heating Network

Recycle Centre and Depots

Waste-water Treatment Ne twork

Fig. 4.4.6: Ecologic Planning Proposal
4 - 4 2 The Design Program

The sustainable Whyte Ridge Cornmunity combines suburban features with

traditional urban feaiures, based on the parameters established for sustainable community
design. This includes the interface of a compact f o m with ecologically based design
strategy. The design strategy involves a neighbourhood design. which has unique
architectural character such that residents have a sense of place and community identity.
This section focuses on five major components of the design. They include ( I )
general site planning, (2) the community core or civic centre, (3) the residential areas, (4)
transportation planning, and (5) open spaces and their hierarchy.

1. General Site Planning

3 mini-cores of residential neighbourhood focused on the community core

Tri-Neighbourhood mini-Cores

- Nei~hbourhoodrecreationai areas;
-

Home offices;

-

Residentid uses.

2. Transportarion Planning

Minimize four-way intersections
Give priorïty to pedestrïans
Slow down vehicular traffïc

- Use multiple connectfons in street design
- Limit speed to 40 k m h r . on local streets, and 50 km/hr. on collectors
- Limit street width to 2 limes
-

Use street parking to slow down trafEc

- Incorporate trafic calming devices
Street Design

- Minimize destination distances: (to parks and recreation facilities, bus stops and
transit centres, centres of community activities and educational facilities).
- Minimize allowable rights-of-way

- Adapc traKic network t o collective transport
- Provide dedicated pubLic transit Ianes where necessary.
Provide sheltered pedestrian networks
Provide cycle networks
Provide universal access to dl public areas and buildings
Reduce and cluster parking

Pedestrian Circulation Network

Vehicular Circulation Network

Fig. 4.4.7: Traffk Network

3. Cornuni0 Centre/Civic Square
Multi-functional activity centre with
-

Commercial uses

-

Recreational uses
Institutional uses
Schools and playgound
Religious buildings/spaces
Fire station/comrnunity police station
Postal agency
Community recycling centre

4. Residential Areas

Residential Use Types
Single farnily housing (50% of residentiai development)
- Type 1 ( I to 2 persons per unit)
-

Type 2 (3 to 4 persons per unit)

-

Type 3 (5 persons and above per unit)

-

Density: 4 - 6 ~mits
per acre

Attached housing (30% of residential development)

-

Side - by - side duplex units

-

Townhouses (cluster of 3 to 4 units)

-

Density: 10 - 15 units per acre

I. Multi-family housing (20% of residentiai development)

-

Single-loaded walk -up apartrnents (maximum of three and half floors)

-

Double Ioaded waik-up apartrnents (maximum of three and hatf fioors)

-

Density: 1.5 - 2 5 units per acre

5. Hierarchy of Open Spaces
Unit level backyards, front porches, and patios/solaria
Cluster level shared open spaces
Neighbourhood parks

Comrnunity parks
Community 'green' buffers

6. Ecologic FeaturesProvided
Comrnunity wastes recycfing
Community power and heat generation

Eco-lake for freshwater and storm-water recycling for irrigation and recreation
Community Garden and Greenhouse for plant nurseries and food production

Site Concept 1

Site Concept 2

Fig: 4.4.8: Design Concept
Table 4.4.1 : Space Allocation Data
Open Space (unit, cluster, neighbourhood, c o m r n u n i ~ =
) 25%

- 225 acres
CornmunitylPublic Space = 20% (40% open, 60% built-up)
-

180 acres

Residenriai Development

-

Single Family Housing = 27.5%
247.5 acres

-

Attached Housing = 16.5%
1.

148.5 acres

- Multifamily Housing = 1 1%
99 acres

Table 4 - 4 2 Space Allocation per Residential Type

Types of Use

( ~ ~ o c a t tAcreage
rd

Single Family Housing

247.50

Attached Houses

148.50

Multi-family Houes

99.00

Open Space

225.00

TOTAL ACREAGE

900.00

Fig. 4.4.9: Space Ailocation

LEGEND

MFH: Multi-Fady Housing

SFH: Single Farnily Housing

OS: Open Space

AH: Attached Housing

CS: Community/Public Space

Types, Density, and Number of Residential Units
Single FamiIy Housing Density: 5 unitdacre = 2,000 units
Attached Housing Density: 14 unitdacre = 2,000 units
Multi-farnily Housing Density: 20 unitdame = 1,800 units

Estimated number of housing units = 6,000 units
Table 4.4.3: Number of Units per Residential Type

Residential Types

SFHl

Number of Unïts
400

P-

TOTAL # OF UNITS

LEGEND
SFHI: Single FamiIy Housing Type 1
SFBîI: Single Family Housing Type 2

SFH3: Single Family Housing Type 3
AH1: Attached Housing Type 1
AH2 Attached Housing Type 2

MFHI: Multi Family Housing Type 1
MF=: Muiti Farnily Housing Type 2

5,800

Fig. 4-4-10:Number of U&

per Residentid Type

Residents per Residential Types
Single FarniIy Housing
Number of persons:
Type 1 (20%) = 400 units Le., 800 persons @ 2 persons per unit

Type 2 (60%) = 1200 units Le., 4800 persons @ 4 persons per unit
Type 3 (30%) = 600 units Le., 3000 persons @ 5 persons per unit
Attached Housing

Number of persons:
Type 1 - Duplexes (60%)= 1200 units Le., 4800 persons @ 4 persons per
unit

Type 2 - Townhouses (40%) = 800 units Le., 4000 persons @ 5 persons
per unit

Muiti-familyHousing
Number of-persons:

Type 1 (80%) = 1500 units Le., 4500 persons @ 3 persons per unit
Type 2 (20%) = 300 units Le., 1200 persons @ 4 persons per unit

Estimated totai number of residents = 21,000 - 27,000 persons @ 3.5-4.5 persons per
unit

Table 4.4.4: Number of Rsident per Residential Type

Residential Types

Population

SFHl

800

A192

4,000

MFHl

4,500

MFH2

1,200

TOTAL POPULATION

23,100

Fig. 4.4.1 1: Number of Resident per Residential Type

SFHl

SFHS

SFH3

AH1

LEGEND
SFH1: Single Farnily Housing Type 1
SFH2: Single Family Housing Type 2
SFH3: Single Family Housing Type 3
AH1: Attached Housing Type 1
AE2: Attached Housing Type 2

MFEZI: Multi FamiIy Housing Type 1
MFH2: Multi Farnily Housing Type 2.

AH2

MFHl

MFH2

4.43.

The Community Core

The core is designed as the main street or 'downtown' of the community. It is the
focus of activities and the social magnet for ail age groups and economic strata in the
cornmunicy- The core is a multi-functionai activity centre with commercial, recreational,
institutionai, and medium density residential uses. Institutional uses in the centre include
schools and playgounds, places of worship, a f i e station, a postai outlet/post office, a
cornmunity police station, and a cornmunity recycling centre.
The residentid units consist of dupIexes (side-by-sides), townhouses/row-houses, and
multi-family singIe- and double-Ioaded walk-up apartments. The maximum nrtmber of
fioors for the Low-rise apamnents is four storeys.

All residential units are connected to the centre and the community's open spaces m d
parks by a network of pedestrian walkways, and cycIe paths. The transportation planning
is geared toward the rninirnization of delays and hazards for pedestrians. To achieve this.
the traffic network strategies adopted include:
Minimizing of four-way intersections
Slowing down vehicular traffic by:
-

Using multiple connections in street design;

-

Lirniting street width to a maximum of 2 lanes;

-

Using street parking in designated areas to slow down tr&~c;

-

Incorporating trafic calming devices.

Maintaining a compact street design by:
-

Minimizing destination distances from residential areas to the core. Destination
distances at the core (to bus stops, recycling depots, shopping) are limited to a
maximum of 5 minutes wdk (450 metres).

-

Minirnizing allowable rights-of-way

-

Adapting traffic network to collective transport by having dedicated public transit.
Lanes

I

I

Fig. 4.4.1 2: Layout of Existing Core

Fig. 4.4.13: Planning Concept

Fig. 4-3-14: Northwest view of Core

iUL

1

Fig. 4.4.15: Rendered view street Iayout at the Core

Providing public transportation
Providing sheltered Pedestrian Networks (skylink between the community centre and
other institutional buildings in the comrnunity.

Providing cycle networks
Providing universal access to a11 public areas and buildings
Reducing the size of land ailocated to parking by clustering parking in designated
areas.

Pm of the multi-iunctional structure of the core was the design of open spaces and
parks for outdoor recreation. Open spaces were hierarchically s tructured from the unit
level backyards o r patios, to cluster Ievei shared open spaces. neighbourhood parks. and
Communiq Park. In order to reduce noise pollution from highways and rail tracks thar
surround the site, a community 'green' bufTer was designed as green natureway
throughout the perimeter of the site.

-

Fig 4-4-17: The Core Design Concept

Fig. 4-4-18: Layout of Proposed Core

Throughout the site, there are designated spaces for waste recycling, community
gardens, and greenhouses for plant nurserÏes and food production. The community power
and heat generation plants are Iocated in the ecologic building, which also fünctions as a

resource centre for the cornrnunifyls ecologicd programs. Greywater recycling building
was Iocated beside the centrai ecological lake on the site.

The goal of this design exercise is to present a research argument for using

established parameters for sustainable cornmunity design to evaluate the sustainability of
a conventional suburban cornmuniîy in the Ciq. Established parameters would then be
used to carry out an evaluation of design alternatives, such that the resuIt of the research

couId be used to assist in the design of new suburban communities. The objective of
producing reliable graphical irnagery of community features for a sunrey on consumers'
receptivity to sustainable cornmunity design alternatives was attained with this design
project, The second objective of detennining which of the feamres are testable in the VR
environment is addressed in Chapters 5 and 6 . The last objective of validating the use of
this tooI to assist in establishing consumers' receptivity to sustainable community design

features is also addressed in Chapters 5 and 6.

CHAPTER 5

THE HYPERMEDIA VISUALEATION INTERFACE DESIGN AND TESTING
5.1

Design Aigorithm
The goal of the hypermedia interface is to present design information to Web-based

participants in a clear and dynarnic form so that data obtained could be used for the
analysis of consumers' receptiviv to sustainable cornmunity design alternatives in the
City of Winnipeg. The procedure for developing the hypermedia interface used for the

survey is presented in Table 5.1.1 and shown graphically in Figures 5.1.1 and 5.1 -2.
Table 5.1.1 : Algorïthmic Design Procedures
1- Prepare necessary design data

2. Prepare HTML1frarnes to fit design categorization

3. Input data into HIML Erames

4. Manipulate data to achieve desired output

5. Input values of output data based on interrogation
6 . Log final answer in defauit e-mail address
7. Store data in bin for processing
8. Retrîeve data from file for processing

9. Andyze data using preferred anaiytical procedure.

The HTML prograrnming format for the hypermedia visualization interface (Hm

was based on the need to present design scenarios in pairwise format. The pairwsie splitscreen format enabled participants to compare both the graphic output and the text
explanations in order to make an informed judgment. Design categones were explained
in the introductoiy Web page of the frame-based interface. Database interrogation was
made possible through a function c a i i that activated a network of frarnes containing the

infornation in the &op-down menu.

' Hypertext Mark-up Language: "Hypertext"refers CO the way links on web pages cross-rekrence other
pages, while a markup language consists of a set of text cornmands which. wlien incerpreted by software
(Netscape Navigator or Internet Explorer, for exampte), resuIt in a visual document.

Figure 5.1.1 : FLOW DIAGRAM OF EKVI DESIGN AND SURVEY PROGRaM
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Figure 5-12 presents a diagrammatic illustration of the procedures for hypemedia
visualization system.

Figure 5.1 -2: WEB BASED BWERMEDIA VISULWATION ïNTERFACE SYSTEM
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5.2

Interface Design Structure (see Figs. 5.2.1 - 5.2.2)
The structure of the system was based on the need to present both graphical images

and expIanatory texts for each sustainable community design feature contiguously, and to
present the questions beside these explanations, so rhat respondenrs have al1 the
information they require to make an educated assessrnent This presentation is only
possible with the use of HTML frarnes, where child-frames could b e nested inside parent
frarnes, and each of the frames would conrain ai1 infornation required for asessing
-

specific features. A detai1ed explanafion of the procedures for developing the in terface
follows.
5.2.1.

Explanation of Procedures

The firsr step of the hypermedia visualization interface development involved the
preparation of design data in HTML interchange fomar and converting expianatory texts
into HTML formats, then saving the texts as separate files in a directory created for the
Web site.

Figure 5.2.1 :The Design of Web Site's Introductory Page

Table 5.2- 1: Layout of Menus and Sub-Menus
SELECTED PROJECT
Existing Whyte Ridge

GLOBAL P A R A I i R

DESIGN FEAïURES

CommunityDes@

Land Use and Housing
Residential intensification
Types and Sizrs of Housing

Cornmon Buildings
Mixed Use

Social Spacr
Stmc Network

Ecologic Design

Locd Food Production
Sbwet Design

Circulaiion
Socid
Rrcmrinnal
Wace?Management
Conspicuity/Design
Greywarer Re-use
Storm water recycie
Rainwritrr recycling
Co-genenrion
District Hmring
Community F w s
District Gardens
Circulauon Netwosks
Vehicul~/Bicycle
AmriaI
Collectors/Locril

Stmx
Public A r W Buildings

Table 5.2.3: SampIe Menu Cailing Procedures

Conventional

Sustainabte

-F

Comrnunity Design
Ecologic Design
Street Design

-E

Comrnunity Design
Ecologic Design
S mec Design

Landuse and Housinp
Communiiy Core
In-between Spaces

Landuse and Housing
Cornmunity Core
In-between Spaces

Lot Configuration
Residential Intensit?cation
Types and Size of Buildin,os
Common Buildings

2

Lot Configuracion
Residencial Intensi!ication
Types and Size OF Buildings
Common Buildings

Figure 5 - 2 2 Eypemedia Interface Frame Structure

ÇUSTAINABLE COfvMUNllY DE3GN WALUATION IMEWACE

Existing Whyte Ridge

DispIay Window

Chte-.rionnaire

Sustainable Whyte Ridge
DispIay Window

The graphic files for each design feature in the hypemedia interface are saved in

JPEG format -- an interchange file format that makes the embedding of graphic files in

HTML files possible (see figure 5.2.2). The objective of the frarne design is to present a
split-screen-display of alternative design scenarios in a way that direct comparison and
assessment can be made by participants. The objective of adopting this presentation

format was to give participants as much information as possible in order to make an
objective assessment of the design feature under review.

The right frame of the intecface displays questions based on the graphic and text
display in the frarnes containing "existing Whyte Ridge" and "sustainable Whyte Ridge"
scenarios. The intention is to present the question and a predefined response rating for

each question on the same large frme, such that the frame containinp the ratings was
embedded as a child frame to the questionnaire frame, in the frarneset-Drearnweavei 3-0' was used to develop the web interf'ace. The graphic inserts were
prepared in Photoshop and saved as separate JPEG files. In each of the 55 questions
contained in 10 individual frames per frameset, data manipulation war achieved through
the use of a drop-down menu.
Figure 5.2.3 :Drop-down Menu

Figure 5.2.4: Activated Drop-dom Menu

In addition to the drop-down menu, a site map was created to make navigation
through the questions easier for participants. Because of the change in its colour cues, the
site map makes it easier for participants in the Web bnsed survey to track questions that
have been mswered. This helped participants to optimize the time spent on the
questionnaire and made their tasks easier.

'Dreamweaver3 is a Web development software produced by Macmmedia Inc. in San Fmncisco. CA.

5.2.2. Development of Graphicd Imagery

The graphical images embedded in HTML codes were developed using CAD
software such as ~ectorWorks"and 3D modelling software such as FormZ4. The plans
and elevations were developed using VectorWorks. VectorWorks is a cornputer aided
design and drafting software, used for designing buildings from layout plans to detailed
drawings and 3D projections. It was used to develop alternative plan proposais for design
features and to produce the site plan and detailed plans for the cornmunity core.

The development of conceptual 3D models for the core was done using FormZ.
FormZ is a robust 3D modelling software that allows the designer to conceptually lay out
buiIding configurations for a site. Individual buildings could then be modeIIed, rendered
and saved in separate layen and imported into the project's main layer as a template. AII

images created in ForrnZ have a depth dimension. The designer musc categoricaliy define
the depth dimension when developing the conceptuai models for each unit of the general
plan. m e n completed 3D models of different aspects of the site are imported and
assembled in the general plan Iayer, the dimensional parameters attached to each mode1

by the rnodeller are imported with it.
FormZ has a texture mapping capability such that texture maps couId be attached to
models to produce photoredistic images. This is one of the greatest strengths of FomZ.
The texture maps and shadow casting that could be obtained with this software are better
than is possible with most 3D modelling software such as Vimis Walkthrough Pro5, and

3D Studio6.
The greatest advantage of FormZ is its versatility and ease for creating virtual
environments. It does not require any cumbersome conversion of design from vector to
raster images in order to produce QuicktimeVR rendering or animation sequences of
specific scenes, In FormZ, al1 the designer is required to do is to define a direction of
view and path or direction of movement for animation rendering. QuicktimeVRs of

scenes are easiIy rendered and texture, shadow, and opacity specifications üttached to
scenes before rendering in FormZ.
"ector~orks is produced by Deihl Gmphsoft, Inc., CA,
FormZ is produced by Auto.des.sys Inc., CA
Virtus Walkthru Pro is produced by Virtus Corporation
" 3D Studio is produced by Autodesk, the producer of AutoCAD.

Selected 3D views from the design layout were rendered to conform to the pattern of

survey interrogation. The rendered views represented a match between pre-defined
sustainable comrnunity features and the portion of the designed core that most
appropriately represent the feature. WeII over 250 views were rendered and matched with
design features. This process was used to test and eliminate which views are not very
relevant to the investigation. At the end of the image-matching and selection process, 3D
views that illustrate each of the features were sorted and QuicktimeVRs and animation

sequences of the views were produced. The static and dynamic images produced were
attached as links to relevant features in the hypermedia visualization interface.

5.2.3. Development of Text Files
Explanatory texts and questions for each feature were prepared and saved as word
documents. These documents were then converted to a format that was HTML-readable.

HTML, files were set up for al1 features and saved as a sub-folder in the frame folder.
This process made it easy to link text files to frarnesets that were developed at the initial
stage of this process. Appendix C presents a summary of questions contained in the text
files and the reference nurnbers that were attached to each question in the hypermedia
interface frame files. Fifty-five questions, subdivided into the three main categories for
the investigation were developed. Participants were encouraged ro answer all questions,
to the best of their understanding of the feature under review. When the questions are
mswered and posted the responses were dynamicaiIy saved into the candidate's e-mail
directory and they were soned in the order in whicb the questions were queued ont0 the
server.

5.3

Database Interrogation
Table 5.2.2 presents the database interrogation procedure. Two procedures are used

for frarne-access by the system. The procedures include the use of drop-down menus
complemented wi th a hyper-linked site rnap (see Fig. 5.2.8) to facilitate end-users'
navigation through the site. The title for each question was inserted as a menu item on the
drop-down menu list. The pull-down and data retrieval routine was implernented with a
Javascript jump-menu code, which activates a function cal1 on al1 hyperlinked frames in

each of the framesets attached to the menu titie on the list The procedure follows a

"click-and-access" routine, in which every click of the mouse on an item cal ls al1 URLs7
that are hyperlinked to the Iist item.

Figure 5.2.5: Text File Attachent

Figure 5.2.6: Questionnaire Frame

Each frame contained nested graphic and/or text files in a URL that were displayed in
the Web browser whenever the Iist item is queried with a click of the rnouse.
Dreamweaver made it easy to link multiple HTML pages in any frarneset such that a
single URL reference was required to cal1 al1 the information in the frameset. This made
it easy to display multiple files ernbedded in different frames in the same frameset. The

advantage of this display method is that the information required by end-users or
participants is displayed at the same time (see Figs. 5.2.3 and 5.2.4).
Presenting al1 required information side-by-side on the sarne page as shown in Fig.
5.2.7 helped to minimize the bias that could a i s e because of the freshness of recent

information displayed for a participant's judgment of a preferred alternative. The recencyeffect of layered information could skew the response obtained from respondents in
favour of what was most recentiy displayed (Saaty, 1980). The interface structure used in
this research ensured the avoidmce of such bias.
Unique identitiers called Uniform Resource Locator used by Web browsers to keep track of what is nt
either end of a link.

Fi,gure 5.2.7: Sample Interface Split-screen

Fig. 5.2.9: Sample Main Page Display

Figure 5.2.8: Site Map Interface

rig. 52-10: 3D View and QTVR of View

The main page of the interface contained a 3-dimensional computer mode[ of the
project site. The mode1 was subdivided into 24 rolloverS images that were hyperlinked to
3-dimensional views and QuicktirneVRs (that is, a 360" interactive panoramic display), of
each 3D image (see Figs. 5.2.9 and 5.2.10). The objective of this presentation rnethod
-

- -

was to give each participant the opportunity to explore the rendered 3-dimensional
representations of the site in virtual space. It was argued in chapter 3 that simulating
consumers' dynamic expenence of a designed space enhances the quality of assessrnent

' Rollover is an image-swapping event in which an image changes when a rnouse pointer is placeci on ir or
wlien it is ciicked on.

riiat is obtained from participants in a receptiviry survey and improves reliability of

judpment und the data obtained frorn such jud,snent. It was thus essential to ensure that
subjectr were able to carry out a v h a l exploration of represented feature before making

a f i n d jud,gment about which alternative presented a more sustainable approach.
5.4

Web Site Access
Access to the site ir made throuph an index page that provided links to the persona1

data page und ail the frmesets that a participant would require for compieting the
questionnaire. Sampie desktop views of these intmductoiy pages are shown in Figs.
5-2-12 and 52-12.

Figure 5.2.1 1: Index Page

5.5

Figure 52-12: Personal Data Page

Data Retrieval: The G f o m Protocol

55.1. Introduction
The dynamic data retneval protocol for this interface is called "Gform" (Seifert

1995). Gform is a generic Web form handling utility protocol developed at S winbume
University in Australja. It uses a CG1 scnpting routine that takes advantage of HTML file
and '->'. Ta handle this form, a script or program is required
comments enclosed by 'c!-'
to interpret the input values specified as 'cgi-bin/handlerl.G f o m uses a11 input type tags
defined in HTML v2.0 such as:

5

TEXTAREA - which assigns a variable with al1 the entered text including
Iinefeeds.

6

SELECT - SELECT renims a single value from a list of options.

7

SELECT MULTIPLE - where a comma-separated Iist of the seiections is
returned-

CHECKBOXES - which retums the value of the checkbox if i t is selected.

8

Otherwise "nuII" is returned.

9

RADIO BUTTONS - RADIO BUTTONS returns the value of the selected radio
button. Otherwise "nuil" is returned,
Gform has three types of commands. The firsr type of command handles text and

variables, the second defines a delivery method and the third is an optional reply URL
that is sent to the user after the form is subrnitted. The syntax for this can be sumrnarized

as shown below:
<!--gform <"textl$(var)*'>l<[reply ="URL"]l[deliver =[print "queue"]l[maii
"address" [subject = "subject"]]l [file "path"]]>-->
where:

bold text is a keyword that must b e entered.
Text between

"O"
brackets

indicates required data.

Vertical bar "1" reads as an 'exclusive or'

Square brackets "I]" enclose optional data
"Text" is a series of alphanumenc characters and $(var) is a variable. Any number
of variables and text can be freely mixed.
Variables are identified by a '$" sign and maybe enclosed with brackets so thac the
programmer does not need to have a space between it and any text immediately following
it. A variable should match with the name given in the input specification. It could also
be a CG1environment variable. Gform variables are case insensitive. Only CG1
environment variables are case sensitive.

A typical line in a form could be:

Enter your narne:cINPUT TYPE="textWname="So1a1'>
The variable name is given by 'name' and is cailed 'Sola',and the corresponding gfom

Iine wiIl Iook something Iike;

<!--gform "The person's name is: $(Sola)bW-->
$(Ma) is then replaced by what the form user entered and the result is delivered
according to the given delivery methodcs).

5.5.2. Methods of Data Delivery.
Information from a submitted fonn cari be retrieved in 3 ways. It could be sent to a
default e-mail address, to a printer, or to a text file. Any combination of delivery methods

can be used. Two combinations of delivery methods were used in the survey for this
research. They involved a combination of e-mail address and text file delivery methods.
Where the results are to be retrieved via e-mail the protocoI will be written as shown:
<!--gform deliver-mail ''address @ projectsite.car' -->

The "<!--gform " Iines together with the text and variables chat are specified, will be sent
to "address@projectsite.ca"
via e-mail with the variabIes containing the entered values.

To get the results appended to a file the script is written in the fom:

To send the results directly to a printer the routine is of the form,

<!--gform deliver=print "tornado"-->

Where tornado is the name of a printer connected to the system. For BSD type U N E ,

romado corresponds to an entry in the '/etc/printcapr file. The disadvantage of printing
directiy is that the results are sent as straight text and not in properly formatted postscrïpt.

5.5.3. Reply URL
Afier the user has submitted the forrn, the forrn creator has the option of speciwinp a

URL to send back. This is done by using the 'reply' command. In the consumers'
receptivity to sustainable cornmunity design survey. a simple "Thank You for Your
Participation in this Survey" was sent.

For example:

<!--gform reply="/thanks.html">
5.5.4.

CG1 Environment Variables,

f a variable specification in a <!--gform line does not match any variabte in the
INPUT specification, Gform will interpret it as an environment variable. If it is not an
environment variable, it returns the "null"vaiue- See the sarnple of Gform codes written
for the Web-based survey attached as Appendix D.

5.6

Data Processing
The processing of the Web-based survey used for this research followed a three-step

procedure. The first step involved sorthg of respondents according to the persona1
information data provided in the persona1 data questionnaire. The second step involved
matching responses from individual respondents with the questions and recording thern
on a data record sheet. The third step involved inputting data in a spreadsheet program for
analysis.

5-6,L

Personai Information Data

A Pre-test Survey page was created to facilitate the sorting of respondents according

to the information required in the survey- The information requested from participants
incIuded:
Where they Iive;

How welI they know the City of Winnipeg;
Whether ihey live in Whyte Ridge;
=

Whether they are renters or owners of the place they Iive;
Respondents' genders;
How well they can read and interpret architectural drawings;
Age g o u p classification;

Professional or ernployment status;

=

Experience with the use of computer;

=

The Internet conoection speed of their computer, for Web access.
Respondents' Home Page address if they wished to have their Web page linked to the
site.
This information made it easy to classify participants' responses accordinp to their

demographics, the understanding of architectural drawings, and use of cornputers. Tt d s o
ailowed a mapping of the patterns of response with respondent's economic and
demographic data for the purpose of analysis.
5.6.2. Data Sorting

Data obtained through one of the Gform delivery mechods described in section 5 - 5 2
were sorted in the order of the questions in the hypermedia visudization interface. This
was possible because identifiers for each of the questions were embedded in the 'NAME'

field of the Gform protocol, such that when data were deIivered, they were delivered with

the identification parameter embedded in the codes. This facilitated the process of data
sorting and ensured chat no data were 'orphaned' during delivery.
A record sheet was prepared to record responses from individual respondents, and

was saved in separace fotders based on the order in which the electronic survey forms
were submitted. In order to successfully track responses to individual questions, each

question was prepared as separate HTML files. For example, where six questions are
asked under a particular design feature, the feature was sub-divided into six separate

HTML files and a response frame was prepared for each of the questions. This procedure
made matching responses to particular questions easy.

5.6.3

Data Analysis

Recorded raw data from the assessrnent of features were input into Microsoft Excel
for processing and anaiysis. Once the data had been input, it was easy to perfom
analytical operations, such as determining the mean, variance, standard deviation, t-tests,
and singIe factor ANOVA, on the data using statistical packages iike SPSS".
For this research, a mathematicai programming procedure, called Fuzzy Group
Decision-Making technique, was used for analyzing the data obtained from the survey on
clarity of representation techniques in conveying design intent. It was argued in Chapter 3
that the qualitative nature of design data makes the use of this analytical technique
necessary. The chapter is devoted to the discussion of the theoreticai foundation and
application of this decision-making technique.

5.7

Hypermedia Interface Optimization
The Web-based hypermedia visudization interface was tested using different

browsers to confirm that ail the functionality of the site could be viewed in the different
browser environments. Few anomalies were observed in this process, some of which had
to do with the inflexibility of the Web programming software used for the interface
design to present similar interface output in different browser environments. A detailed
discussion of the problems encountered is presented below.

5 -7.1 The Frame Structure
The need to organize the data in frames madetit difficult tu insert navigation buttons
into any single frarne in the interface. The reason for this diffkulty was that embedded
navigation buttons only hyperlinked the specific frame to which it was inserted. To
overcome this diff~culty,a site map was developed. The framesets were then linked to the

table of contents on the site map, making it easy for respondents to track the questions
that have been answered, as weII as presenting ail information in an undistoned frameset.
Secondly, scroll bars were provided for ai1 f r m e s in the frameset to allow
respondents to scroll downward or sideways where presented data could not be viewed at
a glance. This was especially useful for graphic and texr files that could not be hlly
displayed in a single window-display due to the variabiliy of display monitor sizes or the
window display configuration by different end-users.
5-72 Graphic Display

The display of the graphic contents in the framesets, for the survey questionnaire was
lirnited to 2-dimensional and 3-dimensional architecturai drawings and photomontages.
This was necessary because of the size of graphic files and the slow download-time
problern for participants with Iow modem capacity. However, it was noted that the
quality of embedded graphical data did not change drasticaily from the observed quality

of the source data, unless in situations where there was need to stretch graphical data for
good visual cognition. To ensure that graphical data were displayed in the required
format, they were inserted into HTML files using a dimensionally coordinated layering
procedure that presented embedded data by order and Iocation, in the target frame.

5.73

Text Display

A procedure similar to the one described in 5.7.2. was adopted for display of text
files. Horizontal and vertical sliders were used to facilitate navigation through text files
because frames tended to constrain the area of tex% that were visible at a single display.
With the sliders, participants were able to scroll downward or sideways, to read the entire
text. No major problem was observed with presentation of text frames, since text files
were initidly converted into HTML-readabIe formats and saved as HTML fiIes.
5.7.4

Data Retrieval

Perl (Practical Extraction and Report Langage), a CG1 scripting procedure, was
experimented with at the initial stages of the hypermedia visualization interface
"

A statisticai package for andyzing dacri in social sciences

deveiopment. Perl is excellent for developing interactive sessions, such as chat-rocims or
forums on the Web. It allows multiple-users to comment on graphical display, whille the
comments are dynamicaily displayed for every user connected to the site in real tirneHowever, because of the progamming time overhead, it was found to be
inappropriate for the simple transaction required for the Web survey. The extensive
functionality achievable with Perl was not required for our survey because it was decided
at the beginning of the project to Iirnit the capabiiity to data submission and retneva!.

Gform was found to be an appropriate and easy scripting procedure for perform ing
easy data retrieval functions. The dificulty with Gform was that individual HTiML files
had to be scnpted as separate pages of forms and a Gform code written for retrieving the

data contained in each page. This is often a cumbersome procedure that included
defining, narning, and referencing the data required, and writing them in separate p u e s
of HTML codes.

The initiai program for our survey did not contain such detailed referencing, t h u s
most of the data obtained from the questionnaire couId not be used, In the final
hypermedia visualization interface used for the survey, detail referencing was thus
provided to every question in the f o m before the revised program was uploaded o n t o the

server. The data obtained from the survey were sorted and subjected to mathematicd and
statisticai analysis in format useful for our decision rnodeIling technique.

CHAPTER 6
DECISION ANALYSIS FOR CONSUMERS' RECEP'ITVITY TO SUSTAINABLE
COMMSNITY DESIGN ALTERNATIVES
6.1

The ConsumersrReceptivity Survey
The foundation for the decision andysis proposed in Uiis thesis was the development

of questionnaires, the administration of a survey, and retneval of data on sample
consumers' responses to issues of sustainabk community design, based on presenred text
and graphical information. Three levels of survey were conducted to detemine the
receptivity of consumers to sustainable community design alternatives in the City of
Winnipeg. The survey provided a scientSc

b a i s for modelling householders' decision-

making process, and assisted in establishing the pattern of consumers' behaviour with

regard to sustainable community design issues.
6.1 - 1, Introduction

The survey s tarted with researc hing sustainable community design features to
determine features that would be included in the questionnaire. Three broad categorïes of
design parameters were identified. These broad categorizations helped to define our
realm of engagement. They included:
Community design parameter;
Ecologïc design parameter; and
Street design parameter.
These parameters were disaggregated into specifk performance features that were found
to be inherent in the broad categories. Graphic illustrations were used to explain each
feature in 2D, 3D, animation, and QuicktimeVR formats.
It was decided at the beginning of the exercise to develop two platforms for the
survey -- a Web-based and an "in-house" or laboratory-based platforrn -- using a
hypermedia visualization interface (HVT). The web site for the survey was developed
over a period of 2 months (i.e., May and June, 2000). The questionnaires for both the
Web-based and "in-house" surveys were also deveIoped during this period. Both

questionnaires went through an approval process from the Faculty of Architecture's
Ethicsr cornmittee.
4-12. Survey Procedure

The three surveys were based on a three-tier procedure. The first stage involved the
development of a design alternative for the Whyte Ridge communiv in Winnipeg. Whyte
Ridge falls into the category of a conventional suburban community that the survey was

designed to critique. Two sets of questionnaires chat were based on 'apriorir-determined
sustainable cornmunity design features were developed - one for the two Web-based
surveys and the other for the "in-house" or laboratory-based survey. This stage also
involved the development of a Web-based hypermedia interface for assessing the design
dataThe second stage involved the conduct of a Web-based "expert" survey to assist in
developing a strong theoretical foundation for the use of the Fuzzy group decision-

making procedure. The third stage involved conducting a laboratory-based survey with an
adequate number of subjects to provide the required degrees of freedorn. In this stage a
parailel Web-based survey was conducted with sirnilx questions, to provide greater
degrees of freedom for parsinq survey data and to increase the reliability of the outcornes.
6.1 -3. Sarnpling Procedure for the Surveys

A stratified random sarnpling procedure was used for the Web-based and "in-house"

surveys. In the Web-based "expert" survey, participants were randomly selected from a
directory of design architects, engineers, pianners, and developers in the City. This
procedure is reminiscent of an Internet-based Delphi panel (Saaty, 1980). The same
procedure that was used for the selection of participants for the laboratory-based survey
was adopted for the second Web-based survey.
Participants for the "in-house" or laboratory-based survey were randomIy pooled
from the telephone listing of householders in the city, especially those living in Whyte
Ridge and surrounding areas. In each of the surveys, wouid-be participants were
contacted by phone to introduce the survey, and request their participation in the survey.
OnIy the respondents who agreed to participate in the survey were given letters of

invitation to either the Web-based andor laboratory-based survey. The wntten invitation
detailed the objective of the survey and the Web site address for a persona1 data form that
participants were expected to complete. The inforrnation obtained from this f o m was
used to sort the subjects into geogaphic, dernographic, professional, and homeOw ners hip

categories.

6.1 -4. Hypermedia Interface Devetopment m~//~~~~.iimanirotr;l.çnltnci,r~~,
..tecn-wliv~a

The hyperrnedia interface presented a split-screen pairwise display of design
scenarÏos for each feature such that subjects could view the display o n the user-interface
and score their preference, based on a modifted Saaty's rating scale. The interface
development served as a precursor to the descriptive procedure that was used for the
consurners' receptivity testAiternative design scenarios for the Whyte Ridge Community in the City of
Winnipeg were developed and embedded in graphic frames with explanatory text links.
The design abstractions for each of the 22 features considered in the survey were
presented in 2D and 3D formats. Photographie representations of the features were also
presented to increase subjects' understanding of the design features. Animation and
QuicktimeVR images of selected views were provided to assist subjects to explore some
of the features in virtud space. Links were provided to a text frame that contained a list
of assessrnent questions for determining the degree of users' preferences for any one of
the painvise-presented design scenarios. A detailed description of the procedure for
developing the hypermedia interface is presented in Chapter 5.

6.1.5.

The Web-based Surveys:

In the Web based surveys, respondents were given the web site address developed for
the consumers' receptivity survey. The Web site contained information about the
procedure for cornpleting both the personal data form and the survey questionnaires.
Participants were assisted in h e i r understanding of the Web site through personal contact
by the candidate to provide any additiona1 information requested regürding the Web-

based hypermedia visuaiization interface. The data from the Web-based surveys were
dynarnically retrieved using a CG1 scripting procedure known as "Gform". "Gform

scripting is an Internet f o m , data-retrievai protocol that provides the capabiiity to
dynamicaily retrïeve data submitted for completed questionnaires. The script was written
to permit dynamic delivery of submitted data into a default e-mail address and a text file
in the project's cgi-bin directory as soon as respondents c k k e d the "subrnit" button at the
end of each question.
6.1.6.

The "In-house" or Laboratory Survey:

The initial seIection critenon for the "in-house" survey was based on the need to have
an equal nurnber of "in-site" and "out-of-site" participants who would b e representacive
of the city's demographic and professional groups. Invitation letters were sent to 25
householders from the Whyte Ridge Community and 25 householders from locations in
the Fort Richmond area of Winnipeg. Restricting participants to those in locations ciose
to Whyte Ridge was necessary in order to achieve a good leveI of consistency based on
subjects' understanding of the site, The expectation was that at a 65% turnout, the 16
participants per group proposed for the survey could still be obtained.
The attendance from householders in Whyte Ridge was well beiow the projected 16.
Only 2 (8%) of the householders invited from this survey node made it to the CAD
laboratory venue where the survey was carried out. The remainder of out- participants
decided to participate in the Web-based survey. In sharp contrast, 22 (88%) householders
from the non-Whyte Ridge areas made it to the survey Iocation. This gave us a total of 24
participants at the survey location,
In the survey, participants were taken to the CAD laboratory of University of
Manitoba's Faculty of Architecture for a presentation and computer-based participatory
exploration of "existing" and "sustainabie alternative" proposais for Whyte Ridge. The
procedure for the survey included a general presentation and briefing session, at which
time participants were introduced to the object of the survey. This was followed by the
completion of "generai attitude" and "representation technique" questionnaires based on
questions and graphic representation of features that were projected on a Large screen.
There was a 15-minute coffee break for interaction and clarification of points frorn
previous presentations before participants were taken to the computer Laboratory for
personai exploration of the proposed design scenarios in virtual space.

6.1.7,

Data Evaluation:

The data obtained from Web-based and "in-house" participants were evaluated by
decomposing the descriptive painvise preference information into numeric data on the
b a i s of preference ratings retrieved from participants' subrnissions. A break down of the
categories of survey questions and the outcornes are presented.
1 . General Attitude Survey

The goal of the general attitude questions was to test participants' understanding of

sustainable community design issues, and to explore how receptive they were to these
issues. This test helped us to introduce the concept of sustainable community design to
our subjects and to prepare them for the technical questions that they encountered in the
main survey. The general attitude survey was in two parts. The first part (see Appendix
E) was devoted to generd questions on sustainability, while the second pari(see
Appendix F) was a text-only questionnaire which attempted to pose questions similar to
the ones presented in the Web-based surveys (without the graphical display for
conventionai or sustainable design scenarios). The criteria for the ratings are presented in
Table 6.1.1.
Table 6.1.1 :Rating Scale for General Attitude Questions

Attitudes
Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Not sure
Agree
Strongly Agree

Raîings
1

2
3
4

5

The following notations apply to the designations given to subtitles in the
spreadsheet:

Q s t N denotes chronologicd numbenng attached to the questions,

Ratg denotes rating score,
RatgSum denotes summary of persons, who gave the feature this rating,

TotSQmg denotes total nurnber participants in the sample,

The intent of using this type of rating was discussed in Chapter 3. A balanced rating
scale is required for surveys so that the data obtained wouId not be skewed in a singie
direction- A balanced rating scaie d s o makes the use of statistical rnethods of andysis

easier, reduces data-borne bias, and increases reliability of outcorne.
Presented below are the tabulated results from the general attitude questions:

Question I:

Communities that are compactly buiit are more sustainable than
communities in which the buildings are widely spaced out.

Table 6-1.2. Table of Response to Question 1

Question 2:

The presence of open social spaces in a community contributes to the
Iivability of the community.

Table 6.1.3. Table of Response to Question 2
TotSamp

I%ofTGal

Communities with compactly buiit residences that are connected by
common dividing walls tend to enhance community interaction than
communities with singie family houses on separate lots.

Question 3:

TabIe 6.1.4. Table of Response to Question 3
QstN

1 RatgSum

Ratg

r

TotSamp

%ofTotal

%Acjree

%Disagree

%Neutra1
I

3

1

O

24

2

24
24

4

1
1
9

24

4.1 7%
37.50%

5

13

24

54.1 7%

3

0.00%
4-17%

4.1 7%
4.1 7%

91 -67%

Cornrnunities with more "green" areas (such as trees, Iawns, shmbs etc.)
tend to be more livable than communities with more paved areas and
fewer green spaces.

Question 4:

Table 6.1 S. TabIe of Response to Question 4
Ratg

QstN
4

RatgSum TotSamp
1

2

24

2

2
O
10
10

24
24
24
24

3
4

5

%ofTotal

%Agree

8.33%
8.33%
0.00%
41 -67%
41 -67%

I % ~ i s a ~ r e e %Neutra1
16.67%

0.00%

83.33%

J

Question 5:

Where energy generation unit is centrally provided and shared, the overall
energy consumption in the community is reduced.

Table 6.1 -6. Table of Response to Question 5
QstN

RatgSum TotSamp

Ratg

5

1

2

24

2

4

3
4

6
5
7

24
24
24
24

5
1

7

%ofTotal

%Agree

8.33%
16.67%
25.00%
20.83%
29.17%

%Disagree

%Neutra1

25.00%
25.00°h
50.00%

d

Question 6:

Communities with a mixture of housing types tend to be more sustainable
than comrnunities with fewer types housing units.

Table 6.1.7: Table of Response to Question 6
QstN

1 RatgSum

lI?atg
6

1

TotSamp
1

24
24
24

2

1

3

6

4

1O

5

6

Question 7:

24
24

%ofTotal

I%Agree

4.1 7%
4.1 7%
25.00%
41 -67%
25-00%

OhDisagree

%Neutra1

8 -33%

25.00%
66.67%

Communities that have shopping, meeting, and work areas at a distance of
less than ten minutes walk frorn residences tend to be more Iivable than
comrnunities that do not,

Table 6.1-8: Table of Response to Question 7

Question 8:

Communities with different categories of residentiai units tend to attract
more diverse wpes of tenants.

Table 6.1-9: Table of Response to Question 8
QstN

(~atg

1

RatgSum I T o t ~ a m p I%ofTotal

IOhAgree

I%~isagree I%~eutral

A community that is designed to respect the ecology of the a r a in which it
is sited tends to be more IivabIe than a comrnunity that is note

Question 9:

TabIe 6.1.10. Table of Response to Question 9
QstN

Ratg

RatgSum TotSamp

%ofTotal

%Agree

%Disagree

%Neutra!

1

1

9

O

24

O-00%

Question 10: Where pubtic areas are universally accessible, the character and quality of
the community is enhanced.
Table 6.1.1 1: Table of Response to Question 10
QstN

RatgSum TotSamp

Ratg

10

%oflotal

%Agree

1

O

24

0-00%

2
3

2
1

8.33%
4.17%

4

4
17

24
24
24
24

5

16.67%
70.83%

OhDisagree

%Neutra1

8.33%
4.1 7%

87.50%

Question Il: The retationship between the height of buildings and the width of the
street affects our understanding of the quaIity of a community street.
Table 6.1.12: Table of Response to Question 11
QstN
11

RatgSum TotSamp

Ratg
1

O

24

%ofTotal
0.00%

%Agree

%Disagree

%Neutra1

Question 12: A community that has the potentiai to expand and reananp itself is m o r e
sustainable than a community that no room for growth and expansion.
Table 6-1-13: Table of Response to Question 12
QstN

Ratg

12

RatgSum TotSamp

O
4

1
2
3
4

1
8

5

11

%ofTotal

24
24
24
24
24

0.00%
16.67%
4.1 7%
33.33%
45.83%

%Disagree

%Agree

%Neutra1

16.67%
4 - 1 7%
79.1 7%

Question 13: Universal access to public areas in a community encourages people of
diverse physical abiIity to use such public areasTable 6 -1.14: Table of Response to Question 13
1

Ratg

QstN

13

RatgSurn TotSarnp

%ofTotal

1

O

24

0.00%

2

1

3
4

2
6

5

15

24
24
24
24

4.17%
8-33%
25.00%
62.50%

%Agree

%Disagree

%Neutra1

4.1 7%

8.33%
87,50%

Question 14: The streets in communities with safe sidewaks tend to be more intensely
used by pedestrians than comrnunities where there are no sidewalks.
Table 6-1-15: Table of Response to Question 14
QstN

1~

14

t RatgSum
~

a

1
2
3
4

5

TatSamp

O

24

3
1
4
16

24

24
24
24

%ofTotal

0.00%
12.50%
4.17%
16.67%
66.67%

%Agree

%Disagree

%Neutra1

12.50%
4.1 7%

83.33%

Question 15: The more universally accessible a cornmunity is, the more intense is the
use of its public areas.
Table 6-1-16: Table of Response to Question 15
l a s t ~ l ~ a t( RatgSum
~
( ~ o t s a r n J%onotal
~

l % ~ ~ r e e ]%~isagree I % ~ e u t r a l

Question 16: Where building interiors have direct access to sunlight, energy use is
rninimized.
Table 6.1.17: Table of Response to Question 16
QstN

Ratg

RatgSum I~otsarnp XofTotal

O
bAgree

OhDisagree

%Neutra1

L

16

1
2
3

O

24

O,OO%

1

24
24

4.1 7%

24

25.00%
70.83%

O

6
17

4

5

24

4.17%

0.00%

0.00%

95.83%

Question 17: A cornmunity where there is opportunity for recycling wastes tends to be
more ecoIogicalIy friendly.
Table 6-1-18: Table of Response to Question 17
QstN

1

l ~ a t ~
RatgSum I ~ o t s a r n l%ofTotal
~

1% ~ ~ r e e

-

%Disagree

%Neutra1

-

i

Question 18: The quality of material used for constmction in a community determines
the life and durability of its buiIdings and infrastructures.
Table 6-1.19: Table of Response to Question 18
QstN

Ratg

18

RatgSurn l ~ o t s a r n ~%ofTotal

O

24

2

1

3

O

24
24
24
24

1

4

4

5

19

0.00%
4.17%
0.00%
16.67%
79.1 7%

%Agree

%Disagree

%Neutra[

4.1 7%
0.00%

95.83%

Question 19: Peop Ie tend to have a better feeling of enclosure where public places are
surrounded by continuous walls of buildings that are not penetrated by
roads on every side.
Table 6.1-20: TabIe of Response to Question 19
QstN

RatgSum TotSamp

Ratg

O

1

19

%ofTotal

24

OLAgree

%Disagree

%Neutra1

0.00%

Question 20: A community with recycling depots and drop-off areas that are easily
accessible to residents tends to recycle better.

Table 6.1.2 1: Table of Response to Question 20
QstN

20

Ratg

RatgSum

TotSarnp

1

O

24

2
3
4

1

O

5

14

24
24
24
24

9

%ofTotal

%Agree

0.00%
4.1 7%

%Neutra1

4.17%

0.00%

O.0O0h

37.50%
58.33%

%Disagree

95.83%

Question 2 1: A community that has opportunity to for reusing wastes tends to have
reduced garbage per resident.
TabIe 6-1-23: Table of Response to Question 21
QstN

21

Ratg

RatgSum TotSamp

%ofTotal

1

1

24

4.17%

2

2

24

8-33%

3

3
9

24

12.50%

24

9

24

37.50%
37.50%

4
5

%Agree

%Disagree

%Neutra1

12S0°/o
12SO%
75. O 0 %

Findings from Surveys

6.2

Presented in this section is a spreadsheet summary of questions posed in the surveys
and results obtained frorn the participants. The output is presented in a question-andresult format so chat the results could be easily correlated with the questions posed.
6-21.

Introduction

Three subject-groups were surveyed to deterrnine the receptivity of consumers to
sustainable comrnunity design alternatives. The first survey used the design experts'
subject-group as its target and the questions posed were sirnilar to questions posed in the
non-Web survey. The second was a Web-based survey of householders in Whyte Ridge
and non-Whyte Ridge areas of the city. The third survey was a laboratory-based survey.

The procedure for this survey is discussed in sections 6 - 1 5 and 6.1.6.

Some of the questions Vary in detail, based on the platforni in which it w u to be
presented. For example, Web based questions were accompanied with more explanatory
texts than Iaboratory questions. This was because the author was present at the laboratory
presentation to explain and clarify difficuk technical lanpages and issues contained in
the definition of design features, and thus it was deemed unnecessary to provide the same

level of explanatory text detail as was provided for Web subjects.
6.2.2. Consumers' Receptivity to Sustainable Community Design AIternatives

Presented below is the analysis of the sustainable community receptivity survey
conducted using three subject-groups on the Web-based and laboratory-based p Iatforrns.

The questions together with a table of responses from the three subject-groups are

tabulated for ease of cornparison.
Earlier research by Perks and van Vliet (1994) had indicated chat positive responses
to sustainabiIit-y feanires are sensitive to the local planning context and innovative
character of the deIivery system. It also indicated the sensitivity of consumers' to factors
such as costs, individual or household incomes, and to convictions about the environment
and social aspects of community. The questions were thcrefore structured to deal with
costs relevant to spatiid design and environmentally responsible technology .

The factor of costs appeared in topics such as waste management, property and house
design, and the provision of regenerative utilities. It was discovered that this approach
would allow respondents to evaluate the costs associated with the provision of these
"sustainable" arnenities, as they would do in real Iife comrnunity choice issues. The
detailed information aIIowed them to make the necessary trade-offs that are simiIar to
those normally made in real life decision-making about the choice of a place to live.
Table 6.2.1: Summary of Consumers' Preferences by Subject-Group
Question 1:
Residential Intensification: Residenrial second mirs are cummarily locured in rhe rrpper levcl of a
garage, in the attic. or ar rhe bmement level. They huve ro be self-conruind for bar/zroom end
cooking faciliries. By renting ouf a second unir, a fmdy c o d d purchase a home rhur worrld
otherwise be unafforduble- The "second unit" couid be used as a self-conrained grresr srrire or for
home ofices for people working our of their homes. WouId you be willing to live in an area where
Residential Second Units are ailowed?

AZlo w Second Residentiai
Unifs in Comrnuni~

Yes

NO
Respondents
Total Sample

Web Subjecîs
#
12

3
15
25

In-house
Subjects

E-vert Subjects

70

#

9%

#

%

80%

19

83%
17%

5

83%
17%

20%

4

1

23

6

24

11

L

Question 2:
Residential second units are cusrornarily located in rhe upper fevel of a garage, in the a n k . or ar
the basemenr levef. They have to be self-contuined for bathrosrn and cookingfaciliries- ûy renting
our a second unit, af m i l y coufdpurchase a home rhar woului orherwise bc ururfforciulde. The
"second unir" could be used as a self-contained guest srrire o rfor home 0flce.rfor people working
out of rheir homes. WouId you wish to own a home in a c o m u n i t y where you could have a
residencial second home?

1

(1n-houe

brtaching Second Residential ~ e Subjects
b
-

Y~s

11

100%

NO

O

0%

Res~ondents

11

1

l ~ x ~ eSubjects
rt

-

19

83%

4

17%

6

86%

1

14%

7

23

Question 3:
i1Ex o f Eousing Types: Living in a comnzuni~wirh a mù: of rlctcrched d w e l h g w~irsand anrrchcrf unirs
such as, apartmenrs atrd townhouscs will cost abour 30% fess rhan in a rypical suburban
developmetzr with single f m i l y dweffingonly. Wouid you consider living in a comrnunity with a
mix of dfierent types of housing units'?

~

Living in Attached HouFing

( ~ e Subjects
b

NO
Res~ondents
Total Sample

9%

#
5

Yes
1

1

5
10

11n-house
Subjectts

l ~ q e r Subjects
t

#

%

#

50%

9

6 0Oo/

13
23

39%
57%

3

50%

2

40%

f

1

25

I

1

24

5

5%

I

II

Question 4:
MLYof Eousehold and People: Would you be inclined to choose a home in a community made up of a
diversity of househoIds, h i l i e s and people of difiering ase. income status, and culturaI lifescyle?
Assuming your home was locaced in an area of some 2 or 3 residenriai sueet blocks. where ali of
the homes are designed for people of simiIar househoid status and "market bncket" as yours'!

( ~ i v e r sEousehold
e
in
Communi~

1~

e Subjects
b

(1n-house
S~b~jects
#
%

#

95

Y ~ s

9

NO
Respondents
Total Sample

1

90%
1 OOA

IO

25

12

8

21
24

I

l ~ x ~ eSubjects
rt

57%
38%

I

#
6
1

7

1I

%
86%
14%

1

Question 5:
Would you be inciined to choose a home in a community made up o f a diversicy of households,
FmiIies and people ofdiffering age, income status, and cuItunl lifestyle? Assuming your home
was tocated in an area where the househoId status and "market bracket" of people are varied, but
the Street presentation of each home is similar in architectural c h a r m e r and appearance?

Demo,~aphicDiversity

Web Subjects

Yes

NO
Respondents
Total Sample

In-house
Subjects

#

9%

#

e

73%
27%

16

3
11

6
23

25

24

Expert Subjects
%
701
'0
26%

#
5

71%

2

29%

70

7

II

Question 6:
The Communiîy Core: To supporr a community core with work, shopping, recrearion und enreminment
i~ses.inregrured with rcsidenrial suburban developrnenrs, the overall density of the cornmuniry
ivorrld have ro be higher than ir is in conventional community WouId you favour a community
with a Comrnunity Core?

b . e d Use Core

Web Subjects
#

In-house
Sub iects

9%

#

88%

15

Expert Subjects
0
75%

#

7
0

7

100%

Yes

15

Respondents
T O MSample

17

20

7

25

24

11

Question 7 :
Neighbourhood Centre: A neighbourhood centre wouid offer some rcrail and brrsiness services, Ir woulcl
comprise largely of 2 o r 3 storey atrached building f o m . Would you favour having such a
devetoprnent within a Zminute waiking distance from your home?

Mixed Use Nei,ohbourhood
Centres
Yes

NO
Respondents
Total Sam~le

Web Subjects
#

in-house
Sub,jects

11

#
22
O
23

25

24

11

O

9%
IOO~/~

O%

Expert Subjects
9%

Y0

96%

#
7

100%

0%

O

0%

7
II

Question 8:
Landscaping= Consider that rhe initiai cost of a home is about 1% highrr but rhere are atrrucrive
rnainrenance savings of about 75% and 60-70% las in labour rime. Wouid you favour a
residential Iandscaping option with hardy drought-resistant plants species over conventional nonresistant species?

Lundscaping with Hardy
Plants

Web Subjects
#
9
O
9

Yes

No
Respondents
Total Sample

25

In-house
Subjects

Expert Subjects

7
0

#

%

#

9%

100%
0%

11

50%

4

IO

45%

80%
20 ah

I

1

22

5

24

Il

Question 9:
Using perrneubk pavement sug5acesfor ciriveways and patios muinrciinr si~bsoiirvclrcr hulunc-c.
mukes rhe yard cooler in surnmer, und i o o k bencr t h m cisphulr- lt r n q crcfd up tu $300 i r ~iniriul
cust- Would you be in favour of using this type of surhcing in the community you live?

Use of Permeable Paving
Sur$aces

Web Subjects

In-house
Subjects

Expert Subjects

#

5%

#

70

#

Y0

11

85%

18

6

NO

2

15%

100%
0O h

Respondents
Total Sarn~le

13

5
23

78%
22%

25

24

Y~s

1

O
6

1I

Question 10:
Recycle Centres: Do you î3vour a more local opportunity and communi~-organizedfacilities like
"neighbourhood colIection points" and "eco-station" for recycling wasce in the community you
choose to Iive?
' Web

Yes
Respondents
Total SampIe

Subjects

In-house
Subjects

Expert Subjects

#

9%

#

7
0

9

90%

1

10%

20
3
23

87%
13%

10

#

%

4

67%
33%

2
6

Question 1 1:
Would you be inclined CO regulariy recycIe your household discards if a coIlecting point was
Iocated within 2 to 3 minutes walking distance from your home?

l~ouseholdLevel Recycling

1~

e Sub
b jects

I

11n-house

133xpert Subjecîs

Subjecfs

1

#

%

6

looOh

1

Yes
No
Respondents
Total Sample

O

O%

#
21

6

2
23

25

24

%

#

$73

9 1 5%9%

5

71%

1

14%

7

11

Question 12:
Composting Centres: A home equipped for convenienr recyciing and cornposritzg does rtar cusr nrore. Ir
conserves resources and saves on garbage collection and fundfif1costs. WouId y ou be incl i ned to
choose a home that was designed and equipped for easy sorting and composting given that such a
home would cost about $300 more in initial cost than conventional building'!

lComposting Centre in
Community

1Web Subjects
#

%

Y ~ s

8

100%

NO

O

Respondents
Total Sample

8

0%

25

IIn-house
Subjects
#
21
2
23
24

IExpert Subjects

Y0

#

9%

91%

6

86%

9%

1

14%

7

1I

Question 13:
Suppose that the home you choose is equipped for convenient sorting and composting, wouid you
recycle and compost more or less reusabIe wastes and discards?

Sorting Reusables and
Discards

Y ~ s
No
Respondents
Total Sample

Web Subjects
#

96

8

100%

O
8

25

0%

Expert Subjects

20

91%

86%

Question 14:
Greywater Reuse: Re-using rvarerfor toifetflushing or garden irrigation cosrs beriveen $0 ru $/?O# more
t h m convenrional sysrcm, bur conserves 50% o r more of r-varerp@ed inro rhc home- The
addirionaf systenz cost woutd be recouped in 5 years through savings on Jour %vara-hili- Would
you be inclined Co choose the "water re-use" system over the conventiond system'?

l~hoosin
Water-Reuse
~
System

1~

e Subjects
b

Yes
NO
Respondents
Total Sarnple

#

9%

6
3

67%
33%

11n-house
Subjects
#
21
1

9

22

25

24

l ~ x ~ eSubjects
rt

1
95

#

%

95%
5%

5

71%

1

14%

7

1

11

L

Question 15:
If this system could be installed in a home with no additional cosc, would you b e inclined ro
choose it?

Water-Reuse if it Costs More

Y~s
NO
Respondenîs
Total Sample

Web Subjects
#
3
7
1O

In-house
Sub.jects

Expert Subjects

70

#

%

#

5%

30%
70%

17

74%

6

6
23

26%

86%
0%

25

O
7

24

1I

Question 16:
A "Living Mu-hitie" 'iysrern can bc reused for irriguring commrutiryf.irrms, ggrrrdc.n.s. purh. street
rrees. und orher open spaces- Wouid you choose to purchase a home you liked if it is in a
cornmunity where this systern is instailed?

"Living Machine " System

Y ~ s
NO
Respondents
Total Sample

Web Subjects

In-house
Subjects

Expert Subjects

#

%

#

5%

#

%

8

100%
O OO/

28

78%
22%

5

83O/O
17%

O
8

5
23

25

24

1

1

6
,

Il

Question 17:
A "Living Mcichine" s)irrem can be re~ised
for irrigatitzg cornmcrnityfurms, gordcns. p u r k srreer
rrecrr. arrd orher open spacm Would you be indinec! to support a pilot project in Winnipeg thac
ex perimencs wi th this al ternative sewage management system?
L

"Living R.Iachine" Pilot
Project

In-house
Subjects

Web Subjects
#
8
O

Y ~ s
NO
Respondents
Total Sample

Expert Subjects

%

#

96

100%

20

0%

3

#

7
0

87%

7

100%

13%

O

0%

8

23

7

25

24

II

Question 18:
Co-Generation: In Co-generarion and District iïeafing systern,rhe "e-rhausr" heur frorn gcneraring rhe
elecri-icity is used ro heat warer. Hot warer is disrribured throughortt a district nenvork of
undergroiind-insulafed pipes. This sysrem uses 33% less fossiijüei than convenrional metlzocis of
home herrting. Assume your monthly share of the cost of renewable enersy sources pilot pro,-mm
in your community is $20 per rnonch, would you agree EO such an arrangement?

Renewable Energy Pilot
Project

Web Subjects

Yes
No
Respondents
Total Sampte

#

9%

9
1

In-house
Sub-jects

Expert Subjects

#

96

#

%

90%

19

looOh

3

83%
1 3%

7

10%

O

1O

23

T

25

24

1I

0%

Question 19:
District Heating: Disrricc heuring is ovcrall35% less costly rhmr cortvcnrionnl home-furtiatrc-l~euri~1,g.
Ir
ulso provides hener conrrol of room fo room heuring. Would you f'rivour a Districc Hcacing
System for your home'!

(District Heating Systern
--

Yes
NO
Respondents
Totai Samde

1Web Subjects

%

92%

19

8%

83%
9%

12

2
23

25

24

11
1

1

1

Expert Subjects

#

#

-

IIn-house
Subjects

-

%

-

Question 20:

Comrnunity Farms: Would the idea of lands set aside for Community F a m located in
the community b e a positive factor in deciding your home and community choice?
Opporîunityfor Farming

1~

e Subjects
b

(In-house
Subjects

#

I

#

25

1

r

Total Sarnple

1

96

1

%

#

1

24

I

%

I

I

1

1

l

I

l ~ x ~ eSubjects
rt

Il

Question 2 1:
Vehicular Network: You wisiz fomake u choice benvcen br-,ing a house ùr a typical nei~ylzborrrlzocldurrd
one in a neighbourhood wifh red~ccedsrrcer rvicith. "calmeA" srrccts, atlcf rehcerlji-urrt prci- TJle
price of homes i t r rteighbourhoods with ~hesefeunrre'-worrlcf cosr -ou benvceri $3000 crrrd $8000
Icss. Would you b e inclined to choose a "Cafm Street" design for your home if the width of the
road is nanower than conventional residential sueec designs, and it meant no riciditionrit cos& to
your initial purchase price?

I"~almStreet" wirh no
Additional Cost

IwebSubjects

Y~s
NO
Respondents
Total Sample

11n-house
Subjecîs

l ~ x ~ eSubjects
rt

#

9%

#

8
3
II

73%
27%

78

%
78%

4

17%

25

23

#
7
O
7

24

II

%
100%

0%

Question 22:
WouId you be inclined Co choose a "CairnStreet" design for your home if the width of t h e road is
narrower than conventionai residential streec designs, and it meant an additional cost of between
$500 - $800 to your initial purchase price'?

1 " ~ a l mStreet" with ~ddirionall~

1In-house

e Subjects
b
-

1

NO

#
7
2

Remondents

9

Y ~ s

%

- - - -

l ~ x ~ eSubjects
rt
- ---

78%

#
1O

45%

22%

12

55%

22

9%

#
6
1
7

%
86%
14%

1

Question 23:
Wouid you be inclined COchoose a home with a smaIIer front yard, if the property purchase price
is approximately $4000 Iess?

Smaller Front Yard and Less
Cost

Yes
NO
Respondents
Total Sarnple

Web Subjects

In-house

Expert Subjects

Subjects
#
7

%

#

%

#

78%

14

4

2

22%

a

64%
3 6%

9

1

I

1

1

7

1

24

I

3

22

25

%
57%
43%

1

1

Il

Question 24:
WouId you b e inclined to choose a home with a srnaller front yard, if the equivalenc rirea of [and
alIocated EO a front yard is incorporated into your backyard'?

Smaller Front yard and
Bigger Backyard

Web Subjects
#

Y~s

9

NO

O
9

Respondents
Total Sample

%
100%
0%

In-house
Sub.jects

Expert Subjects

#

70

17

77%

4

18%

5x0

86%

OO
h

7

22
24

25

#
6
O

1I

Question 25:
Vehicular Network: You wish ru make CL choice betweeii buybig u hoiw-e irr a typicul neighborrrhonci crnd
one hr CL neighbourhoud rvirh reduced srreer cvirlrh. "ccilnzed"srreets, urzd rcciuc-edfront yui-cl- The
price of homes in neighborrrhoods rvirh these features wouic! cost you berween $3000 c~ml$8000
Icss. Would you be inclined CO choose a home in this community?

Community with Compact

Web Subjects

Street

I

In-house
Sub,jects

1

Expert Subjects

I

Vo

96

#

%

#

7

70%

14

64%

5

71%

NO

3

30%

8

36%

Respondents
Totai Sample

22

2
7

29%

IO

25

24

i1

#

Yes

-

The three subject-groups were given the follo wing list of 18 sustainable community

design features and were asked to check the features they would like to have in the

community in which they live. The ouccome of this experiment is presented in Table
6.2.2.

Energy-efficien t units
Co-generation-Dis trict-Heating
Rainwater Recycling
Recycling
Composting
Compact Community
Reduced street width
Second Units
Attached Homes
Open-ended Street System
Dead-ended Street System
Pedestrïan and BicycIe Pathway
Neighbourhood or Community Core
Employment Opportuni ties
Diverse Household
Diverse Housing
Diverse People
Community Gardens

Table 6-22: Features Preferred by Subject-Group
Feature

InHouse

%InHous

WebSubj

EnEffUnits
CoGenDHtg

21

100%

13

62%

RainRecyc

19
18

90%

RecycLg
Compost
CornpCornm
RedStrtWidth
SecUnits
AttHornes
OpEndStrt

r

12
14

13
18
13

15

1

n = sample

2 11

%Web

76
14

15
13
9

86%
57%
67OA
62%
86%
62%
7 1O\O

10
10

1

1 61

I

11
14
15

I

Experts

%Expert

100%
88%
94%

7
5

100%

6

86%

81%
56%
69%
88%
94%
63%
63%

7
5
6
6
7

100%

86%
86%
100%

6
6

86%
86%

1

7

71%

71%

I

w here:

n denotes the number of respondents who completed this section of our questionnaire
lnHouse denotes data obtained from in-house/labonrory-bued subjecrr

%InHousdenotes percentages obrained from data of in-housdlaborarory-based subjects
WebSubj denotes data obtained frorn Web-based subjects
%Web denotes percentages obtained from data of Web-based subjects

Experts denotes data obtained from 'expert' subjects
%Expertdenotes percentages obtained from data of 'expert' subjects

STDEV denotes the dispersion of data about the Mean (average) for the subjeçt-group.

Figure 6.2.1 :Chart of Preferred Features by 3 Subject-Groups

The Trend Anaiysis Chart shown in Fig. 6.2.1 displays a similanty in the trend of
responses obtained from al1 the subject-groups surveyed. A deduction that can be made
from the trend is that the pattern of preference did not change for al1 the subject-groups. It
could thus be safely concluded that p i o r knowledge of sustainable community design
issues and socioeconornic ciassification had little effect on subjects' preference with
respect to the sustainable community design feanires presented.

6-23. Result of the ANOVA Test on Data from 3 Subject-Groups for 18 Features

Further tests of deviations in the sarnple means for t h e three subject-groups were

performed using single factor andysis of variance. The result of the ANOVA statistical
test performed on the data obtained is presented below.

Table 6.2.3: Result of ANOVA Test for the Three Subject Groups
L

Source of
Variation
Between

Sum of
Squares

d.f.

Mean
Squares

F

9 19.6

2

459.8

9 1-34

Group A: Nurnber of features = 18

11.0 12.0 13.0 13-0 13.0 14.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 16.0 16.0 16.0 18.0 18.0 19.0 20.0 21.0 21.0

Mean = 15.9
95% confidence interval for Mean: 14.83 through 16-95
Standard Deviation = 3.05

High = 21.0 LOW= 11.0
Median = 15.5
Average Absolute Deviation from Median = 2.44

Group B: Nurnber of features = 18

9.00 10.0 10.0 11-0 11.0 11.0 12.0 13.0 13.0 14.0 14.0 14.0 14.0 15.0 15.0 16.0 16.0 16.0
Mean = 13.0

95% confidence interval for Mean: 11.94 through 14.06
Standard Deviation = 2.25

High = 16.0 Low = 9.00
Median = 13.5

Average Absolute Deviation from Median = 1.89

Group C: Number of features = 18

95% confidence interval for Mean: 4.994 through 7.117
Standard Deviation = 0.873
High = 7.00 Low = 4.00
Average Absolute Deviation from Median = 0.611

The following notations apply:

MSG denotes mean squares for "between" groups, and MSE denotes mean square
error;
v, = degrees of freedom for preference; and

v2 = d-grees of freedom for the variation between groups.

d-f. denotes degree of freedom, and

F denotes (found variation divided by expected variation).
From the result of the ANOVA test in Table 6-23., the NUU hypothesis Ho for the
test statistic can be evaluated.

Ho for

the test staùstic is then given as:

Ho : p, = p z = p 3 , and

w here:

v , = 2, v? = 5 1 degrees of Freedom.

and:

F = the found variation of group averages divided by the expected
variation of group averages.
Reject Ho if F > Fos -

Since: F = 9 1.34 (from Table 6.2.3a), and Fos= 3.19 (from F distribution table).
This shows that F > Fos.
Therefore: Reject NULL hypothesis.
We thus condude that there is sufficient evidence to indicate a difference in means
for the three subject-groups at

CY =.O5

Ievel of significunce.

6.2.4.

Interpretation of Resuits

The sustainable community features presented to the three subject-groups showed a
high degree of preference for al1 the 18 features by al1 the groups. Sixteen of twenty-one

"in-house" or laboratory-based subjects (which accounts for 76% of sample) preferred to
have dl the features provided in the community in which they live. Thirteen of sixteen
Web-based subjects who completed this section of the questionnaire wouId like to have
d l feanires in the comrnunity in which they Iive. This accounts for 8 1 percent of the
Web-based survey sample. Six of seven of our expert subjects (that is, 86% of survey
sample) would like to have di the features in the comrnunity in which they [ive (see
Table 6.22). AI1 Iisted features had highher than a 50 percent preference ratinp by the
three su bject-groups.
This outcome led to the conclusion that, regardIess of professionai or demographic
grouping, there was a high degree of receptivity to the listed sustainable comrnunity
design features by the sarnple. Further tests wouId need to be carried out in order to
generaiize this outcome a s a pattern of response by al[ householders in the city.
The result obtained from an ANOVA statisticd test performed on the data reveak

sufficient evidence to indicate a difference in means for the three subject-groups ac
a = -05 level of significance. The resuIt implies that, at 95% confidence level, the three
subject-groups surveyed showed a high level of agreement regarding the features they
will want t o have in the community in which they Iive, despite the disparity in
professional, age, and economic s t a t u .

6.2.5. Conclusion

Almost al1 of the 25 questions presented to participants received higher than a 70%
favourable response from the three subject-groups. With the exception of a few questions,
notably, the instdlation of a water-reuse system (if it costs more) and willingness of
participants to Iive in attached housing, the rest of the questions received affirmative
ratings by more than 80% of the subject groups.
This shows that consumers are willing to pay for these sustainable design features if
implemented in the design of the community in which they live, even when it involves an

additional cost to the initial purchase of a new property. Furthemore, Figure 6.2.1 shows
that there was no significant difference in the trend of answer by d l the subject-groups.
Two further deductions can be made from this result: ( 1) there is no need CO assume
that expert response will be different from those of non-experts on issues of sustainable
housing, provided the questions and illustrations are clear enough to allow laypersons to
understand the issues under investigation; and (2) a11 the subject-groups used in the

survey were sophisticated enough to understand and respond to the issues raised in the
questionnaires-

FGDM Analysis of Preferences for 3 Design Representation Techniques.

6.3

The F u u y Group Decision-Making (FGDM) technique was used to mode1 the pattern

of preference values for three design representation techniques by 2 1 subjects in the
laboratory-based survey. A hierarchy of criteria and decision aiternatives was established
using FGDM, and evaluation was carried out to determine weights (eigenvectors) for
each decision alternative.

Saaty's eigenvector procedure was used to deterrnine the priority rating of
participants' preferences based on alternative iIlustrative design scenarios. Saaty's scale
was modified as a 5-point scale of preference (see Table 3.2.1). The rnodified version

was used because it increased the clarity of discrimination between points. The use of a
4- or 5-point scale has been validated in the literature (see ArreoIa 2000, Frary, 2000,

Galloway 1997). This procedure is discussed in detail in Chapter 3.

6.3.1.

EstabIishment of Group Preferences

Individual preferences, based on the rating scale presented in Table 3 - 2 1 , were used
by participants to rate design scenarios displayed on a large screen using three design

techniques, The data on preferences are presented in Appendix G 1 . Equations 1 through
3 b in Chapter 3 were applied to the data obtained to determine g o u p preferences, and the

results are presented in Table 6.3.1.

Table 6.3.1 : Summary of Fuzzy AnaIysis for Representation Technique Data

The following notations apply to the following Tables:
S(D 1) denotes summary of minimum preference m a r k e s for DI ;

S(D 1 ) denotes summary of minimum preference matrices for D2;

S(D 1 ) denotes summary of minimum preference matrices for D3;
hfIN(S(Di)) denotes the minimum value of the matrix analysis for al1 design techniques.

1.

Condensed Lot (Interpretation of Data Analysis)

96% of sample claimed they had better understanding of design intent when displayed
using Animatio n/QTVR;
76% of sample claimed they had better understanding of design intent when displayed
using 3D rendering;
14%of sampie claimed they had better understanding of design intent when displayed
using 2D drawing.
Table 6.3. la: FGDM Output for Condensed Lot Data

1

2.

CONDENSED LOT

1

1

Residential Intensification (Interpretation of Data Analysis)

9 1 % of sample claimed they had better understanding of design intent when disp11ayed
using AnimatiodQTVR;
76% of sampie claimed ihey had better understanding of design intent when disp layed
using 3D rendering;
18% of sample claimed they had better understanding of design intent when displayed
using 2D drawing .

Table 6.3.1 b: FGDM Output for Residential Intensification Data
lRESlDENTIAL INTENSIFICATION

1

3.

Miu of Housing Types and Sizes (Interpretation of Data Analysis)

86% of sarnpie claimed they had better understanding of design intent when displayed
using AnimatiodQTVR;
62% of sample claimed they had better understanding of design intent when displayed
using 3D rendering;
40% of sample claimed they had better understanding of design intent when displayed
using 2D drawing.
Table 6.3. lc: FGDM Output for Mix of Houshg Types and Sues Data

4.

Community Core (Interpretation of Data Analysis)

95% of sarnple clairned they had better understanding of design intent when displayed
using AnimatiodQTVR;
64% of sarnple claimed they had better understanding of design intent when displayed
using 3D rendering;
36% of sarnple claimed they had better understanding of design intent when displayed
using 2D drawing.
Table 6.3.1 d: FGDM Output for Community Core Data

5.

Common Buildings (hterpretation of Data Analysis)

86% of sarnple claimed they had better understanding of design intent when displayed
using AnimatiodQTVR;
76% of sample chimed they had better understanding of design incent when displayed
using 3D rendering;
18% of sarnple clairned they had better understanding of design intent when displayed
using 2D drawing.
Table 6.3. le: FGDM Output for Common Buildings Data

6.

Mked Use at the Core (Interpretation of Data Analysis)

82% of sample claimed they had better understanding of design intent when displayed
us ing An imatio n/QTV;R;
67% of sarnple claimed they had better understanding of design intent when displayed
using 3D rendering;
26% of sample claimed they had better understanding of design intent when displayed
rising 2D drawing.
Table 6.3. lf: FGDM Output for Nlixed Use at the Core Data

1 MIXE0

USE A T THE COR€

1

1

7.

Social and Recreational Spaces (Interpretation of Data Analysis)

85% of sample claimed they had better understanding of design intent when displayed
using AnimatiodQTVR;
54% of sample claimed they had better understanding of design intent when disphyed
using 3D rendering;
45% of sarnple claimed they had better understanding of design intent when displayed
using 2D drawing.
Table 6.3. lg: FGDM Output for Social and Recreational Spaces Data

8.

Universal AccessibiIiQ (Interpretation of Data Analysis)

54% of sample cIaimed they had better understanding of design intent when displayed
using AnimatiodQTVR;
77% of sample cIaimed they had better understanding of design intent when displayed
using Photomontage;
26% of sarnple claimed they had better understanding of design intent when disphyed
using 30 drawing.
Table 6.3. l h: FGDM Output for Universal Accessibility Data

G.4

Observations and Conclusion
The hypermedia visualization interface that was deveIoped to work on both the

Internet and Iocal domains provided the flexibility needed to achieve a better degree of
success with participants' responses in the surveys. This flexibiIity helped to eliminate the
need to conduct supplementary surveys, since alternative platforms were provided for
participants. Secondly, using virtual reality technology to present design issues required

the use of a domain that enabled participants to personally explore the potentials of the

medium at an individual level- It made the use of photo-realistic graphic imagery
necessary in order to obtain a consistent and reliable outcome. The challenge of
presenting photorealistic images necessitated that more attention be paid to design and
rendering details for the alternative design scenarios. It also helped to eliminate the use of
rnailed-out questionnaires, since the images on hard copies would not provide the
dynamic and interactive expenence required for this type of survey.
Findly, the exercise revealed that inviting participants to a controlled en vironmen t for
the purpose of a survey requires persistent contact with subjects. It was noted in the

survey that, even with cash prize inducements, the chances of having more than 60%
attendance depended on severai other factors, such as the would-be participants' interest
in survey issues and their persond knowledge of those conducting the survey.

CHAPTER 7

SUMR/LARY AND CONCLUSIONS
7.1

TheDesign
This research sought to answer two basic questions:
1. If a suburban comrnunity were designed to incorporate goals, ecolopical-planning

criteria, and technologicd features associated with achieving sustainable
development, would people want to Iive there?
2. Does a design representation technique affect consumersr understanding of design

intent, and hence the choice of design alternative that they make?
The research result showed that sustainable communiv design could be disagreggated
into cornponent performance features. The broad categorizations used in this research
include community, ecologicai, and street design features. These parameters were
disaggregated to component performance features such as lot configuration, community
core. mixed uses at the core, mixed types and sizes of housing, residential intensification,
availabilit~of social and recreationd spaces, waste management infrastructures, water
and wastewater management infrastructures, energy conservation, and street design

strategies.
A comrnunity design proposal was produced for Whyte Ridge based on a sustainable

design concept. The challenge of the research was to produce photo-realistic 3D
renderings of the design that were comparable to the output obtainabie from
photomontages of existing scenarios of views from a built site. These scenarios should be
those which best explain the paaicular sustainable community design features, so that i t
could serve as a basis for objective comparative assessment. Alternative concept design
proposais were presented to internd design jury using FormZ. Three-dimensional
cornputer modeIs of design scenarios that best explained each of t h e sustainabIe
comrnunity design features were presented during the exercise. The final design scenario
representations were then paired with 2-dimensional sketches, 3-dimensional renderings,
and photomontages of a conventionally designed community, for assessment by three
subject-groups on two pIatforms - Web based and laboratory platforms.

72.

The Hypermedia Visualization Interface (HSQ

To obtain the data used in this research, a hypermedia visudization interface was
developed to present a split-screen pairwise display of design scenarios for each design
feature. Prior to the development of the interface, aiternative design scenarios for the
Whyte Ridge Cornmunity in Winnipeg were developed and ernbedded in graphic frarnes
with explanatory text links. The design abstractions for each of the 22 features
considered in the surveys were presented in 2D and 3D formats. Photographie
representations of the features were also presented to increase subjecn' understanding of
the issues being explored. Animations and QuicktimeVR images were provided to alIow

participants to explore some of the feanires in virtual space. Links were provided to text
frarnes that contained a list of assessrnent questions for determining the degree of users'
preference for any one of the pairwise-presented design scenarios in the community in
which they [ive. DetaiIed discussions of this procedure are presented in Chapters 3, 5 and
6.
7.2.1.

Advantages of the Hypennedia Visualization Interface

O n e of the advantages of the hypermedia interface is the flexibility of running

repeated tests, both over the Web and in laboratory conditions, with uniform display
quality on every platform. This flexibility m&es it unnecessary to run supplernentary
tests with live subjects using a different medium. The flexibility of the medium
contributes to the potentiaI of the tooI to accommodate repeated testing scenarios, which
are carried out over extended periods of time, and in various settings, while maintaining
the integrity of the data,
Kowever, one of the greatest probIems with direct laboratory-based electronic
presentation media is the lack of opportunity for participants to move at their own püce
through the presented materiais. Subjects are constrained to move at the pace of the
presenter, whose main objective is to get through the presentation in the least amount of
time to sustain participants' interest in the subject. The presentation-pacing problern
described above could hinder participants' in-depth understanding of survey participants-

In the survey used for this research, the presentation of a web-based IEfVI ailowed
participants to personally investigate and manipulate design data, sornetimes in the

cornfort of their homes, at their own pace. This enhanced their understanding of the
subject, and conuibuted to the quality of responses.

7-72.LirnÏtations of the Hypermedia Visuakation Interface
A cornputer-based hypermedia visualization presentation rnay not be fuliy effective if

it is run as a stand-aione research and information tooI (Perks and Clark, 1996). The
reason for this is that computer screens are limited in dimension and rnay not present the
immersiveness required for a reliabte assessment of the graphic data presented. Secondly,
the resolution of images rendered on the computer screen rnay sometirnes not be clear
enough for an objective assessment. However, in the tests carried out in this research,
subjects claimed to have a better grasp of the issues afier a live presentation in which
cornputer-enhanced images of data used in the interface were projected on a large screen.
This rnay be due to the immersive power of projected images (Bertoi and Foe1 1997).
The intemalizing process, in which a subject has adequate time to process the
information displayed on the cornputer screen or on a display board, contributes to
subjects' understanding of design issues and the reliability of preference rating. This is
not achievable with cornputer-based or slide projection ont0 a large screen in a controlled
environment alone. Combining slide projection with Web-based data presentation made
the intemdization process better. Subjeca were able to exhaustively examine design

alternatives with attached explanatory texts, and were able to critique it before answering
the questions.
7.3

The Fuzzy Group Decision Making Technique and Statisticai AnaIysis
One of the objectives of this research was to present the use of the Fuzzy decision

analysis as a viable technique for evaluating qualitative design data. It has been
estabtished in Iiterature that consumers' preferences for the inclusion of certain design
features in a community in which they intend to live is a decision-making problem (Perks
and CIark 1996, Goldschmidt 1992, a i r and Yuan 1995). Because of the nature of
jud,ments that are often made in the assessrnent of visual data and in the formulation of
sustainable community design critena, a technique that could capture the imprecision is
required. OnIy a technique such as FGDM, that is capable of modelling data obtained

from qualitative assessrnent of decision alternatives, has the capacity to deal with a
decision problem that exempli@ vagueness and non-specificity in the formulation of
preferences, constraints, and goals. Statistical tools are inadequate for this type of
analysis-

FGDM is used in this research to answer the two research questions raised in section
7.1. The findings are discussed in chapter 6 . FGDM elirninated the use of statistical

procedures such as ANOVA or Principal Components Anaiysis (PCA) to determine data
variability or dispersion about the mean. What is obtained in the former technique was a
redistic evduation of qualitative data, while the latter technique can only produce a crisp
value of data vwiabili~,Crisp anaiytic techniques can not capture the linguistic
imprecision inherent in the qualitative data that was assessed in this research.

In this research, the results from FGDM analysis is compared to results obtained from
other multivariate techniques for anaiyzing statistical data such as the DescriptiveAnalytical rnethod and Multivariate ANOVA. It was found to produce a more reliable
outcorne from the same sets of data. It is a more robust approach that captures the
imprecision in the ordering decision alternatives and statement of goals. Whilé the
descriptive method provides anly a measure of understanding the distribution of data,

FGDM produced a set of satisficing solution upon which the choice of a preferred
solution can b e based7.4

Suggestions for Further Research
One of the problems encountered in this research was the limited technological

capability to handle a multi-media presentation. The development of affordable
technology to make this happen would increase the quality and versatility of design data
that could be presented on the Web. It would also reduce the time required to perform the
numerous rendering routines that was required for a photo-realistic presentation.
This research demonsates the use of the Fuzzy Group Decision-Making technique

(FGDM) for determining consumers' receptivicy to design features using values from
imprecise data. FGDM was used to detemine the relative importance of each îèature to
consumers. This procedure made possible the objective cornparison of consumers'
preferences within and across parametric lines. It provided the decision-maker with

weighted priorïty ratings for each design criterion. The prioritization of design
parameters could be used to advice decision-makers (DM) with regard to areas of design
program that DMs ought to accord higher priority. Greater design energy could thus be
devoted to those issues that each cornmunity believes to be important in the pursuit of a
sustainable and livabIe design.
It would be interesting to have a study of sirnilar community design scenarios using
other statisticd methods to analyze the data. This would provide an objective basis for
comparing the outcornes from both experiments and to further evaluate the strengths and
weaknesses of the techniques used in this research,

The Gform protocol used in this research to retrieve survey data has some limitations.

The data retrïeved are useful only when the profiles of the respondents could be matched
with the questions they answer. At present, this is only possible when responses to al1 the

questions by individual respondents are cornpleted and posted sequentiall y. Where there
is more than one respondent subrnitting response data through the system at the same
time, the task of categorizing responses according to respondents becomes difficult. An
improvement of the Gform protocol to dlow user-recognition for multi-person postings is
required, This will make the task of data sorting easier and more reIiable ihan it is at
present. One of the ways by which this Limitation was overcome in this research was that
respondents were allotted sequential time-blocks to cornplete the questionnaires, and
posted data was sorted immediately the questionnaire was completed.

Finally, the interest of end-users in design data evaluation exercises would increase if
the medium were improved to allow participants to manipulate design data without
affecting the original design template. Interactive cyber design jury would enhance the
quality of cornments and suggestions received by the designer and contribute to the
quality of design solution. This capability would expand the design "jury" to include
those who would not otherwise have had the opportunity engage the designer during the
design process, thus ennching the process. It would also increase society's 'ownership' of
final design solutions, and thus reduce the task of designers and decision rnakers to win
the support of stakeholders dunng public hearings on publicIy funded design projects.

7.5

Conclusion
The Fuzzy Group Decision Model, developed in this research, is an objective method

for analyzing subjective data. Design data fdls within the category of data that have been
difficult to evaluate using discrete statistîcal techniques that are applied to problems in
the sciences and social sciences. FGDM, by representing assessrnent data based on the
degree of membership rather than membership or non-rnembership, removes the problem
of magnifjhg data-driven errors that may occur during the iterative evaluation process.
Thirdly, FGDM by providing a frarnework through which a decision-maker c m
obtain a satisficing soIution out of a series of non-dominated solution, reduces the burden
of having to conduct further research before a final decision is be made. It also presents
decision options to the decision-maker in a fonn that logical choice is made possible.
Furthemore, the hypermedia visuaiization interface (KVI) adopted for the surveys
made the presence of subjects at the location of the VR data presentation unnecessary.
The feedback obtained frorn the subjects validates the assumption that data obtained from
Web-based surveys show little variation from those obtained when the data is presented

in a laboratory environment. The additional advantage of the Web-based survey is that it
provided subjects with the flexibiliry of thoroughly exarnining the choices provided for
assessrnent before making a final choice.
Hypennedia visuaIization tools have strong potentids for the kind OF market research
that seeks to test innovative ideas, design schemes and ranges of choice in housing or
community services, pricing and costing, consumer-industry trade-off decisions, and for
conducting the user-participant planning-and-design process. These direction-finding
processes in community planning, municipal planning, urban deveIoprnent could
regularly deploy the procedure and technology used in this research for conducting
participatory planning, and for educational purposes. The tool is especially useful for
focus group-type research, and for comprehensive statistical research.
Finally, an enduring work of design can only be achieved through the participatory
process. The final choice depends on the definition of the designed entity and the
communication of design intent to the client. The participatory attributes of design
approval is used in this research to present ways by which knowledge coiild be
constructed, en hanced and tapped during the design process.
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APPENDJX A:
SUSTAINABLE COM11/lUMTY DESIGN PPJiAMETERS
Presented below is a discussion of the original parameters proposed for the design of a sustainabIe
community. The presentation of the proposa1 and some of the issues raised in its critique provides an
argument to support the assurnptions made in this study. Some of the assumptions were used to develop the
major categories of design features, which was retiecced in che final proposal and in determining tlie
direction of our investi,oation for the consurners' receptivity surveyCompactness of Built Form
A major parameter for sustainable cornmunity design is compactness- This invoIves increasing
residentid density through clustering of higher density dweliings in a number of srnaII s o u p s around
the core, and providing lower density detached dwellings towards the periphery of the site. Residences
shoufd be iocated not more than IO minutes watking distance (or 1000 metres - about 1100 yards) CO
open spaces o r activity centres.
In the Whyte Ridge proposal, ail neighbourhoods and their centres, civic places. skating ponds,
eco stations for recycling, and recreationai facilitles are connected wirh each other by a continuous
parkway corridor with nahxe waiks, tree nurseries, and other landscape features to identifj entrantes
CO residentiai areas. educational, and civic sites.
1.

A Mix of Residentiai Types at the Centre

Linear Layout with Limited Setback from Local Street

Commrtnicy Spatial Form (Perks et al, 1996, Gurstein 1995)This indudes an assessment of cornmunity spatial structure, such as:
The pattern of aggregation of the elernental unics that rnake up the community, whecher the
aggregation of buildings is linear, clustered, or arnorphous asgregation;
The individuality and uniqueness of residential ciusters;
The exterior spatial hamony and visual continuity of community streecscapes as seen in its
geometrical, marerial, and scale consistency; the types and linkage of its buildin~s;and
The diversity of spatial experiences that can be enjoyed while navigating the site.
Where there is a diversity of building types and a consistent material usage and scale pattern, the
"deja vu" sameness chat pervade our urban communities is minimized. Lennard (1995) recommends
chat while the site planning for a community should be designed by an architect or a team o f architects
working together wich a cornmon objective, individual unics should be desipned by various architects
who crin bring their diversity of methods into clle design CO establish a uniqueness needed in the
community. The dil'ferent types should adhere to an architectural code established for tlie whole
coininunicy (Duany and Plater-Zyberlc 199 1 ) . Al1 units are unitIed/linked by the adoption of consistent
scale, material usage, and geornetriçal patterns.

Permeability (Lynch 1981, Alexander 1977, Jacobs 1960):
Permeability incIudes:
1 . The p~oximityand connection of residences CO activity centres such as schools, çoinmunity
centres, parks, and entertainment centres;
2. The pedestrian-friendliness of community streers perceived from the separarion of ic; pedestrian
and vehicular networks. the width of sidewalks and bike pachs, the design of the street for trafic
calrning, and the road conkïguration and alignment design to slow down or exçlude vehicular
trafic;
3. The Iength of blocks; and
4. The location of activity centres to reduce automobile dependency.
A major problem of the typical suburban cornrnunity is the absence of activity areas (Lennard
1995, Perks et al. 1996). Where residences are located close to activity centres. residents tire
encouraged to walk rather chan drive. Because of constant and sustained pedestrian trtiftïc on
comrnunity streets, secunty is improved, and vitaiity and Iife retums to the sreet.
Typical suburban communides are almost exclusively designed for llie automobile. WaIkwnys are
virtually non-existent. A pedestrian-fn'endly Street is a street that is designed with the safe moveinenc
of pedest"ans as its main objective. Such streets have wide and convenienc sidewalks sheltered from
the elements. The roads, in a pedestnan-friendly cornmunisy, are designed co slow down vehicular
trafic so that families and children c m play and organize street activities secure from intrusion by
automobiles.

Openncss (Ashihara I979):
Openness includes:
1. The assessment of building setbacks From transportarion routes and other buildings;
2. The height-CO-widthn t i o (Ashiilara recornmends a 1:I or 1 :2 ntio for adequare compactness):
3. n i e enclosure factor (i-e.. an assessmenr of the conrinuous width and hei,ohc ofcontainins walls of
buildings d o n g the street in relation to street depth, as a rneasure of çontainrnenr); and
4. The building and/or residential densitv.
The setback of buildings and the lot coverage influences the penetntion of sunli_zht into the
building enclosure. The design and orientation of buildings CO facilitate access to natural lighting helps
to reduce dependency on supplementary mificial lighting in the daytime and cuts down on power
usage. However, the spacing between buildings ought to be planned willi the objective of msximizing
compactness and minimizinp rhe consumption of land for buildings alone. Where building spacing is
too wide in relation to height, space becomes nebulous and difficult to comprehend o r articulace. The
sense of containment and cornpacmess is lost, and more urban land is wasted and çonsurned
unnecessarily to provide housing for fewer people.

Consainment o f streets by city w d l s reduces the exposure of residencs to avoidable forces of
nature. such as gusting wind and downdnft It influences the feeling of secunty by pedestrians and
encourages the use of cornrnuni~ysueers. Concainment is decermined in parc by the ratio of the heisht
of containing buildings to srreec width. The smaller the ratio, the more compact is the communiiy. and
vice versa. The enclosure factor. combined with the heipht-CO-width ratio, influences the feeling of
containrnent and secunty b y users of public open spaces. The enclosure h c t o r is detrmined by the
assessrnent of the continuous width and height of containing walls of buildinss d o n g ~ h street
e
in
relation to street depth. In typical =ridiron planning. adjacent sueers. which surround a public open
space, create a psychoiogical feeling of perforation Co users of such public spaces, This reduces the
needed feelinz of containment thac rnakes the enjoyment of squares o r platas complete.
Where cornrnuniry blocks are longer and farther away from activity centres. there is a tendency to
use the automobile for simple tasks such as going to purchase a bottfe of minera1 water or raking a
child to the cornmunity plaza. Where acïiviry centres are concentrated d o n g one end a l a long
community block, the distribution of pedestrian activity is irnpacted, and movement is concentraced on
char end o f the community block. Distributing activity areas on both ends of a community block. and
making rhem accessible to residents at s h o n walking distance encourages pedestrian activity and
enhances vitaiity.

Contained Street

Contained Open Sprice which evokes a feeling of enclosure

The number of buiIding/residential uni& per acre of land is a major determinant OF cornpactness.
The more the uni= of building per acre (up to an acceptable lirnir), the higher the density and the l e s
land and infrastructures is wasted for providing services to community buildings.

Varying Mix of Residentid Densities

Medium Densicy Residentiai Units

Tranrparency (Lynch, 198 i):
Transparency refers to structures that facilitate activities and events that convey a sense of Me, and
the pattern of life in the community. It includes physicai structures that enhance intensity OF use such
as residential density- It invoIves such public or sociai spaces that generate the action of movement of
persons such as parks. restaurants. community and enterrainment centres. It also involves signitïcanl:
evidence of maintenance of the activity areas that helps to sustain life in the community. Such
structures include the provision of garbage collection u n i s , availability of drainage channels for
draining flash tloods, provision ofshades and plancings, and avaiIabiIity of street furnicure.
Public social space is the single rnost important element for enhancing community livabiiity.
Lennard (1995) observes chat "a centrally Located public space can funccion as the 'heart' of the
communicy, generating positive energy and a sense of membership." Spontaneous social contacu- in
communiy public spaces, through exchange of greetings and engaging in conversations while going
shopping or CO work, are the seeds from which a sense of community develops.

Comrnunities with designed social spaces declares an inteoc for intense social contact

Open Spaces for ~ o c kInteraction
l
The perception of order and neatness of a comrnunicy enhances our perception of livabiiity and
good government- It also helps us to draw conclusions about the character and quaIity of ics residents.
And the perception of orderliness of the cornmunities in specific locations is a hctor for measuring fit:
value placed on living in certain locations within a city.
2. EcologicaI Design Considerations
Eco-balance Enhancernent Porentinl of Design
One of the soals of sustainable community design is the creation of a friendly. healthy
environment with energy- and water-conserving borne designs and site planning, less wasces. and
recycling of unusables. A community with wastes, storm water, and sewage management at the local
or cornrnunity level. For a community to b e eco10,oicalIy sustainable, structures should be provided for
storm water manasement and water recovery. There should be provision of natureways. civic places,
walking and bike networks, "greening", and streets designed for walking in safety and cornfort. It
should also provide spaces for gardens and greenhouses for food production within the cornmu~ity.
In typical suburban community setting, recycling bins are usuaily located rit points very distant from
residences. This rnakes it very difficult for residents to recycle on a regular basis. In order to enhance
good recycling habit, recycling 'drop-off stations' shouId be Iocated within a two-minute walk from
every home.

Screened Garbase Collection Depots

Unit and Cornmunity Sewage Recycling
Composting 'eco- stations' should be centrnlly located in a space large enough for soning al1 discards
iind processin,o useful ones for resale (Perks et al).
Tiie prevailing practice of draining Storm water through sewers to a centraIized point rnakes the reuse of eHuents as tertilizers impossible. It also prevents the channeling of excess water throu,oh ponds
and cunals for irrigation. The use of smaller-sized biological 'greywater' systems in whiçh wiisrewater
is piissed through a h l l y closed ecologicaily-engineered "marsh" rnakes possible an effective,
acceptable wasiewater treacrnent in cornmunicies. These systems are placed in vaiying locriticins near ri

garden o r green house, s o that the effluents c m be efficiently re-used as fertilizers, and the excess
water channeted for irrigation of open spaces-

Rcspccr for Sire iarrdscupe
T w o important goals of sustainable community design a r e the protection of environmentaIIy
sensitive areas, and the creation of open Iandscapes. ResidentiaI areas become islands or Iiuman
intervention in the midst of naturai environmenes when the topography, vegetation patterns, wildlife
habitats, wacercourses, and iandscape screenings are knitted-in with housing (Perks et ai. 1997).
When watercourses are blended with community design, there is a naturaI tlow and conneccion
between built space and the natural environment. BuiIt space become "islands"of human intervention
in the midst of the natural environment

Layout of Site to take best advantage of Naturd Phenornena
When niches of vegetation which are dependent on creeks, gound-water. and soi1 stabiiity a r e
preserved; and wiien houses are built with due rezard to the topography of the site. soil, water. and
ocher land-nutrïents, disturbances to the ecolo@caI balance is rnitigated.
In srnaII residentiai districts where housing type are the same, the use of landscape screenings will
help to give perception of variety and stimulate visual interest. This wiI1 help to increase the sense of
orientation by tirst-cime visicors to such communities, and make referencing o f location referencing
easy .

Reduced Emboùied Energy Porenriul
AKordabiIity of housing for al1 economic groups is determined in part by the cost of providing
housing units for the market. When the cornmunity f o m is compact, and the ratio of actached or
stacked units-to-free-standing single units are high, the cost of providing services rire minimized.
Therefore compact cornmunicies tend to cost Iess to buiId, and couId be soid for Iess than houses in
communities chat are not compactly built-

Use of selective hndscape screening to enhance view
The ratio of attached or stacked d w e l l i n ~unics CO free-standing single famiiy dwelling units
influence the size and cost of extending power lines, road paving and maintenance, sewer connections,
and water suppiy. This in turn affects the affordability of housing units to a broader base of the
population, and the sustainabiIity of a community.
The design of a communiry's neighbourhood can strengthen or weaken social contacts witiiin the
comrnunity. M e n neighbourhoods are designed without a core or cores of scciaI activity, contact is
rninimized and the forging of comrnunity identity is difficult- However, in cornmunities with activity
cenues and rneanin$ul open spaces, the intensity of contact is higher and relationships tend to ~ O
from continuous contact.

Promotion of Community Identity and Sense of Place
An important factor of sustainable communicy design is the realization of a comrnunity tfiat
promores a sense of piace and develops unique communicy character. The development of strong
community identity depends in part on the unique architectural character of buiidings and desiznrd
spaces in the communicy. Use of materials and architectural standards shouId be sensitive to the culture
and environmental realities of the comrnunity.
3.

A mix of attached and rnulti-tàmiIy dwellings resuits in a compact and vibrant core

Uniqueness of Design Typologiesfor AIL Neighbourhoods in rhr Communiry
When architectural toms and elernents such as windows. doors, tàcade definition, and open space
planning are unique and dit'terentirited from one neighborhood to another, the sense of orientation and
loctition is enhünçed. The fainilianty and cultural relevance of these elements heips co strengthen the

W

sense of identity and community pride. Legibility of space is improved when forms are humonized to
attain spatial balance. Neighbourhoods with a multiplicity of uncoordinated f o m s are visually
unpleasant

Residence-Open Space Access
A major problem of the typicd suburban community is the absence of a core of activity areas
(Lennard 1995, Perks et al. 1997). Where residences are located close ta the core. residents are
encouraged to walk rather than dnve. Because of constant and sustained pedesrrian trat7ic on
cornmunity streets. secunty is improved. and vitaiiry and life reairns to the Street. The more diverse the
activity spaces at the core the more the intensity of use of the core, and the more the social interaction
of residents at such activity centres. Open spaces with diverse activity areas tend to nrüact difiërenr
social classes and age groups of users more than mono-funchonal open spaces.
When an open space is located close to residential areas. there is an increased tendency to walk
rather thm dnve to such open space. Less use of the automobile means less urban pollution through
gas emissions. and a cleaner more environmentdly sustainable comrnunity.

5ho1t blockr

Accessible open space is a social catalyst

APPENDE B: SAMPLE DATA PRESENTATION METHODOLOGY
(a) DESIGN PEATüRES
5. ExpIanatory Text
6. Typical Evduation Questions for Testing Consumer Receptivity
(b)
7.
8,
9.

CONVENTIONAL SUBURB AND SUSTAINABLE SUBURB SCENARIOS
2D schematic drawings (ExpIanatory): PladSecrion
3D view of scenes which will explain the feanire under consideration
AnimatiodVRML of the portion of design proposa1 thar shows the elements of the feature being
considered (not incIuded in this mock-up).

COMMiYNITY DESIGN FEATURES
The homogeneous structure of conventional suburban cornmunities has resulted in a number
of problems, such as: the dominance of single family detached housing and high urban Iand
consumption, Iimited variety of housing types, the high cost of housing, feelings of isolation by
suburbanices, intense commuting and auto-dependency, and sprawl. The design of a sustainable
community stnves CO maintain a balance of physical and ecological considerations with the purpose of
developing an inclusive and vibrant, yet ecologically sensitive cornmunity. Discussed below are
community design features that could be enhanced CO improve a community's sustainability.
1.1 Land use and Housing
In mosc conventional suburban cornmunities the piannin,a and design of the ianduse is not properIy adapced
to local macro and microclimate. Buildings are not shekered from a,ogressive climatic influences. Landuse
planning and housing design in sustainable community is adapted to [ocal macro- and rnicroclimrrteBuildings are sheltered from asgressive climatic influences and there is enough intensiry at the centre to
sustain viable commercial and sociai Iife and to promote sustained use of public space.
=
THELOT:
Condensed lot contigurations have increased in order CO use land more efficiently, co reduce the çoscs
of infrastructure, and to promote a stronger sense of community. Condensed lots t y p i d l y increase
sinsie tamily detached housing lots from 4 dwelling units /acre to 8 dwelIing units per acre while
retaining pnvacy and LivabiIicy issues common to detached housing. Methods for achieving chis
include reduced frontyards and setbacks, incorporating two storeys, rather than one srorey. dwellings
that reduce the building 'footpnnt', and carefùl residenual landscaping. In turn, buildabIe Iand can be
used for nature reserves. cornmunicl gardens and or open space G d p&cs.
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Evaluation Ouestions
Front Yards
Reducing front yards to 10 feet can Save buyers up to $4,000 and make streets more
intimate ro building scde.
W o d d yoii consider rhis savings appropriure cnough to corzsider living in u comnzuniïy wirh
rcduced franr y rd?
Yes
fi
Orher (srare reason)

Wuuld you truck u clcep front yard Jor a more intirnate hvelCing-srreer relurionship artcf a higger
p rivute buckyard?
No
Other (srate reason)
Yes

Attached Hornes
Attached homes makes an effective use of reduced lot sizes a n d helps to reduce the cosc
of services CO each dwelling unir. By living in artuched home, a Irorneowuzer coukci have the smte
living space in most high-class subrrrban developrnentsfor lefi rhan 66% of the cosr ofdcwched
Duifdings. In udclition, buildings are more close- connecred ro each other wirhorrr a LOA-.Y of
p rivac.
Would you consider saving appropriare enough ro consider living in a c~rnmunitywirh
artached and deruchcd mirs?
No
Orher (srate reason)
Yes

u

mir of

Residential intensiticauon supports the creation of new living accommodations bay 'intillin,a' within existing
neighbourhoods and comrnunities. It has the potentiai to revitalize and to intaoduce diversity into
'mono-functiond' urban and suburban contexcs and to accommodate a diverse population including the
Young, the elderly and the disabled. The intent is to make suitabie use of under utilized and vacant
buiIdin,as and sites: Co achieve more efficient use of Iand and i n h m c t u r e ; co create a sense of
community, to reduce energy demands; to reduce reaf estate 1 housing costs, .and to reduce
development demands on new lands.
G W H I C ILLUSTRATION
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Evaluation Ouestions
Second home units
Residential second uni& are custornarily Iocated in the upper Ievel of a garage, in the atric, or at the
basement level. They have to be self-contained for bathroorn and cooking f a d i t i e s . By renting out a
second unic, a farnily could purchase a home that wouid otherwise be unaffordhbk. The "second unit"
could be used as a seif-contained P e s t suite o r for home offices For people wmrking out of their homes.
Would you be willing ro live in an area where Residenrial Second Linirs are rrldowed?
Yex
No
Other (stare reason)

-

Worrld you rvish ro own u home in which you could have a residctztial second kome?
Yes
No
Orher (srare rason)

TYPES AND SIZES O F HO USiNG:
Integration as opposed to segregation is an objective of sustainable communities - accornniodriting
individual and c o m m u n i ~needs and aspirations. Housing types such as: single t'ami1y, detached.
çluster, row houses, iow rise apartments, secondary suites, shared housing. coll.ective Iiving,
work,studio, and care/service housing, which are common to urban settlement, are merged in the
overall community desizn. Their arrangement within che community is typically orienced towrird

including higher density housins fypes toward the centre and Iower density housing types toward the
penphery. Mixcd housing encourages community diversity and provides an opportunity for closer
social contact among a wide ranse of cornmunity residenrs,

/
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Evaluation Ouestions
if living in u comnzuniry wirh a miic of derached dwelling unirs urzd atrached rrrtits srrch as.
npumenrs and ru wnho~rseswill cost abour 30% less rhun in a rypicul suburhun &velopnrem wirh
single family dwciling only, wouid you consider it u bener option?
Yes

No

Other (state reason)

Attached Homes
Attached homes like townhouses, duplexes, and multi-family apartment units can ço-exist with highvdue single farniiy residences without impacting on property values. The guiding principles are co
ensure that it keeps within the architecturai character of the neighbourhood, the heizhc is limited to the
senerd height of buildings in the neighbourhood, the Street environment is appeaiing, and attractive
open spaces are close co rnulti-unit housing projects.
Considering that an attached unit can cost 20%-35% Iess than a detached unit of comparable size and
stature, which horrsing option rvouldyuu mosr lifiely choose foryorrr household?
Yes
No
Other (srare reason)
Diversity of Household, Housing and People in the Community
Would you be indined to choose a home in a cornmunity made up of a diversity ofliouseholds,
families and people of diRerin,a age, income sratus, and cultural Iikscyle if:
Your home i v m iocured in an aren of sorne 2 or 3 resicicntiul srrcet blocb rvhere d l of rtze hr~rnesarc
ciesignedfor people of sirnilar househoid sratus urzd "market bruckct " us yours ?
Yes
No
Ofhcr(srare reason)
Your l'orne wus locarcd itz art urcn where the hortschold srarrrs und "rnarkcr hruckcr" r$*peaple crre
varicd brrr the srreet presenratiorz of each home is similur in archirecrurai chorucrcr utzd appearu~ce?
Yes
No
Other (srare reczsun)
COMMON B UfLDiNGS:
T f ~ sustainable
e
communicy promotes interaction among residents through the use of shared facilitics
and cornmon buiIdings. These can inciude: neighbourhood recycling centres, seniors and yourh
centres, daycare facilities, workshops and hobby spaces, and shared cooking/dining F~cilities.arnong
rnany others. Community arrangements that support shared facilities and çommon buildings vary from
condominium associations to housing cooperatives to co-housing concepts. Community owned and
operated amenity help to reduce individual reliance on consumer products and help to reduce the cost
of Iivino while ~rovidinoa hinher auaiïtv of Me.

GRAPHIC ILLUSTRATION
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Would you prefer ro iive in a comrnuniry with neighbourhood recycling cenrres us opposcd ru u
comrnuniq tvirhour recyciingfacifiries?
Yes
No
Other (srare reason)
Would you prefer ro !ive in a cornrncrnity wirh a core of cornrnwziy-relared acriviq ccnrrcs srrch us.
senior and yourh faciliries, daycare faciiiries, workrhops and hobby cenrres?
Yes
No
Other (srare reason)

The Core
The core of a comrnunity is the h e m of its activities. It is the centre toward which al1 residents g-ztvitate for
social, economic, and sometimes. spiritual tirlfiIlment The sustainable suburban structure is b u e d on the
need tc have a vibrant: centre that wilI be a social magne&
in Che community.
Evaluation Ouestions
T o support a community core with work, shopping, recreacion and entertainment uses ince~racedwith
residential suburban developments, the o v e d l density of the cornmunity wouId have CO be higher than
it is in conventional community.
Would you favour a comrnuniry wirh a Community Core?
Yes
No
Orher (stare rcason)
Assrme your home is locared wirlzin 15 rninures waiking disruncefrorn rhe cornmuni', core. On u scuk
orr 1 ro 5 (where 1 meuns leasr preferred und 5 means mosr prcferred), indicure p u r pre-krmw in rlze
rwo dkplayed scenarios.
1
2
3
4
5
MZZD USES

Diversity is key to sustainable Iand use. A sustainabte community endeavours to prornoce polyfuncuonal tacher than mono-functiond sertiement patterns, by providing compact urban centres. with
broüd range of services and arnenities, in close proximity CO. These include commercial and retail
shops, schools and daycare, heaith care and Iivdwork housing units among other uses. Compact
centres reduce the tendency towards 'deserted' urban settings &ter business hours by providin, sources
for continuous activity on streets. Lncreased Street activity enhances r e d and perceived safecy needs.
Providing for the needs of a community at t h e neighbourhood level reduces the need for vehicular and
public transport, thereby decreasing demands on irifrastructure and ener*T resources whiIe prornoting
pedestnan accessibiliy and cornmuniw.
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Evaluation Ouestions
Would you iike to have commercial and rerail shops close ro or irtregrrrted inro rcsidentiul homes
in rhc communiry you live?
No
Orher (stare reuson)
Yes
Wouid you prefer a cornmuniry with schook, healrhcare and daycare cenrres eusily rtccessibk
from homes to a cornrnuniry withour any of these meniries?
No
0rher (srare remon)
Yrs

SOCfAL SPACES AND SENSE OF P U CE:
A communicy's sense of identity should stem tiom an understanding of contexc - of its natural
surroundings and the related processes of s e t t l e m e n ~The ciirefui p l a n n i n ~and design of community
places is dedicated CO the considention of Local aspects as well as global issues intluencing a particular
region and expressing these in its collective buitt form.

GRAPHIC ILLUSTRATION
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Evaluation Questions
A community's main sueec serves as a social magnet for the community.
Would you iike ro live in a cornmuni-, rvirh CL centre of social und cornmunis, acrivirictr- s~rchus.
meeting hu lls, resruumnts. and cirzemrv'rhopping facilitics us opposed ro cr curnrnnniry cvirh only
rcsidetitiuf ntiirs?
Yes
No
Orher (srare reason)
Cultural icons promote a sense of association, and contribute to the intensity of use.
Woirld yorr likr ro [ive in ci cornrnunity char has ctilrurdy significanr brriir ic-ons?
Yes
No
Orhcr (srure reason)
Neizhbourhood Centre
= A neighbourhood centre would ofter some retail and business services. It would cornprise Irirgely of 2
or 3 storey attached building forms. Would youfcrvour haviltg s~tctia developrnetzr ririrhirr 5-rrlitrrtres
wulking disrancesfram yotrr home?
/Vu
Other (srarc reason)
Yes

CORE STREETSCAPES
Streetscapes thnt support pedestrian travel in addition to vehicuhr movement should be encouraged.
Pedestrian oriented streets provide protection from the 'elements', safety and amenity. and encourage
outdoor interaction m o n g residents. Separacion between pedestrian and vehicular trafic should be
provided with planting and other buffers. Streecs shouid accommodüte pedestrians and cycliscs with

reduced road widths for vehicular cd,Ec wherever possible (narrower road widths help CO reduce
speeding).
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0 Evaluation Ouestions
1 1 - Streetscapes chat encourage pedesuian movement over vehicular rnovement tend to increase

pedestrian-related activities
Yes
No
Other (state reason)
Wordd you prefer ro live in a community where rhe sidewalks are wicier und the rc~adsarc
nurro wer and saferfor wdking and cycling?
Yes
No
Other (stare reason)
Wortld you like to stay in a cornmunir). which has numerous Levels of informal outdoor social
spaces benveen building ciusrers?
Yes
No
Other (srare reason)

In-between Spaces
The spaces thac connect buildings are as important in design consideration as the buildings thernselves.
These spaces are like threads that weave the fabric of the community cogether in a unique and idenrifiable
form. In sustainable suburban communities, in-between spaces are woven inco the serni-public and private
zones of adjoining buildings for a continuous klow of interaction at the home and neighbourhood Levels.
=

COMMI/N/TY STREETSCAPES:
Streetscapes chat support pedescrian travel in addition to vehicular movemenc should be encouraged.
Pedestrian onented streers provide protection frorn the 'elements', safety and amenity, and encourase
outdoor interaction among residents. Separation between pedestnan and vehicular craffïc should be
provided with planting and other buffers. Streets should accommodate pedestrians and cydists with
reduced road widths for vehicular t n E c wherever possible (narrower road widths help to i-educe
speeding).
G W H I C ILLUSTRATION
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Evaluation Ouestions
Streetscapes chat encourage pedestrian rnovement over vehicular movement tend to increüse
pedestrian-related activities

1

Wurrlci OU prefcr ru live in a c o m u n i r y where the sidewulkr are wider und rhe rc~crrlsnre
nurro wer and suferfor wulking and cycling?
Yes
No
Orher (state reason)
Woufd (ou like to sruy in u cornmunir- which k m numerorrs levels of informal outcfuur socid
spaces berween building clusters?
Yes
No
Other (srare reasorr)

SOCIAL AND RECREATIONAL SPACES:
Social spaces encourage contacts between individuals and groups in both indoor and outdoor settings.
Social spaces rire seen to be important to the advancement:of individual and socierril weil heing
EssentiaIly, these spaces are those chat are associated with the public or semi public realms of urban
settlernent, Social spaces should be planned and designed to promote communicy interaction and to
facilitate the progamming of neighbourhood events and hnctions. These include common rooms and
shared facilities as well as local g a ~ e r i n g
places such as community recreationa1 facilities. Social
spaces shouId be open to the public wherever possible to foster civic vaiues in the community and
beyond.
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Evaluation Ouestions
On a scafe of I to 5. wherc 1 denores leasr preferred and 5 denotes mosr prcferred. how wo~rlclyorr
rare yotrr prcference for shured faciliries sucfi as, local gathering places (cornnrc~nirylzufi), and
recreurionaifaciliricis for 60th young und old in rhe commutzicy you Live?
1
2
3
4
5
Landscaning
Consider ttiar the initiai cost of a home is about 1% higher but there are attractive maincenance savings
oprcott wirh
of about 75% and 60-7095 less labour cime. Would you favutrr a rcsiderztiul furzd~~cupLiI,y
hardy drurrghr-resistanr pianrs species over convenrionaL nun-resismnr species?
Yes
No
Other (srare reusun)
Using permeable pavement surfaces for dcïveways and patios maintains subsoil water balance, mnkes
the yard cooler in surnrner, and looks better than asphale, It may add up to $300 in initial cost. Wc~uld
you be in favour of rlsing rhis V p e of surf-cing?
No
Other (srate reason)
Yes
Q

6. ECOLOGK DESIGN
Ecoiogic design is a design paradiaam that emphasizes practices chat minirnize the impact of intervention on
the ecology of the site.
2- 1 Waste Management
At the h e m of a conimunicy's sustainability is its effectiveness to manage wastes. Canada rates Iiiplier than
the U.S- in per capita wasce generation. The major reason is that wastes are not recycled. Landfills are
getting expanded continuaI1y and reusable materials are getting incinerated and wasted. Praccices such as
this will eventually put a stress on the narural resources chat are used to produce these inarerials-

LOCATION OF RECYCLJNG CENTRES
The location ofrecycling centres has a major eftèct on residents' attitude toward recycling. Most
conventional suburbs do not have recycling centres within their borders. The result is that residencs
dump recyclable materials in the garbage n t h e r than cake them to remote locations outside of the
community. Sustainable suburbs have recycting centres within their borders. Drop-off'depots are
within 2 to 3 minutes waiking disrance from residences so chat residents wilI be encouraged co recycle.
even in inclement weather. The resuIt is that residents are encouraged to recycle more rathrr chan dump
them in the garbage for incinemion or landfiII-

1
Ci

Illustrative Photomontage

&valuation Ouestion
Wotrid you be inclincd ro regulariy recycle yorrr househoid discards if u colkcring puint
within 2 ro 3 minutes waiking dktance from your home?
No
Orher (state reuson)
Yes

wcw.

iricured

CONSPICUITY OF R E C Y C W G CENTRES
Recycling depots should be easily identifiable so that dumping of garbage/non-recyçlables is
rninimized- This is one of the goals of sustainable community design.

Iilustrative Photomontage
EvaIuation Ouestions
Do you favour a rnore local opportuniry and comuniy-organized faciIities Iikr "neighbourhood
collecrion points" arid "eco-station" f o r recycling ivuste in the comrnuniry you choose ro [ive?
Ycs
No
Other (srare reason)
Com~osting
A home equipped for convenient recycIing and composting does not cost rnore. It conserves resources
and saves on garbage colIection and landiïll costs.
Would yorr 6e inclined ro choose a home rhat vus designed and eyrrippcdfir eu+- . W J I T ~
c m c t cornposting given char such u home ivorrld cost crbour $300 more in inirid cusr tlzun
con venrional brtilding ?
Ycs
No
Orher (srure rcuson)
0

-

Suppose that the home you choose is equipped for convenienc sorting and composting. ~vrxcldyarr
recycle and compost more or less rcusable wasrcs and discarch?
Yu
No
Orher (sture reaïon)

~

Water and Waster water &lanagement
The Calgary research (Perks et al) has shown that more than 30% of the water we use can be rtxycled and
reused for househoid cIeaning and irrigation. A sustainabte practice aims at minirnizing the use of water by
recycling and reusing greywater and storrnwater, and by re-channeling rainwacer for dornescic use.

GREYWATER REUSE
SustainabIe suburban comrnunities are designed to 'harvest' and recycle greywater tiom coileis,
bathrooms and kitchens for the purpose of reusing them for irrigation.

1 ilIomative Photomontage 1
Evaluation Questions
Re-ushg water for toikt flushing or garden irrigation costs between $0 to $1200 more than
conventionai system, bur conserves 50% or more of water piped into the home. The additionaI system
cost would be recouped in 5 years through swings on your water bill. Would you be inclinen ro choose
the "rvater re-use " sysrern over the conventional system ?
Yes
No
Other (srate reason)
(frhis systern could be inrtalled in a home wirh no addirional cosr. would you be Enciincd ro chouse Er?
Ycs
No
Orher (srate reason)
"Living Machine" systern crin be reused for imgating community farms, gardens. parks, street trees,
and other open spnces.
Worrld you choose to purchcise a home you liked r;firis in a community where this qsrern is N u-rcrllcd?
Yes
No
Other (srare reuson)
Would you be inciined ro support u pibr project in WÏnnipeg rhar clrperirnenrs rvirh this alrernurive
se wugc muncrgemenr sysrern ?
Yes
No
Orher (state reason)

STORMWA TER RECYCLE
Storm water retention ponds are utilized prirnarily as a way of easing the pressure on the screet sewer drain
system during a heavy minfaII. The ponds typically hold water throughouc Che year, çallecting wacer
during a storm and releasing it slowly after the peak tlow has subsided. This slow release reduces the
need for storm sewers to be sized for maximum pocenual peak flow, which reduces infrastructure
çosts. This water can be used for imgation, but d s o serves to provide urban habitat for migating
waterfbwl. Moisture levels in the comrzlunity can be increased marginaily through evaporation, and
many sites c m be developed into aestheticaliy pleasing active or passive recreation rireas that
complement housing developrnent

I

1
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Evaluation Ouestion
Would you be inclineci ro support a pilot projecr in Winnipeg thar erperimenrs with stormwurer
management sysrern ?
Yes
Rr,
Orher (srare r e m n )
RAhVWATER RECYCLE

Rainwater colIecùon and use help to lower demand for water from the mains- Houses in communities
that are designed for seIf-sustenance are designed to coliect and re-channel ninwater for use within
individuai buildings-

1Evnluation
Illustrative Photomontage
Ouestion

1

Inscalling "rainwater recycling" system would Save you $10.00 per month on your waer utilicy bill
during the month that you water your lawn. Consider that the system could mean an addicional $300 in
initial purchase price of your home. Afterwards you have net savings. Worrirlyou be inciitzed ro chuose
a home rhut h m rainwurer collection-srorage sysrem?
Yes
No
Othrr (srate reason)

Energy
About 33% of housing budget are expended on power and heat consumption. An energy-efficient building
will cut ics maintenance budget by 33%. A goal of sustainable suburban community design is to reduce the
cost of power generation and the dependence on the use of fossil fuel.
CO-GENERATION
Co-generation is an alternative decenuaiized power generation system that alIows e n e r g to be
efficientiy generated and distributed right at the site. This sysrem uses up to 33% Iess fossil fuel chan
conventional methods of power generation. Sustainable suburbs are designed for reduced power
consump tion.

111u&ative Photomontage

Evaluation Ouestions
In Co-generation and District Heating system, the "exhaust" heat from generating the electricity is
used co heac water. Hot water is distributed throughout a dismct network of underground-insulated
pipes. This system uses 33% less fossil fuel than conventional methods of home heating. How likei-v
would YOU be ro choose a neighbortrhood rvirlz thisfearrrre over attothcr with convenrinrial hem
gcneraring sysrem?
Likely
Nor iikely
Other (srme reuson)

=

Assume your rnorrrhLy shore ofthe cosr of renewable energy sources pilor program itz your c r i m ~ ~ t l @
is $20 per month. ~vould
you agree ro such an arrangement?

Yes

=

DISTRICT HEATIRrC
District heating is a decentrcilized heating system that allows heat to be efficiently generated and
distrÏbuted at the site- Conventional cornmuniries are not designed to 'harvest' exhaust heat from
senerating plants for heating water and distributine it through a network of insuiated underground
pipes to service buildings. However, efficient generarion and disuibution of heat is at the herirt of
sustainable community design,

1
O
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Other (srare reason)

No

Illusirative Photomontage

Evaluarion Ouestion
District heating is overalI 35% less costiy than conventional home-furnace-heating It dso provides
better control of room to room heating.
Would you favour a Disrricr Heuring System for your home?
YÇS
No
Other (state reason)

= Local Food Production
The capacity of a community to locaily produce its Food impacts the amount of money it spends an food
items that could be produced locally and the energy wasted on cornmuting to regional rnalls.
=

COMMUNITY FARMS
Parcels of community land dedicated to the production of food are important for energyl nurrient
cycling, decreasinz food import cosCs (suppocting the local economy), and opporrunicies for local
eniployrnent. Community farms include both pastoral and arable farming of livesrock and grains.
vegetables and fruits as a way of inçrerising cyciing of m e r 3 and nutriencs. Exccss producr is often
used as animai feed and animal waste utilized as organic îërtilizers.

1
=
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]

EvaIuation Ouestion
Would the idea of Iands set aside for Cornmunity Fam Iocated in the cornrnunity be a positive factor in
deciding your home and community choice?
Yes
No
Other (sta te reason)

-

DiSirRICT GARDENS
Areas of land set aside for food production for the local neighbourhood. These allotments concribute to
resident nutrition. aÏd in reducing household costs, and engage the residents in productive activity. in
education, and community support.

[
0
=
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Evaluation Ouestion
Would rhe ideu of D i r r k r Gurden be a positive factor in Lcidinp on your home und . m r r r m r i n ~
choice ?

Yes

No

Orher (srare reason)

7- STREETDESlGN
Streets should be desisned as a place of interaction rather than a mere link between two locations in the
comrnunity. Trafic networks should be designed to be narrow. pedestrian-friendly and connecceci. Mare.
rather chan fewer intersections should be encouraged, within a denser urban fabric- Maximum distances for
essential destinations shouid be established, to encourage walkinz or cycting. En most situations a 5-minute
waik, approxirnately 450 mettes. is the most desirable walking distance that would discourase the use of
vehicles for such trips,

3.1 CircuIation Networks

The approach to uaffic planning and design wifhin a community should be holistic not disaggrepted. In a
sustainabte suburban community, traffic planning is approached as a system of circulation networks wich
good connectivity and smooth transition from one network to the otlier.
=

PED E S T ' A N
Interaction is most intense at the pedestrian trafic level. A sustainable suburb should be designrd to
maximize contact ar the pedestrian level.

Illustrative Photomontage
Ci EvaIuation Ouestinns
In a community with well-designecf paihway system for walking and biking, there are possibilities for somr
savings on your gasoline consumption and a healthier Iifestyle for you and others in your home. On a s a l e
of 1 ta 5 (where I means least preferred and 5 rneans rnost prefemd) provide a score of your preference
regarding having pedestrian and bicycle necwork assuming:
Your propeny rares Izud ro be 5% higher Nt order ro support rhesc pothwny urrnngrmcnrx?
1
2
3
4
5

-

Yourpropeny tar had ro bç 10% higher in order ro supporr rhese parhwav orrangernents?
I
2
3
4
5

BICYCLE
One of the greatest contributors to a healthy comrnunity is the potencial of the community ro reduce
greenhouse jas emissions from automobile exhausrs and stirnuhte physical exercise. Bath of these c m
be achieved by the use o f bicycie nilier than automobiles for tnnsportation. A sustainable designecl
community should emphasize this environmentaiIy safk mode of cransportarion by providing ri network
of bicycle traftk system-

Illustrative Photomontage

1

D Evaluation Ouestions
In a community with weil-designed pathway system for walking and biking, there are possibilicies for some
savings on your gasoline consumption and a heaithier lifestyle for you and others in your home- On a scale
of 1 to 5 (where I means leasc prekrred and 5 means most prekrred) provide a score of your preference
regarding having pedestrian and bicycle network assurning:
Yotrr propeny tares had tu be 5% higher in order [O ssuppon these pathway arrangernenrs?
1
2
3
4
5
Your propeny r u hud to be 10% higher in ordcr to slipport rhcx purhwu~arrangemmrs:'
I
2
3
4
5
VEHICULAR
Public tnnsportation is a very important component of a sustainable communicy. It helps to reduce
congestion and improve traffic flow, reduce air and land poliution, reduce infrastructure expenditures
in terms of energy, construction and maintenance, and reduce our dependence on non-renewrible
resources. PubIic transponation, nther than private automobiles, shouid be encounged through the
development of efficient, frequent, safe and accessible public tmnspomtion services. Public
transportation systems should help to guide or to determine the stnicrure of a sustainable community.

1
a
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Evaluation Oueaions
BeIow are three alternative street designs with a description of the qualities and costs involved in each.
Type 1: Typicat 4-lane divided Iiighway (2 u i i F ~ cIanes with 2 parking Ianes and 1 sidewalk). Road width
is 9.50m (3 1 ft). Cost is $1 150 per average home property:
Type 2: 3-lane higiiway (2 traffic lanes witli 1 parking lane and I sidewalk). Road widtli is 6hOin (22 fi).
Cost is $750 per average home property;

Type 3: 3-lane highway (3 uaffic fanes with L parking lane and 2 sidewalks). Road widrh is 6.60m (22ft).
Cost is $1050 per average home property,
Which of thesc srreer designs ivuuld you mosr prefer?
Type /
Type 2
Type 3
Which of rhese street designs would you leusr prefer?
Type 1
Type 2
Tvpe 3
Would you be irzciined ra choose a "Cairn Srreer" designfor-vour home ifrhe wirfth of the rciud Utrurrower tharz convenrional residential srreer designs. and it rneant no addiriortuf cosrs to y m r iniriul
purchase price?
Yes
No
Orher (srare reason)
Would you be inclined ro choose a " C a h Srreer" design for your home if the wirlrh of the rocrd i\narrower rhan convenrional residential srreer designr, and ir rneanr an addirional cosr of betweciz $500
- $800 ro your iniriuf purchase price?
Yes
No
Other (srare reason)
Worrfd you be irzcLined ru choose a home wirh a smallerfronr -rd. ifthe properry purchuse price i3upproximarely $4000 less ?
Yes
No
Orher (srare reason)
Would you be inclined ru choose a home wirh a srnalierfront yard, ifrhe equivalenr area of ltrnd
allocared ro afront yard ix incotporated inro p u r bacbard?
Yes
No
Other (srare reason)
You wish to make a choice between buying a house in a typical neighbourhood and one in a
neighbourhood with reduced street width. "calrned" streets, and reduced kont yard- The price of homes
in neighbourhoods with these feanires would cosc you berneen $3000 and $8000 Iesi.
Wo~rid
you be inclincd ro choose a home in rhis communiry?

Yes

No

Orher (srare reason)

Rights-of-Way/Street Width
The size of the urban block and the system-wide approach to the planning and design of its street networks
in relation CO the intensity of land use typicaIIy determine the width of incerconnectin,a roads. Conventional
suburban community sueets are LOO wide. The size of the right-of-way does not encourage the Kype of
closeness chat makes streers the artenes of cornmunity life.
A RTERfAL

Anenals are designed to channel traffic through conventional communities rather chan funne1 it in a
web of interconnected layers of traffic networks. Most artends have a risht-of-way of between 40 feet
and 60 t é e t This is too wide for closeness at the human levei, and for rneaningful interaction within a
community.
I

Illustrative Photomontage
Evaluation Ouestions
Wnrrld p u De inclined ru c-hooseu home in u community where 30 ro 60feer rvicie urreriul.~run
rhrough the cornnzwiiq?
Yes
No
Other (srare reusorr)

IVouid you De incli~zecf
ro cfzoose a home in a cornrnurziry wtrere rhere is no &videurteriul r~rtir1it1.q
rhrough the ~~cimrnrrniry?
Yes
No

Orlzer (srate reusun)

=

COLLECTORS AND LOCAL STREETS
Znstead of merials, the street hïerarchy in a sustainable community should comprise of onIy collectors
and local streets- Artenais En conventionai comrnunities are designed to channel u f l ~ through
c
conventionaL communities rather than funnel it in a web of interconnected Iayers of circulation
networks. Most suburban coilectors have a rÏght-of-way of between 35 feet and 60 feet. This is roo
wide for rneaningfbl interaction within a community- Reducing the right-of-way for local sueets CO
between 19 feet and 23 feet in a cornmunity wi1l Save afmost $400 in transportation-based tax CO
adjacent horneowners. It will d s o reduce asphatt-paved surfaces by 10%-25%.

nlustrative Photomontage
0

=

Evaluation Ouestions
Cul-de-sacs (dead-ended street: system -Type A) do not allow through traftk but may Iead CO
congestion on the feeeder streets. Grid syscern (open-ended street system - Type B)with short distances
between intersections provides an easier and more evenly disuïbuted traftTc tlow on each of the streets.
as well as easier and more convenient pedestnan access to other Iocations in the community. Consider
the characteristics of two types of street: open-ended and dead-ended.
Which streer wodd ~ O Lmosr
L
iikely favour for your home?
Consider the characteristics of cul-de-sac versus grid system. Which streer system woirld yorr mosr
l i k l y favour for vour community ?
Type A
Type 8
Other (srare reason)

=
Universal Access
Universal access is intended to be inclusive rather than exclusive. The idea is thar; everyone should have
rrccess CO everyching al1 of the time including public spaces, buildings, products and services- Intcgrating
universal access in a11 t o m s of transportrition is a goal of susminable cornmunicy design.

= THESTREET
The speed of traiEc a sustainable community should encourage ambulatory or handicap trafic.

illustrative Photomontage
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Evaluation Ouestion
Would you be inclincd ru choose a home in u comrnuniry where ulC the strcers arc eccessiblc tu
everyonc -handicupped or trot?
Yes
No
Orher (sture rcaron)

=

PUBLIC AREAS
AI1 buildings and public open spaces shouId be easiIy accessible to ail members of the cornrnunity.
More specii-ïcally, attention shouId be directed to the planning and design of: externai areas, parking
and pedestrian ways, m i r s , ramps, lifts. signage, emergency exit routes, interior spaces and
furnishings. Disabilities vary including mobility and dextericy to hearing and seeing. arnong ochers. A
cornmitment to "barrier tiee" design dernonstrates an inclusive attitude, acknowledges intcrdependency
of people within rlie cornmunisr, and fosters the spirit and strength of an integrated çommunity,

GRAPE3IC ILLUSTRATION

Y-Conventionai
O

Sustainable

Photomontage

EvaluatÏon Ouestions
Wouid you like ro [ive in a fuily inregrared commlrniry with access to prrhiic areru- /3?d l irs
rcsidents, irrespecrivc of their physicd o r rnenrai capubiliries?
Yes
No
Other (state reason)
Would you prefer a 'barricr-fie' cornrnunity with due design cortsiderutio~rfor people wirtr
clisubilhy ro one irr which no such considerution is made in their design and inzpiementu~iorr
?
Yes
No
Other (srare remon)

WEB-BASED QUESTIONNAIRE AND ANALYSE OF IRETRIEVED DATA
OuestNo

Ouestion

Lot Configuration: Reducingfi-onr yards ro l O feer can savc buyers rtp tu S4.000 ami
rnake streers more inrimare to building scale. WouId you regard this s w i n g appropiiate
enough to consider Living in a communiy with reduced front yard'?
Wouid you trade a deep front yard for a more intirnate dwelIing-sueet relationship and a
bigger private backyard'?

Residential Intensification: Rcsidential second units are cusromarily Locatcd in the
upper level of a garage. in the a&, or at the barernenr level. They have to he sclfr
conruinedfor bathroorn and cooking faciliries. By renting out a second mit. ujümily
corrld prrrchase a home that would otherwise be unaffordubfe. The "second unit" cortld bc
used us a self-conrained grtest suite orfor home oflcesfor people workirig out of- ttrrir
homes. Would you be willing to Iive in an area where Residential Second Unics are
al Io wed'?
Would you wish to own a home in a cornmunity in where you couId have a tesidencial
second home?

M k o f Housing Types: Living in a commrrnity wirh u m u of deruched hveliirr,q mirs und
urtuched rtnits such as, apartmenrs and rownhoirses will cosr about 30% iess than in a
typicul SUU urban cieuelopment cvirh single fanzily dwelling otzly. WOUId you consider
living in a community with a rnix of different types of housing units?
..lttnched /romes like ru rvnhouses, dtrplcres, und multi-fàmily upunmetir mirs crut co-c'xist
rvith high-value single family raidences wirhour impacting on pruperry values. The
grriiling prfizciples are ro emure that ir kecps rvirhbr the urchirecrurul çhurucrcr of clle
neighbourhood, the heighr is limired tu the general heighr of buildings in the
neighbourhood, the street environment is appealing, and u m c r i v e open spuces are close
ro mulri-unit horrsing projects. Considenng that an attached unit can cost 20%-35% Iess
chan a derached unit of comparable size and stature, would you be inciined to choose this
type of building for your household?
A h of Household and People: Would you be inclined to choose a home in a communitymade up of a diversity o f households, families and people of diKetin,a ase. income status.
and culturai IifestyIe if your home was located in an area of some 2 o r 3 residential street
blocks. if ail of the homes are designed for peopIe of similar household status and
"market bracket" as yours?

Would you be inclined to choose a home in a community made up of a diversity of
households, families and people of differing age, income status, and cultural Ii festy le if
your home was located in an area if the househoId status and "market bracket" of people
are vrrried, but the sueec presentation of each home is sirni1a.r in architectural character
and üppearance?

Common BuildingsIRooms: Would you prefer to live in a community wich
neighbourhood recycling centres as opposed ro a community without recycling Ficilities'!
Would you prefer to live in a community with a core of community-relateci üctivities
centres such as, senior and youtii l'acilities, daycare t'acilities. workshops ruid Iiobby
centres?

The Communiîy Core: To suppo f i a cornmuniiy core wirh work, shopping, recrenriun
und enrerrainmenr uses. inregrared with residentia! suburban deve fopments. the overult
detrrity of rhe community wouki have to bbe higher rhan it is in convenrional cornmunir)'
WouId you favour a community with a Comrnunity Core?

To suppon a comm~uzitycore with work shopping, recrearion und enrerrairtment uses.
inregrared wirh residentLal suburbun developmenrs, rhe overaCi densi4 of the mrnrnunity
ivnuld have ro D
e higher rhan ir LTin convenrional contmunity- Assume your home is
iocaced within 15 minutes walking distance €rom the community core. On a scalt: on 1 to
5 (where 1 means l e s t prekrred and 5 means most preferred). indicate your preference
in the two displayed scenarios.
A contm~rnityJmain m-eet serves us u social magner for the cornrnuniry. WouId you like
CO live in a community with a centre of social and comrnunity activities such as, rneecins
iialls. restaurants, and cinemakhopping facilities as opposed to a community wich only
cesidentid units?
Cultural icons promore a sense of associarian. und conrribure to the inrensity rfrrse.
Would you iike to live in a comrnunity that has cuItunIly signiticant built icons?

NEIGHBOURHOOD CENTRE: A neighbourhoorl centre w a d d offer some r a d urtd
business services. It ruouCd comprise iargely of 2 or 3 srorey anuched brrilrli,z,qfbrms.
Would you favour having such a developmenc within a 5-minute walking distance from
your home?

CORE STREETSCAPES: Streerscapes rhar encourage pedesrriun rno vcmerrr o ver
vehicular movernenr rend ro increuse pedesrrian-relared acriviries. W o uId yo u pre fer to
[ive in a cornmunity where the sidewdks are wider and the roads are narrower and safer
for walking and cycling'?
Screetscapes thac encourage pedestrian movement over vehicuIar movement tend to
increase pedesuian-related activities. Would you prefer to live in n comrnunity where the
sidewaIks are wider and the roads are narrower and safer for walking and cycling?

Nfixed Uses at the Core: WouId you like to have commercial and retail shops close CO or
inteprated inco residential homes in the community you Iive?
Would you prefer a community with schools, healthcare and daycrire cenrres easily
accessible from homes to a community wichout any of chese amenities?

Social and Recreational Space: On a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 denoces l e s t preferred and
5 denotes most prekrred, how wouId you rate your preference for shared hcilicies such
as, local gathering places, and community hall for both young and old in the cornmunity
you [ive?
On a scale of 1 to 5, where L denotes Ieast preferred and 5 denotes most preferred, how
would you rate your preference for recreational facilities for both young and old in the
community you live?

WNDSCAPING: Consider rhat the initial cosr of u home is abour 1% tri,qtrer hur ttrerc
are anrttcrive rnuinrenance savings of about 75%und 60-70sless lrrborrr tirne- Wou Id
you favour a residenciaI Landscaping option with hardy droughc-resistant plants species
over conventionai non-resis tant species?
Usfitgpermeable pavement surfacesfor driveways and purios muinrairts .suh.wil warer
balunce, rnukes the yard cooler in sunînzer. arzd look brrter than uphrrlr- Ir rrr- clclci trp

-

ro $300 in itririul cost- Would you be in favour of using this type ofsurt-acin, in the
cornmunity you live'?

Recycle Centres: Do you tàvour a more locai opportunity and community-organized
fa'acilities like "neighbourhood coIlection points" and "eco-station" for recycIing w u t e in
the cornmunity you choose to Iive?
Would you be inclined to reguiarly recycle your household discards if a collecting point
was located within 2 to 3 minutes waiking distance fiorn your home?

Composting Centres: A home equipped for convenienr recyclitzg and L-ompostingdoes
not cosr more. 1t cotzserves resources and saves on gurbage collecrion utid i u t z d ' cosrs.
Would you be indined to choose a home that was designed and equipped for easy sorting
and composting given that such a home wouId cost about S300 more in initial cost chan
conventional building'!
Suppose that the home you choose is equipped for convenient sorting and composting,
would you recycle and compost more or less reusable wastes and discards'?
Greywater Reuse: Re-using waterfor toilerflushilzg or gurcletz irn:Curiort cosrs /~etween
SU ro $1200 more tlmn convenrional sysrem. but conserves 50% armure of riwter pipeci

irrto the home. The addirional -stem cost wordd be recouped in 5 ycurs rhrou,ph srrvittgs
otz jour wuter bill- WouId you be i n c h e d to choose the "water re-use" syscern over the
conventional system?
If this system couId b e instailed in a home with no additional cost. would you be inclined
to choose it?

"Livfirg ~Vfc~cttine"
syscern c m bc retued for irriguring cornrnruriiyfurms. ,yurcicn.~.parh.
strcer rrecs utrd orher open spucc'sSWouId you choose to purchase a hotne you Iiked if it
is in a çommunicy where this syscern is instrilled?
WouId you be inclined to support a pilot project in Winnipeg that cxperiments with tliis
al ternative sewage management system'!

Stormwater Recycle: Would you be inclined to support a pilot project in Winnipeg that
experiments with stomwater management system'!
Rainwater Recycle: InsraiLing "rainwarerreqcling" system ivould suve J'OLL$/O.OU per
monrh on your warer rrtiiiry bill during rhe month thur p u ivurer your h v n . Consider rhar
rhe s y s t m conid mean an additional $300 in iniriui purchuse pricc of yuur homeAfienvrtrds o u havé trcr savingx Would you be inclined to clioose a home chat has
rainwater collection-storaze sysrem?

Co-Generatio n: in Co-generurion und Disrricf Heuring sysrern, rhe "e-rharur"/ m i r fi-orn
generuritzg rhe ciecrricity is used ro lzeur wuter. Hot bouter il-distriburecl thrf~ughotrrCL
disrricr t i envork of rrnclergroirnd-imitiaredpipes. This sysrern rr.ses 33% lcss jilssil fuel
rfrctn converrtionui methods ofhome heuring. On a scale of I to 5 (where I rneans Ieast
preferrcd, and 5 means mosc preferred) state your pretërence for having this systein in the
community you [ive.
Assume your montMy share of the cost of renewable energy sources pilat progrriin in
your communiy is $20 per month, would you agree to such a n arrangement'!

District Heating: Disrricr hearing is overall358 less cosrly rhun convcrtric~ncdl~orncfurnace-heating- ft afsoprovides betrer conrrol of roonz ro room heating. Would y ou
favour a District Heating System for your home?
Community Farms: Would the idea of lands set aside for Community Farm Iocated in
the community be a positive factor in deciding your home and community choice?
District Gardens: Would the idea of District Garden be a positive factor in deciding on
your home and comrnunity choice?

Pedestrian Nehvork: ln a cornmunity rvirfz rvcll-designcd purhwcry .sysrc.mfi)r rv~rlkit~,q
ctnd I~ikirrg,there are possibifiriesfor

some savings on Four ,qusc~limcon.srrmprir~rranc i u
lrculclricr iifesrylefurjoii atrd others in your home On a scale of I to 5 (where I rneans
Ieast preferred and 5 means most preferred) provide a score of your preference 1-egirdinr
Iiaving pedestrian and bicycle network, assuming that your property taxes had to be 5%
higher in order to support these pathway arrangements?

On a scale of 1 to 5 (where 1 means Ieast preferred and 5 means most preferred) provide
a score of your preference regûrding having pedestrian and bicycle network. assuming
that your property taxes had to be IO% higher in order to support these pathway
arrangements?

On a scale of 1 to 5 (where 1 rneans least preferred and 5 rneans most prekrred) provide
a score of your preference regarding having pedestnan and bicycle network. tissu min^
chat your property taxes had to be 5% higher in order to support these pathwriy
arrangements'!
On a scale of 1 to 5 (where 1 means least preferred and 5 means rnost preferred) provide
a score of your preference regarding having pedestrian and bicycle network, assuming
chat your propem tax had co be LO% higher in order to support these pathway
arrangements?

Vehicular Network: Belo w are rhree alternarive srreer designs with a clescriprion oj-the
c~uciliriesand cosrs invofved in euch. Type I: Typicui 4-lune dividecf h(qh wuy ( 2 trcrfjc
iuties wirh 2 pc~rkinglunes and 1 sidcwafk).Rocrd wicith is 9.50rn ( 3 / f i ) .Cosr is Y/ 1.50
per crveruge home properry; Type 2: 3-lune l - r i g l z w(2
~ ~trafic / m e s rvich / pc~rkirigi m e
atzd / sicieiva fk). Roucl width is 6.60nr (32 fi). Cosr ü $750 per crverugc Ilorne p ropcrrx;
Type 3: 3-lune highrvay (2 rrufic latirs wirh 1 parking lune urrcl2 sidcwnlks), Rnad wiclrh
is 6.60m (22Ii). Cosr is $1050 peraveragc home propcrry. Which of these streec desizns
wouId you most prekr?
Which of these street designs would you l e s t prefer for your comrnunity'!
Y m wish to rnuke a choicc berween hyitzg a house in u rypiccrl neighborrrf~oodculd otie
Ni u tzeighbourhood with reduced srreer widrh. "calmed" srrecrs, arid reduceclfrc~ritprcl.
The pt-icc of homes in tzeighbourhoods wirh r/zesefeurures would cvst you herwecrr $3000
arui $8000 less. Would you be inclined to choose a "Calm Streer" design t'or your home
if the width of the road is narrower than conventional residential street designs, and it
meanc no additional costs to your initial purchase pncei'

WouId you be inclined to choose a "Calm Street" design for your home if the width of the
road is narrower chan conventional residential sueet designs, and it mean t an additiona1
cost of between $500 - $800 to your initial purchase pricel
Would you be incIined to choose a home with a smaller front yard. if the property
purchase price is approximately $4000 less'?

Would you be inclined co choose a home with a smaIIer front yard. if the equivcilent area
of [and altocated to a front yard is incorponted into your backyard?
WouId you be inclined to choose a home in this community?

-

-

Street Design Coflectors Cuf-de-sacs(dead-ended Street system Type A) c h rior ailow
throrrgh trafic bbur m q lead ta congesriorr or1 rhej2edL.r srreers- Grid systern (open-ended
street system Type B) wirh short disrances berween inrerxecriortxpro vicies atr ecrsier cutd
more eveniy disrribnted traffrcflaw on each of the srreers. a w d l us ecuier mrcl more
converlient pedestriun access ro orher locations in the comrnuniry. Cons ider the
characteristics of two types of street: open-ended and dead-ended. Which sueec type
wouid you favour in your cornrnunity?

-

Consider the churrrcrerisrics of cul-de-sac versus grid system. W hich streec type would
you most likely fàvour for your community?

Local Streets: You wish ro make a choice between buying a house in ci ry/>iccd
rreighbourhood and one Nr a neighbourhood with reduced srreer ividth. "culrired " srrcers.
and reducedfronr yard The price of homes in neriphbourhaodr rvirh thesefiurure.~~vouicl
cosr j o u benveen $3000 and $8000 less. Would you be incIined to choose a home in this
community?
Universal Access on Streets: WouId you be inclined to choose a home in n community
where ail the screets are accessible to everyone - handicapped or not?
Universal Access to PubIic Buildings: WouId you Iike to live in a tülly integrated
çommunity with access to public areas by al1 its residents, irrespective of their physical or
mencal capabilities?
Would you prefer a 'barrier-free' community with due design consideracion for people
wirh disabiIicy to one in which no such consideration is made in their desi, and
irnplementation?

SUMM.4RY OF DATA OBTAINED FROM WEB-BASED SURVEY

Yes

No
15
12
12
11
15
5
9
8
12
1O
15

4
8
7
11

3
1
3
1

5
1
3
4

2
1
1
1

Total %Yes
%No
16.67%
1 8 83.33%
7.69%
1 3 92.31%
20.00%
1 5 80.00%
1 1 1OO,OO%
0.00%
1 6 93.75%
6.25%
1 0 50.00%
50.00%
10,00%
1 O 90.00%
1 1 72-73% 27.27%
1 6 75.00%
25.00%
O,OO%
1 O 100.00%
11.76%
1 7 88.24%
5
80.00%
20-00%
9
88.89%
11.11%
12.50%
8
87.50%
o.OOO/o
1 1 100.00%

Yes

No

Total

%Yes

%No

APPENDIX D: GFORM S A i i L E FOR PERSONAL DATA FOIRiiI

APPENDIX Er GENERAL A?TIDUDE SURVEY QUESTIONS
1,

GeneraI Attitude Studv
Below are srusernents erpresshg o~~ra&udesro the fonn of rhe cornrnuniry in which we [ive. What w e
want is y o u r response, even if you know littie about p a n i c u l v urban issues. Please respond to cach
statement, using the following scde. Circle the response thaL in your jud,sent mosr satisfy your
understanding of the issue being discussed.

Attitudes
S tron,oly D i s a ~ e e
Disagree
NOLsure
Agree
S trongly Agree

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6,

S.

9-

IO.

i 1,

12.

13.

5

Communities chat are compactly built are more sustainable chan communities in which the
buildings are widely spaced O U L
I
2
3
4
5
T h e presence o f o p e n social spaces in îçornmunity concributes CO the livability of the çurnrnunity.
1
2
3
4
5
Communities with compactly built residences that are conneçted by çoinrnon dividing walls tend
to enhance cotnrnunity interaction than cornmunities wirh single family houses on sep;irÿtr lots.
I
2
3
4
5
Cornmunities with more "green" areas (such as trees, lawns, shrubs etc.) tend co b e more livable
than communities with more paved areas and fewer green spaces.
1
2
3
4
5
Where ener,T generacion unit is cenvally provided and shared. the overall energy consumption in
the cornmunity is reduced.
1
2
3
4
5
Communities with a mixture of housing types tend to be more sustainable than comrnunities with
fewer types housing uni&
1
3
3
4
5
Communities that have shopping, meeting, and work areas at a distance of less than [en minutes
walk from residences tend to be more Iivable than cornmunities chat do not.
t
2
3
4
5
Communities with different cacegones of residential uni& tend co accract more diverse types of
tenants.
1
2
3
4
5
A community chat is designed to respect the ecology of the area in which it is sited tends to be
more IivabIe chan a community that is not.
1
2
3
4
5
Where public areas are universally accessible, the character and quality of Ehe coinmunity is
enhanced.
1
-3
3
4
5
T h e rehionship between the heiplit of buildinss and the width of the street aftëcrs our
understanding of the quality of a community screet.
1
2
3
4
5
A community that has the potencial to expand and rearrange icself is more suscainnble than a
cornmunity chat no room for growth and expansion.
1
2
3
4
5
Universal access to public areas in a community encourages people of diverse physical ahility to
use such public areas,
1
2
3
4
5
d

7.

Ratinos
I
2
3
4

The streets in communities with s d e sidewdks tend to be more intensely used by pulestrians than
communities where there are no sidewalks
1
2
3
4
5
T h e more univennlly accessible a cornmunity is, rhe more intense is the use of ia puhlic areas
f
2
3
4
5
W h e r e building interiors have direcc access to sunli_oht,energy use is minimized.
I
2
3
4
5
A cornmunity where rhere is opportunity for recycling wastes tends to be more txologicülly
friendly.
1
2
3
4
5
The qualiry o f material used for construcrion in a cornrnunity decemines the life and dunbility of
its buildings and infrastructures.
I
2
3
4
5
People rend to have a better feeling of enclosure where public places are surrounded by ïontinuous
w a k i o f buildings chat are not penemted by roads on every side.
1
2
3
4
5
A comrnunicy with recycling depots and drop-off areas thac are easily accessible ro residencs tends
to recycle better1
7
3
4
5
A cornmunity thar has opportuniry to for reusinp wastes tends to have reduced sarbage per
resident.
1
2
3
4
5

-

APPENDIX E i : RES ULTS OBTAINED FROM SURVEY
QstN

RatgSum TotSamp

Ratg
1

1

2

2

3

3
4

1
9

5

9

24
24
24
24
24

%ofTotai

%Agree

%Disagree

%Neutra1

8 -33%

20.83%

12.50%

4.1 7%

4.1 7%

37,50%
37.50%

75.00%

,

IQS~N
l!3atg 1

RatgSum (fotsarnp (%ofrotal

(%~~ree

TABLE TITLE
QstN denotes Question Number in the survey questionnaire
Ratg denotes the rating scale ( I -5)
RatgSum denotes the summary of participants' nting of the question
TotSamp denotes Total survey sample
%TOMdenotes the percentage of total sampie that falls within each ratins category
%Agree denotes the percentage of sample that agrees with the hypothetical statement
% Disagree denotes the percentage of sampIe that agrees with the hypothetical statemenc
%Neutra1denotes the percentage ofsarnple that is not sure whetlier they agree or disagree with the
hypothetical stateiuen t

APPENDIX F: GENERAI, RECEPTIVrrY TO SUSTAINABLE COMMUNlTY DESIGN ISSUES

II. General Sustainable Comrnunitv Desien Rece~tivitvEvaluation
A, CO^^ DESIGN
Land Use and Housing
By investing 5% more in the home constniction OR by selectin,o a home that is 5% srnalier in size. Iower
heriting cos& and conservation of earth's resources resuits- You are given an opportunity to choose
between,
Type A - a home with conventional building envefope,
Type B - a home with energy-efficient features of the same size, and
= Type C - a home with enersy-eficient feature that is about 5% smaller than the conventional home.
/
Which of the Duiidirtg erzvefope urrci Level of energy @ciency ivo~rlciyotr be rnosr Nzclitred ro c-lroosc?
Type B
Type C
Type A
Housin z Diversitv:
2. Compact community helps to achieve more eftëccive use of natural resources tind ecologicril
consen/ation- I t helps to achieve a more cost-et'fective and convenient public transportacion service for
residents. It aIso helps to achieve really et'fective choice and affordability because of che rrinse of home
pnces, home types, and property situations.
3- From the 2 alrenrarive communir)~formsrraregies displuyed. score your preference on CL x u l e of / ro
5 (cvhere / nteans lerrsr preferred und 5 means mosr preferred) in regard ro:
Alternative A: Diversity of housing types
1
2
3
4
5

Alternative B: Community Cornpactness
2
3
4
5
1
4. h t a short phrase or nvo srare your reasonfor respondirzg ns you cid in Qrresfion 18
Low preference for both alternatives:
Prekrence for A over BI
Preference for B over A:
Second Units
Residentiai second uni& are customarily located in the upper IeveI of n garage,
- in the attic. or at [lie
basernent level. They have to be self-contained Wr bathr&rn and cooking facilities. % y renting out a second
unit, a family could purchase a home chat would ocherwise be unaffordable. The "second unit" couId be
uscd as a self-contained guest suite or for home offices for people working out of cheir homes.
5. Would y o ~ rIie cvilling ro [ive in an area where Residetzrial Second Unirs arc allowcci?
Yes
No
Orher (stare reason)
6. Worrldyou wish ru U W L u hume in ivhich yorr could have u residenrid secut~rlhome?
Yes
No
Orher (srare reuson)

Attached Homes
Atcached homes like townhouses, duplexes, and muIti-family apartment units can CO-existwitli higli-value
single family residences without impncting on property values. mie guiding principles are to ensurci chat it
keeps within the architectura1 chancter of tlie neighbourhood. the heighr is limited to the generai t-teight of
buildings in the neighbourhood, the Street environment is appealing, and attractive open spaces are d o s e to
inuiti-unit housing projects.
7. Considering chat an attached unit crin cost 20%-35% less chan a decached unit ofcomparabk size ancl
stature, which housing oprian cvould you mosr likcly choose for yorrr horuehaid?
No
Other (srare reason)
Yes
Emdovment O~nortunitieswithin the Cornmuniol
S. Assume you are looking for a home. Would you be inciined ro choose a cornrnirniry in cvhich selec-rcd
areus provicie for srrbsrunriul rzurnber of places and rypcs of ernployment und brisiness enrerp rises?
Yes
No
Orher (srare rcnson)
Diversitv of Wouseliold. Housino and Peonle in the Commiinity
9. Would you be inciined to clioose a home in a community made up of ii diversity of IiouseIiolds.
Fimilies und people of differing age. income statu, and cultural lifestyle if:

/O. Yorrr home w u foc-cltcdirz CUI ureu of some 2 or 3 residetzrial srreer blockr rvhere al[ r~frhefznrne.s arc.
designecifor people of similur household srants and "marker brucket " u s yours?
Yes
No
Other (srare reason)
I l Your home vus focared itz un urea where the tzousehofd stanrs crtrcl "rnurker hrackr" of peopie ure
varied bur rhe street presentution of each home is sirnilar in archirectrtral charucrer urrd uppeururrce?
Yes
No
Orhcr (srme reason)
The Core
Neizhhourhood Centre
f 2. A neighbourhood centre would offer some retail and business services. It would comprise largeiy of 2
or 3 storey attaçhed building forms. Worrfdyoufavor~rIravirrg such u devefopnzent rvirhitc 5-~lririurex
wcrlking disrancesfrom yorrr home?
Yes
No
Orher (srate rruson)
Communiry Core
To support a cornmunity core with work, shopping, recreation and entertainment uses, integmed wich
residenual suburban deveioprnents, the overd1 density of the community wouId have to be sirnilar to tlie
one in the alternative proposal shown - it has to be compact,
13. Would you favour a commrrniry wirh a Communiq Core?
Ycs
No
Orher (srare reason)
14. Assume o r r r home is locuted wirhbz 15 rninurcs rvaiking disrancc fiom the commrrniry core. Ott a sccrlc
orr I ro 5 (where I nieans leusr preferrcd und 5 m e n u mosr preferrcd), irzdic~iteyour pr&rericc in dtc
rrvo clispluyed scettarios.
1 2
3
4
5
In-between Spaces
Communitv Gardens and Cornmunitv Farm entemrise
15. Would the idecr of lunch set uside for Communin C~rrcieniocared irz rhe conzmunig be CL pasitive jûcror
itz ~leçidingyorrr home ard cornmunity choice?
Yes
No
Other fstate reason)
1 6. Would rhe idea of "Comrnrrniy Tree Nurseries" De a posirive fucror in deciding on pour home und

cummunity chuice ?
Ycs
No
Other (srare reuson)
Landsçaoinq
17. Consider chat the initial cost of a home is about 1% higher but there are attractive maintenance savings
of abouc 75% and 60-708 less labour time. Wurrld yorr favorrr a resilircnticd larzdscupirzg opriorr rvirl~
Iiurciy droughr-resisrurztplants species over convetttional non-resistunt species?
Yes
No
Orher (srare remon)
[ S . Using permeable pavement surfaces for drivewitys and patios maintains subsoit water balance, makes
the yard cooler in summer, and Iooks better than asphalt. It may add up to $300 in initial cost. CVorrld
you be infuvour of trsing rhis type of surfacing ?
Yes
No
Orher (srare rcrrron)

B. ECOLOGIC DESIGN
Waste Management
R e c v c l i n ~in the Cominunitv
I 9. Do yorl frivour a nrnre [oc-CL
f opporrnrzity and cumrnrrriirj~-orgcrrtizcci
fhci1irie.s like "ri ei,qhhourltoocl
cdlecriort poitrrs anri "cm-sruriotr " f o r rcc!rlitzg wcmc irt rfle cornrnrrrzity p u chouse ro [ive?
Yes
No
Orher (srute rectsort)
30. WotrW you hc iriclined tu r q u Lurly recycle potrr hoirsehold cfixcurcls$a collccrirzg poirv i.vc~.sIocurcd
rvirhirz 2 ro 3 mirzures ivufkirigdisrancefiorn F u r home?
Yes
No
Other (srarc r e u o n )
3 1. A Iiome equipped for convenient recycling and çomposting does not cost more. It conserves cesources
and saves on garbage coIlecuon and Iandfill costs.
"

Worrld you be inclincd to choose a home rhar kvas designed und equipped for eccsy sorririg cind
curnposting giverr thut such a home would c o s abour $300 more in initial cosr rizan converzrionof
hrriiding ?
Yes
No
Orher (srare reason)
Suppose chat the home you choose is equipped for convenient sorting and composting, rvoidcl Frr
recycle cind compo5-rmore or less reusable rvasres and drjcurdr?
Ycs
No
Orher (srare reuson)

Water and Wastewater Management
Low volume iavatories, showerheads and toile&. and high eficiency water heating results in lower
rnonthly utility bill with negligible extra cost. Worrld ~ O Lbe
C inclincd ro chuose a hume wirh rvurercotiservirtgf~rtnirci;and eyrripnrenr givcn rhur r h q woulcl cosr no more than curr vcnric~tzaitrirc~~-~rc~rii~c.t-:'
Nu
Othcr (stare reu.sotr)
Yes
Re-using water for coiIet tlushing or garden imgation costs between $0 co $ i 200 more chan
conventional system. but conserves 50% or more of water piped into the home. The additional system
cost would be recouped in 5 years through savings on your water bill- Wurtidyou he irzclittccl ro c.hoo.t-e
the "ivarer re-use " qsrern over rhe convenrionai qsrem ?
Yes
No
Orhcr (stare reason)
/frhis sTsrem could 6e in-i'rulled in u home with no addirionul cost, rvould p u be inclinai tc~choo.s-c it?
Yes
No
Other (srare reason)
hstalling "rainwater recycling" syscem would Save you $ I0.00 pet month on your water ucility bill
during the month chat you wacer your lawn. Consider thnt the syscem could mean an additional $300 in
initiai purchase price of your home. Aflerwards you have net savings. Would )?oube Nrdirzecl rc) ctzoose
a home rhar has rainrvurer collection-srorage sysrem ?
Yes
No
Orher (srure reasorz)
'2iving Machine" systern can be reused for imgating community farrns, gardens, parks, Street Crees.
and other open spaces.
Worrld you chuose ru purchase a home you liked ryit is in u commrrnity cvltere t h k sysrcm s.ï in.srcnllecl?
Yes
No
Othcr (stare reason)
Wotrld yorr bc iriclined ro support a pilot project in Winnipeg rhar crperirnenrs wirh rhis altertrtrrivc
scivuge ntanug enzerzr sysrem ?

Yes

No

Other (state reason)

Energy
Home Heatino and Co-Generrition
38- in Co-seneration and District Keating system, the "exhaust" heat from generacing the eIectricity is
used to heat wacer. Hoc water is distributed throughout: a district necwork of uiiderground-insulated
pipes. This system uses 33% less fossil fuel [han conventional methods of home heatlnz. Hoiv likcilj.
~vouMyorr bc ru choose u tteighbourhuod cvith tlzisfearure over unorher wirh corzvenrimial lieur
generuting sysrem ?
Likeiy
Nor likely
Other (srure reason)
29. District heating is o v e d l 35% less coscly than conventional home-furnace-heating- Tt also provides
better conuol of room co room heating.
Would you favorrr u Disrricr Heuring Sysrern for yorrr home?
Yes
No
Orher (srnte reason)
Alternative Enerzv Svstem irnplementation
30. Assume your monrhly share of the cosr of rencwable encrgy sources pilor progrcm in yaur comrnrrrt iry
is $20 per monrh, would yorr ugree ro s ~ anhurrungement?
No
Orher (srare remon)
Yes
3 1 . Would y011 see i f as crrrrucrive and cndvunrageorw.ro yorrr l~j%sryfc.
ru have ail thefecirr f re /i.srd crbovc
"pcrckrrgcd" rogerher in the commrrtzity rtturyou live in?
Yes
No
Other (sture rectson)
-

C-STREET DESIGN
Traffïc Neîwork
Vehicular
Below are chree dternative street designs with a description of the qualities and costs invoIved in each.
Type 1: Typicai 4 l a n e divided highway (2 traffic lanes with 2 parking lanes and 1 sidewalk). Rotid width
is 9SOm (3 1 fi). Cost is $1 150 per average home property;
Type 2: 3-lane highwriy ( 2 traflic lanes with 1 parking Iane and 1 sidewaIk), Road widtli is &Win ( 2 1 ft)Cost is $750 per average home property;
Type 3: 3-hne highway (3- traffic lanes with I parking Iane and 2 sidewalks). Road width is 6AOm ( 2 2 R).
Cost is $1050 per average home p r o p e q .
32. Which of rhese srreer designs would you most prefer?
Type 1
Tvpe 2
Tvpe 3
33. Which of these strcer designs woufd you least prefer?
Type I
Qpe 2
fiye 3
34. Would you be inclined ro choose a "CafmSrreer" design for your home if the ~vidr/zof rhc road is
nurroiver than convenrionuf rcsidentiaC srreer designs. and ir rneant no addirional costs rn Xotrr i n i z i d
p urchase p ricê?
Yes
No
Other (srare remon)
3 2 Would yorr bc inclineci ro choose a "Culnt Street" design for yorw home if the rvidrh of rhc roucf is
cosr -r.fherrveet~8500
rrurrower than converrrional residenrial srreer designs, arrd ir rncattr un ucfdiric~naf
- $800 ro your initial purchuse price?
IVO
Orher (mire r e m n )
Yes
6 Woukl o u be inclineri rcl choose a home rvirh a smcrllerfrnnr vurd, ~yrhepropcrry prrrctzc~scpricc i s
cippr~ximureiy$4000 fess:'
Yes
No
Orher (srure reason)
7 Wc~ufci
you be incfirred to choose n hume with a smalferfronr yard. $the ec/uivuierrr urca c~-lrrrrrl
cdlucated ro a fiarzr yurd is incorporared irrro your Duckyard?
Yes
Nu
Orhcr (srurc rmsorz)
You wish to make a choice between buying a house in a cypical neighbourhood and one in a
neighbourhood with reduced street width, "caImedY'streets, and reduced front yard. The price of homes
in neighbourhoods with these features wouid cost you becween $3000 and $5000 less.
Worrfdyou be irzclirrcd ro chuose a home in rhis cornrnuniry?
Yes
Nu
Orhcr (srnre reusorr)
Street Svstem
Cul-de-sacs (derid-ended streec system -Type A) do not aIIow through trafiïc but may lead co congestion
on the feeder streets. Grid systern (open-ended streec system -Type B) with short distances becween
intersections provides an easier and more evenly distributed traftic tlow on each of the streea, ris well ris
easier and more convenienc pedescrian access to other Iocations in the community. Consider the
cliaracteristics of two types of street: open-ended and dead-ended,
3 5)- Which srreer would you mosr fikelyfavour for your home?
Type A
Type B
Other (srare reason)
40. Consider the characteristics of cul-de-sac versus &gïdsystern. Which srreer systcrn would ~ o r mosr
r
f i k f yfavorrr for p u r comrnuniry?
Type A
Type B
Orher (srnre reuson)

38.

Pedestrian and Bicvcle Pathwav
III a comiiiunity with well-designed pathway systern for watking and biking, there are possibilities For s o m e
srivings on your gasoline consumption and a hedthier lifescyle for you and others in your home. On a scaEe
of 1 to 5 (where 1 means least preferred and 5 means most preferred) provide a score of yaur prefei-ence
regarding having pedestritin and bicycle nctwork assuming:
4 1, Your property r u e s hud ru De 5% h w e r in order ro scipporr rhcse parhwuy arrtrrigemetir.~:~
L 2
3
4
5
42. Your propcrf)' r u hacf ro be 10% higher in order ro suppon these purhway arrm,qemerrr.s?
1 2
3
3
5

Compact Cornmunitv Form and T n n s ~ o r t a t i o n
Ln order to have betrer service-kquency and shorter trip times, bus stops within 5-minutes walking
distance from home, and conveniences by bus stops, one would have to Iive in ii more compact cornmunigr.
43. /tr the lighr of t h k reason. ivould you favour a more compacr arrangement for yorrr comrnnniry ?
Yes
No
Other (srarc reason)
44. Cottsidering rfze fearures one-at-a-rime, tick offALL rhe fearures you would wish to sec incurporarcd
imo your communiry
Energy-eWcien t uni ts
Co-generation-D isuict-Heating
Rainwater Recycling
Recycling
Composting
Compact Community
Reduced street width
Second ffnits
Attriched Homes
Open-ended Streets System
Dead-ended Srreets Systern
Pedestrïan and Bicycle Pathway
Neighbourhood Centrd Comrnunity Core
Employment Oppomnities
Diverse Household
Diverse Housing
Diverse People
Community Gardens
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4.35%
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0.00%
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2
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No
Other
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-

-

p
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1

i
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No
Other
-
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-

RatgSum
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27

-
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~
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-

31
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NO

Yes

35
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37

Other
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Other
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43.48%)
52.1 7%

1

1

-

1
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I

I

1

O
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8
O
17

-

23
23
23
23
23
23

0.004

78,26%

17.39%

4.35%

4.353

0.00%
60-87s

I

43.48%)
52.17%

0.000,

I

60.87%
34.78%

34-78%
0.0 0%
73.91%
17.39%

4

23

1

Yes

14

23
23

60.87%

No

8

23

34.78%

Other

Type6

13

Other

2

23
23
23
23
23
23
23

0.00%
39.13%
56.52%

TypeA

O
9
13
O
7

TypeA

4.35%

17.39%

Other

Type5
Other
38

23

18
4

No
34

4

9
13

Type1

4.35%
0,00°/~
13.04%
39.33%
39.13%
56-52%
17.39%

4

9

NO
331

1

23
23
23
23
23
23
23

3

Type1
Type2
Type3

Other
Yes

-

1
O

Type2
Type3
32

-

1
21

Other
30

---

0.000/
73.91%
17.39%
4.35%

4.35%

0.00%
30.43%
56.52%
8.70%

60.87%

34-78%
0.00%

QstN Ratg
39

StatRatg

RatgSum

1

TotSamp

3

%ofTotal %Yes

23

13.04%

2

1

23

3

5
8

23

4.35%
21.74%

23

34.78%

4

%No

%Other

17.39%

2 7 -74%

-

-

f

O

41

1

5

5
2

Yes

18

No

4

23
23
23
23

Other

O

23

0.00%

21

10O.OO0A

21

3

21
13
19

61,90%
90.48%

4

18

5

7

12
14
13

8

18

4

42 EnEffUnits
CoGenDHtg
RainRecyc
RecycLg

Compost
CompComm
RedStrtWidth
SecUnits
AttHomes
OpEndStrt
DeadEndStrt
PedBikWay
CornmCore
EmpOpport
DiversHhold
DiversHsg
DiversPeop
ComrnGardn

1

2

6

21
21
21
21
21
21

21.74%
d

8.70%
78.26%
17.39%

-

-

17-39%

-

0 -00%3

85.71%
66.67%
61.90%
85.71%

9

13

27

61.90%

15

21

71 -43%

11

11
20

21

52.38%
95.24%

21
21

-

57.14%

10
12

30.43%
78.26%

21
100.00% - -1 3 14

15

21

71 -43%

15

16

21

76.19%

16

21

17

5
16

21

71.43%
76.1 9%

18

16

21

76.19%
m

LEGEND OF TABLE TITLE
QstN denotes Question Nurnber in the survey questionnaire
StatRatg denotes the statistical rating attached co the feature (a-priori)
Rats denotes the rating scaie (Mixed)
RntgSum deno tes the surnmary of participants' rating of the question
TotSamp denotes Tord survey sample
%ofTotai denotes the percentage of tom1 sample that fails within each rating caregory
% Yes denotes the percentage of sample that agrees with the hypotfietical statement
%No denotes the percentoge ofsample that agrees with the hypotheticaf statement
%Other denotes the percentage of sampIe that is not sure whether they rigree or disasree with [lie
hypothecical statement

APPENDIX G: EVALUATION OF THE EFTrCTiVENESS OF REPRESENTATION TECHNIQUES
Provide an assessrnent of the degree of your agreement with the clarity of then following
representation techniques to communicate the required design intent. PIease try CO compare and score
the pais of desien scennrios Y accurately as possible. Base your scores on a scale of I to 5. as rxplained
below:
1 - strongly disagree thrit the k i t scenrino communicates design intent better than the second
2 - disasree chat the tint scenario cornmunicates design intent becter chan the second
3 - not sure if the tirst scenario coinmunicares design inten~better than in the second

3 - agree that the firsr scenano communicates design intent better than in the second
5 - strongly agree that the tïrst scenano communicates design intenc better than in the second

A. Assessment of ZD13D D e s i ~ nRe~resentationTechniaues
Condensed Lots
First Scenario vs. Second Scenario
1
2
3
4
5
Residential Intensification
First Scenario vs. Second Scenario
1
2
3
4
5
Residential Miu
First Scenano vs. Second Scenario
I
2
3
4
5
Cornmunity Core
First Scenario vs. Second Scenario
1
2
3
4
5
Common Buildings
First Sçenzirio vs. Second Scenario
1
2
3
3
5
NIixed Use a t the Core
First Scenario vs. Second Scenario
1
2
3
4
5
Social and Recreational Space
First Scenario vs. Second Scenario
1
2
3
4
5
Universal Accessi bility
First Scenario vs. Second Scenan-O
1
2
3
4
5

B. Assessment of ?DiAnimation o r OTVR Desim Renresentation Techniaues
1.

2.

3.

4.

Condensed Lots
First. Scenarïo vs. Second Scenario
1
2
3
4
5
Residential Intensification
First Scenario vs. Second Sçena~io
1
2
3
4
5
Residential M i x
First Scenario vs. Second Scenario
1
3
3
4
5
C o m m u n i e Core
First Scenario vs. Second Scenario
1
2
3
4
5

5.
6.

7-

3-

Cornmon Buildings
Firsc Scenarïo vs. Second Scenario
I
2
3
4
MLiued Use at the Core
First Scenario vs. Second Scenario
1
3
3
4
Social and Recreational Space
First Scenario vs. Second Scenario
1
2
3
4
Universal Accessibility
First Scenario vs. Second Scenario
1
2
3
4

5

5

5
5

C. Assessmen t of 3D/Animation or OTVR Desim Re~resentationTechniaues
Condensed Lots
First Scenario vs. Second Scenario
1
2
3
4
Residential Intensification
First Scenario vs. Second Scenario
I
2
3
4
Residential iMiu
First Scenario vs. Second Scenario
1
-7
3
4
Community Core
First Scenario vs- Second Scenario
I
-7
3
4
Common Buildings
Firsc Scenario vs, Second Scenarïo
1
2
3
4
Mked Ose a t the Core
First Scenario vs, Second Scenario
1
2
3
4
Social and Recreational Space
First Scenario vs. Second Scenario
I
2
3
4
Universal Accessibility
First Scenario vs. Second Scenario

1

2

3

4

5
5

5

5
5

5

5

5

Section A

-

2D vs- 3 0

SUMMARY OF RATINGS

Section B

-

2D vs- AnimationfQNR

SUMMARY OF RATINGS

Section C -30 vs. Anirnation/Q+VR

SUMMARY OF RAllNGS

APPENDIX H:

FGDM ANALYSIS OF RESULTS E'ROiM SURVEY

SUBJECWI
3x3 MATRICES OF REPRESENTATiON
D 1=2D DRAWINGS - PLAN/ELEVATION
D Z=3D DESIGN - AXONOMETRIcsIipERSPECTlVES
D 3=DYNAMIC REPRESDVTAAnON - ANIMA TION/QTVR
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APPENDM I: CORRELATED OUTCOMES O F SURVEY

APPENDIX J: CORRELATED OUTCOMES OF SLJRVEY (çoncd.)

